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2011-03-21 SVB-Bhagavad G$t; Intro and II-54
Our study here is on Bhagavad G$t;, my ambition for that small group is to teach
them some of the Upani^ads also but I don’t know when I’ll have the time and
the energy to do that. We had, some years back, I had given some lectures on
seven different aspects of meditation as found in the Baghavad G$t;, do you have
those lectures? Have they been transcribed? Do you know? No, they can be
transcribe and then Pandit Chandramani and someone else can get together about
the summary and comparative studies of Yoga Suç£è tra and Bhagavad G$t;, ok?
This is very brief summary and expanding it, first thing I would like is to refer to
the verse numbers of the G$t; for each stage, second stage would be to actually
put in those verses and third stage would be to translate those verses, based on
the transcriptions of my lectures on the subject. So that is part of the homework
for the Bhagavad G$t; studies, that is ongoing during the month as you find time.
Then I have explained at one time Sapta ÿloki G$t;, the G$t; of the Seven
Verses. G$t; is normally a standard text of about 700 versesè, but there is another
version of G$t; called the “Kashmir Recension”. Kashmir Recension has 3
different things from what is popular in the regular texts and there are 2 or 3
commentaries on the Kashmir version of the G$t;, for example:

yda yda ih xmRSy Glain-Rvit -art,
A_yuTwanmxmRSy tdaTman< s&jaMyhm!.4-7.
yad; yad; hi dharmasya gl;nir-bhavati bh;rata |
abhyutth;namadharmasya tad;tm;na= s&j;myaham ||4-7||
Whenever there is a diminution of dharma, O Descendant of Bharata, and a rise of
unrighteousness, then I incarnate Myself forth. (IV-7)

Many people know that verse.. “Whenever there is decline of virtue and there is
ascendancy of evil I send my self forth” but in the Kashmir version is not
“;tm;na= s&j;mi”, the Kasmir version is: “;tm;=%am s&j;mi” -“I send a particle
of my self forth”, so this ties in with what is known in the “Pur;[as” as the
a=%;vat;ra Theory, that God may incarnate from His particles, from parts of
Him, tad;tm;=%am s&j;mi. So there are many different places where the reading
of the Kashmir version is different, and it has, I think, 30 or 35 more verses than
the regular G$t;, we have copies of that here for those who wish to study but
they are in original Sanskrit.

Sapta ÿloki G$t;
Now, so, what you need to do just as basic knowledge of the G$t; is to fully
master the Sapta ÿloki G$t;, to start with, seven verses, and, way back when I
was teaching that, I’ve given a homework which nobody did. Was to study those
seven verses and write an essay, write a paper on “Why those Seven Verses are
selected? In what way they cover the rest of the teachings of the G$t;?.” Here are
the seven verses and I have them translated in my computer, and Pandit
Chandramani is putting the original %lokas here, which will be given to those
who are serious students, for this class I want only serious students. And these
verses should be read together with the document on “Seven Stages of
Meditation”, they are not the same, they are different, but there are some
connections.

AaeimTyeka]r< äü VyahrNmamnuSmrn!,
y> àyait TyjNdeh< s yait prma< gitm!.8£13.
om ity ek;k^ara= brahma vy;haranm;manusmaran |
ya+ pray;ti tyajandeha= sa y;ti param;= gatim || 8-13||
“He who departs, remembering Me, mindful of Me, contemplating Me,
abandoning the body while enunciating OM, this one-syllable immutable, one
Brahman, he reaches the supreme transcendent state” and I’ve given little foot
notes, this is chapter 8 verse 13.(VIII-13)

Swane ù;Ikez tv àkITyaR
jgTàù:yTynurJyte c,
r]a<is -Itain idzae ÔviNt
sveR nmSyiNt c is˜s'!"a>.11£36.
sth;ne h*^$ke%a tava prak$rty;
jagatprah&^yatyanurajyate ca |
rak^;=si bh$t;ni di%o dravanti
sarve namasyanti ca siddhasa]gh;+ ||11-36||

“Quite aptly, O Lord of the Senses, the universe rejoices, through singing Thy
praises and becomes enamored of Thee, taking on Thy colors, the evil beings,
scared, run in all directions, and all the throngs of accomplished ones (siddhas)
bow on to Thee.” (XI-36)

svRt> pai[pad< tTsvRtae=i]izraemuom!,
svRt> ïuitmLlaeke svRmav&Ty itóit.13£13.
sarvata+ p;[ip;da= tatsarvato’k^i%iromukham |
sarvata+ %rutimalloke sarvam;v&tya ti^!athi ||13-13||
“That one has feet and hands in all directions, eyes, heads, faces in all directions,
having ears in all directions, He dwells in the universe, covering, permeating
all.” (XIII-13)

kiv< pura[mnuzaistar
m[aer[Iya<smnuSmre*>,
svRSy xatarmicNTyêp
maidTyv[¡ tms> prStat!.8£9.
kavi= pur;]amanu%;sit;rama[ora[$y;=samanusmaredya+ |
sarvasya dh;t;ramacintyaruçpam;dityavar[a= tamasa+ parast;t ||8-9||
“He who remembers, [is mindful of Him] Him who is the poet of Intuition, the
ancient One, source of the teaching and the discipline, more minute than the
minute, sustainer of all, with a form beyond the faculty of thought, sun-hued,
beyond darkness... [at the hour of departure he reaches the Supreme Divine
Being].” (VIII-9)

^XvRml
U mx>zaomñTw< àahurVyym!,
DNda<is ySy p[aRin ySt< ved s vedivt!.15£1.

uçrdhvamuçlamadha+%;khama%vettha= pr;huravyayam |
chand;=si yasya par[;ni yasta= veda sa vedavit ||15-1||
“Having its roots upwards and branches downwards, uçrdhvamuçlamadha+%;kham,
they call it the undiminishing Banyan Tree, a%vattha= pr;hu, whose leaves are
the mantras of the Veda, He who knows this one is the Veda-knower” (XV-1)

svRSy cah< ùid siÚivòae
mÄ> Sm&it}aRnmpaehn< c,
vedEí svRErhmev ve*ae
vedaNtk&Öedivdev cahm!.15£15.
sarvasya c;ha= h&di sannivi^!omatta+ sm&tirj@;namapohana= ca |
vedai%ca sarvairahameva vedyoved;ntak&dvedavideva c;ham ||15-15||
“I’m deeply entered and assimilated into the hearts of all, (sarvasya c;ha= h&di
sannivi^ta) From Me proceed remembrance, (matta+ sm&tirj@;namapohana= ca),
I’m deeply entered and assimilated into the heart of all, From me proceed
rememberance (mindfulness) knowledge and refutation. I’m the One to be
known through all the Vedas, Vedanta originator and Veda knower too. I alone
am (ved;ntak&dvedavideva c;ham).” (XV-15)

mNmna -v mÑ-ae m*ajI ma< nmSkué,
mamev:E yis yu®vEvmaTman< mTpray[>.9£34.
manman; bhava madbhakto mady;j$ m;= namaskuru |
m;mevai^yasi yuktvaivam;tm;na= matpar;ya[a+ ||9-34||
“Me-minded, be My devotee: Sacrificing unto Me, bow unto Me, You will come
unto Me alone when thus intent upon Me. You will join your self, (;tman) in
yoga.” (IX-34)

These are seven verses of the Sapta Sloki G$t;, G$t; of Seven Verses. It’s a very
ancient tradition in India that the larger texts are condensed into four verses or
seven verses. There is a Catu+ ÿloki Bh;gavatam, the entire 10.000 verses of the
Bh;gavata Pur;[a, I’m not sure exactly ten thousand or how many into 4 verse..
(? says: “18.000 verses”) 18.000 verses and, similarly Durg; Sapta%at$, 700 verses
condensed into 7 verses, so also the G$t; condensed into seven verses, so if you
don’t have time to study all of 700 verses, you study those seven, so you need to
have mastery of these seven to be able to teach them and explain them to the
people.
Sthita Praj@a Chapter
I’m starting on the iSwtà} AXyay(Sthita-Praj@a Adhy;ya) There was a time in
India when millions of people used to recite these verses, when I was a child,
these verses of the G$t; were known to millions and millions of people. I don’t
know what has happened to that India, that India is not my India. Because the
Mahatma Gandhi used to recite those verses in his daily public prayers, known as
Sthita-Praj@a Adhy;ya the chapter on the man of stable wisdom. We have done a
little bit of this before, what is the number of the verses, how many, from where
to where? “Chapter 2 verses 54 to 72.”
I should find the recording of the recitation of this, someone please look up on
the internet and find for me the recitation of the Sthita-Praj@a Chapter, is
beautiful.
The verses that I’m referring to, the seven verses G$t; all the serious students
should memorize them. Know them by heart and understand them, those who
speak in Hindi, both in Hindi and English.
Of course, the Perennial Psychology of the Bhagavad G$t;, Swami Rama’s
commentary, you study that commentary for both a very deep ancient truth and a
modern interpretation. I will not read it for you but bear that in mind that is a
basic text.
I will read for you the commentary of ÿankar;c;rya which I’ve done before, but
people have forgotten. There are somewhere recordings of my teaching of
chapter one, two and three of the G$t;, very old recordings, some of them where
done in Minneapolis and some were done, the chapter 3 was done at the Sadhana
Mandir Ashram for a particular group from USA. If you can look at those who
are just basic translations.
There are dozens and dozens of commentary on the Bhagavad G$t; in all the
languages of India and I don’t know in how many of non Indian languages, I
think the most recent one was Turkish, done by one of the Prime Ministers or

Presidents of Turkey, people in India don’t know these things, they talk of Gita
but they have never studied it.
Now, out of those, one most inspiring one that I always recommend, it is not in
Sanskrit it is J@;neswariç by Saint J@aneswara, it is in medieval Mah;r;^!rian
Language from the 4th century, is the most detailed and most inspiring but
unfortunately English translations are dead, there’s no life in them, they don’t
bring out the life of the original, especially the English translations done by
Indians who are too labour with the language cause is not our language and so
when people read this in English translations say: “what is this? I’m not inspired
by it” cause they don’t know how to read it, so as we proceed I will take a
portion, just for the taste of it, and I will read it for you in English translation,
then you will know how to read it. Someone please dig out J@aneswari Hindi
and English translations for tomorrow’s class. So I’m not going to be teaching
that either but I’m recommending that in addition to Swami Rama’s book.
The two commentaries that I will use, one is by ÿa]kar;c;rya, the famous 8th
century saint to re-establish the order of Swamis, to whom we all add here, who
revived the teaching of Vedanta and so forth. Which is a much shorter
commentary and a larger more detailed commentary is by a Saint named
Madhus~dana Sarasvati of the 16th century. Two volumes in Sanskrit and Hindi
translations and there is an English translation of Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s
commentary, in one volume, again, in an English which is not always a great
pleasure to read. I never read them, I just go to the original. On the life of
Madhus~dana Sarasvati you can read somewhere else, you can take up some
research. Ok? Volume 1...
Invocation
ïImÑgvÌItam¼lacr[m!
pawaRy àitbaeixta< -gvta naray[en Svy< Vyasen ¢iwta< puura[muinna
mXyemha-artm!,
AÖEtam&tvi;R[I< -gvtImòadzaXyaiynImMb Tvamnus<dxaim -gvÌIte -vÖei;[Im!.
%r$mad-bhagavad-g$t; ma]gal;cara[am
p;rth;ya pratibodhit;= bhagavat; n;r;ya[ena svaya= vy;sena grathit;=
pur;[amunin; madhyemah;bh;ratam |
advait;m&tavar^i[$= bhagavat$ma^!;da%;dhy;yin$mamba tv;manusa=dadh;mi
bhagavad-g$te bhavadve^i[$m ||

From those who are not from within the tradition of India, we never start any
undertaking of any endeavour, any construction of buildings, any writing of a
letter, any writing of a book, any reading of a sacred text without performing
some act of worship, without paying homage to the authors, to the text. We
don’t speak of the book, put it any where, kick it with the feet, ever since people
do in some culture, don’t do that here, we honor the text, so that you receive a
blessing.
Bhagavad G$t;
So the verse I just recited is in the honor of Mother Bhagavad G$t;. Now, in
Sanskrit language there are some words that are masculine, some words are
femminine, some words are neutral. In english a book is a book, but the word
G$t; is a feminine word, therefore She is Mother. And that is how She’s viewed,
just like the Ganga, the Mother.
The full title of the text is -gvÌIta %pin;d!(Bhagavad G$t; Upani^ad), the
Upani^ad, song by the Lord. Not many people are aware of its title as an
Upani^ad,
svaeRpin;dae gavae daeGxa gaepalnNdn>,
pawaeR vTs> suxI-aeR-a duGx< gItam&t< mht!.
sarvopni^ado g;vo dogdh; gop;lanandana+ |
p;rtho vatsa+ sudh$rbhokt; dugdha= g$t;m&ta= mahat ||
All the Upani^ads are the cows, the milk man is K&i^[a, Arjuna is the intelligence
handout, the milk is the great Bhagavad G$t; itself. Another tradition we have in
the Sanskrit studies, is that the chapter’s title is given at the end. I have in my
computer a paper which I’ll give you, Ma Radha, and you can share, on some of
these details. In different editions the chapter title’s differ, in different
commentaries the chapter title’s differs, so we normally go by the chapter title’s
as given by ÿa]kar;c;rya and by Madhus~dana Sarasvati. For example the
chapter title of the first chapter is: “AjuRn iv;adyaeg(Arjuna vi^;da yoga)” so when
you have completed the reciting of the chapter 1, you would recite the context
also.
#it ïImha-arte ztsahöya< s<ihtaya< vEyaisKya< -I:mpvRi[
ïImÑgvÌItasUpin;Tsu äüiv*aya< yaegzôe ïIk&:[ajuRn s<vade

AjuRn iv;adyaeg nam àwmae=Xyay>.
iti %r$-mah;-bh;rate %ata-s;hasray;= sa=hit;y;= vaiy;siky;= bh$^ma-parva[i
%r$-mad-bhagavad-g$t;s~pani^atsu brahma-vidy;y;= yoga-%astre
%r$-k&^[;rjuna sa=v;de arjuna-vi^;da-yoga n;ma prathamo’dhy;ya+ ||
That is the announcing the end of the first chapter. Iti, thus here ending in mhaart(Mah;bh;rata) which is s<iht(sa=hita), collection of 100 thousand verses
written by Vy;sa in that text in the Bh$^ma section, -I:mpvRn! (Bh$^ma parvan), in
the %pin;d(Upani^ad)s, Song by the blessed Lord, in äüiv*a(Brahma vidy;), in
the science of Brahman, in yaegzô(Yoga %astra), in science of Yoga, ïIk&:[ajuRn
s<vade (ÿri K&^[a Arjuna sa=v;de), in the dialogue of K&^[a and Arjuna, first
chapter, titled: “yoga of the depression of Arjuna” that is also yoga. Arjuna
vi^;da yoga, yoga of the sadness of Arjuna.
An essential stage in ones development, process, spiritually is “vi^;da” sadness.
If you have not cried forget about finding God. So this is the cry. I have not
known the life of any Saint who has not cried, so Arjuna evokes the compassion
of K&^[a by his cry, his sadness, his depression.. “I’m utterly confused, I have no
strength in my mind and heart to go and do my duty, I abandon here, I put my
bow down and I quit” ... have you ever done that with life? Make that into a
state of yoga, than next step, this is only the beginning. That is what is called
“Arjuna vi^;da yoga” the yoga of the sadness and depression of Arjuna.

Chapter two
The second chapter from which we are reading is called sa'!Oyyaeg(S;]khyayoga), the Yoga of S;]khya, what does the word S;]khya mean? Those who
have studied the Yoga Suçtras they know what the word means, I’m not referring
here to the text of the particular S;]khya philosophy, it refers to sm!£Oy(Samkhya): sMyGOyait(samyag-khy;ti) that is the knowledge of the discrimination
between Atman and Non Atman, that is the philosophy of S;]khya, between the

pure consciousness self and that which is not self but that we call mistakenly
Self, such as the body, breath, pr;[a, mind, buddhi.. all of these which are not
self, which are not part of the Atman, so one who has achieved this
enlightenment is a master of S;]khya Yoga. So the chapter title for the second
chapter is S;]khya Yoga.
All right, now we are doing the first verse, because I’m very bad at singing, I
don’t know how to sing, that is one thing God has not given me.. when I was
living a household life and if my children were not listening to me I would say:
“If you don’t do what I’m telling you I’ll start singing” and them: “No, No, No,
don’t sing` We will do what you want” so my recitation is no use, you have to
get the proper recitation from somebody. My pronunciation is correct but my
intonation is not. A beautiful English translation of the Bhagavad G$t; is titled
“Song Celestial” by Edwin Arnold, it is not in American English is in good, very
good English. Edwin Arnold, the same one who authored “Light of Asia” the
life of the Buddha, equally beautiful poem, those who just want to enjoy the text
can read that.
Chapter 2 Verse 54

AjuRn %vac £
iSwtà}Sy ka -a;a smaixSwSy kezv,
iSwtxI> ik< à-a;et ikmasIt ìjet ikm!.54.
arjuna uv;ca –
sthita-praj@asya k; bh;^; sam;dhi-sthasya ke%ava |
sthita-dh$+ ki= prabh;^eta kim ;s$ta vrajeta kim ||54||
Arjuna said
What is the description of a person of steady insight who remains in Samadhi, O
Krishna? How does a person of stable wisdom speak? How does he sit? How
does he walk? (II-54)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
In the previous 53 verses, having found the seed for the question, says ÿa]kara,
Arjuna, with the desire to know the signs of somebody who has attained the
wisdom of Samadhi, says:

iSwtà}Sy ka -a;a(sthita-praj@asya k; bh;^;), “What is the way speaks one in
whom- praj@a- the intuitive realization has occurred that AhmiSmpr<äü,(aham
asmi para= Brahma |), I am the supreme Brahman?. What kind of language he
uses? What kind of speech he has? And as he has attained the stability in
Samadhi, what do others speak about him? what does he speak forth? how does
he sit? how does he walk?” That is the question Arjuna asked. If you meet the
standards described in the text then you are a person of wisdom. This is brief
ÿa]kara commentary.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Now I come to Madhus~dana Sarasvati, volume one, as I said there is an English
translation, these translations are accurate but not great pleasure to read. Very
heavy.
The word “sthita-praj@a is defined, both by ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana, the same
way. He in whom the praj@a, the intuitive cognition has not only reason but
remains steady, unshaken, unmoving at all times. What intuitive wisdom?
“Ah<äüaiSm,(aha= Brahma asmi |)” I am Brahman, he is sthita-praj@a, he is
called the man of steady wisdom, steady and stable wisdom.
There

are

two

kinds

of

people

says

Madhus~dana:

smaixSwae

VyuiTwtic®íeit,(samaçdhi-stho vyutthita-citta% ceti |) this you have read
commonly in the Yoga Suçtras, those who are in Sam;dhi and those whose
ic®(citta) is in the state of VyuTwan(vyutth;na). Which one of you great students
can tell me what vyutth;na is? Yeahee replies: “Coming out of sam;dhi state”
Swamiji says: “Korea wins” Thank you. Korea always wins. If I were to establish
my ashram outside India, I would establish it in Korea, really I mean it.
The vyutth;na is the state opposite to sam;dhi, the state of you and I, uti uti. The
state that is not settled in sam;dhi. Ordinary thoughts that also make you get up
from meditation. When you are sitting in meditation you are still up from the
meditation, flying all over the places, all that is called vyutth;na. So there are
two kinds of people, those who are in sam;dhi and those who are in the state of
vyutth;na, therefore, the Git;, says Madhus~dana Sarasvati, distinguishes
between the two, explaining the one who is sthita-praj@a, the man of stable
wisdom, who stays stable in sam;dhi. By what manner does he speak and by
what other distinguishing marks is he to be known. How does such a man speak,
a man of VyuiTwticÄ(vyutthita-citta) whose mind is unstable and wondering all

over the place, speaks, praises and loving retains and hateful expressions. How
does a man of stable wisdom, for the control of such a wondering, vyutthita,
mind, how does he bring about the control of the external senses? When he doe
not have this control, how does an ordinary person remains in the vyutthita state,
in the disturbed and distracted state and in what way is the sthita-praj@a different
from such a different folk in the matter of speaking, sitting, walking, moving?
How does he behave when he is also in the world? One is when he is sitting
down and one is when he is in the ordinary world, how does he behave?
So Madhus~dana says, there are four questions in this verse, in this %loka. One
question is about the person of stable wisdom who is sitting in sam;dhi and three
questions are about the man of stable wisdom when he is up and about in the
world.
Arjuna

adresses

K&^[a

as

kezv(Ke%ava)

to

recognize

him

as

svaRNtyaRimn!(sarv;ntary;min) one who dwells inside all beings. Since you dwell
inside all beings, you alone have the capability to answer such a question. These
four questions are answered up to the end of the chapter. These answers we will
read as we’ll go along from tomorrow.
We will not do the recitation of adhy;ya sam;pti, end of the chapter cause the
chapter is not ended yet.
Others can attend but I’m gonna keep this standard whether you understand or
not understand.
Thank you all.

2011-03-22 SVB-Bhagavad G$t; II-55
Swami Veda: “Akha[#a-Ma[#al;k;ram”

Everybody: Akha[#a-Ma[#al;k;ram vy;pta= yena car;caram
tat-pada= dar%ita= yena tasmai %r$-gurave nama+
Om %anti %anti %anti+
Forehead relaxed, all parts of the body relaxed, make a sa]kalpa, resolve that for
the next two minutes there will be no external thoughts. Feel the breath in the
nostrils, with your mantra, breathing slowly, gently, smoothly, without a jerk,
without a break between the breaths, keep the sa]kalpa, no other thoughts for
two minutes, begin.
Continue, continue with the breath and the mantra, slowly open your eyes, let
the flow continue. Even with your eyes open. I hope your sa]kalpa was
successful, of not having any intruding thoughts for two minutes. Thank you.
Chapter 2 Verse 55

ïI-gvan! %vac %r$-bhagav;n uv;ca--%loka 55: “%r$ bhagav;n uv;ca” the blessed Lord said. The word -gvan!(Bhagav;n)
cannot be translated into English. Someone endowed “-g(bhaga)” please write,
thank you. -gvan (Bhagav;n) and -g (Bhaga).
@eñyRSy sm¢Sy blSy (xmRSy) yzs> iïy>,
}an vEraGyyaeíev ;{[a< -g #it #¼na .
ai%varyasya samagrasya balasya (dharmasya) ya%asa+ |
sriya+ j@;na vair;gyayo%-ceva ^a[[;= bhaga it$]gan; ||

The word “bhaga” denotes six qualities, not one by one but all in one. And
Bhagav;n is one who is endowed by this bhaga.

6 ATTRIBUTES OF BHAGA
@eñyRSy sm¢Sy ai%varyasya samagrasya (total lordliness)
blSy balasya (strength) or xmRSy dharmasya(virtue)
-g Bhaga
(attributes)

yzs! ya%as (reputation)
iïy> %riya+ (mothery sheltering/ refuge giving)
}an j@;na (knowledge)
vEraGy vair;gya (colorlessness)

So “@eñyRSy sm¢Sy(ai%varyasya samagrasya)” total lordliness, total sovereignty,
total freedom and command, that the Lord has.
“blSy(Balasya)” strenght, power.
“yzs!(Ya%as)” well God has a good reputation, in spite of all the earthquakes.
“Ya%as” reputation and fame, He is quite famous. His fame spreads to all the
50.000 billion stars of our Galaxy Milky Way and all the thousands of Galaxies
of the same size. So, no matter how famous you get you can’t match that. So
when you begin to get famous remember that. What is our fame compared to
that?
“iïy>(%riya+)” is again very difficult to translate. A motherly sheltering refuge
giving, fullness. It’s a feminine word for Mother Divine also.
“}an(j@;na)” knowledge, wisdom. Now remember that God knows all, at every
time, every moment, every particle, every atom of the 50.000 billion stars and
worlds in our Galaxy in the Milky Way in Aakaz g¼a(;k;%a Ga]g;) and
thousands of other galaxies of the same sizes, at all times He knows everything.
So when you begin to get little pride of your knowledge, remember that, what is
your knowledge compare to that.

ai%varyasya samagrasya.. are you sure is not xmRSy(dharmasya)? Jagat ji answers:
“There are several readings” and Swamiji continues saying: yes, this is because
these verses are very old, very ancient so different copywriters changed
differently.
So we may also read “dharma” the righteous law and virtue.
@eñyRSy sm¢Sy blSy xmRSy yzs> iïy> }an(knowledge) and vEraGy (ai%varyasya
samagrasya balasya dharmasya ya%asa+ sriya+ j@;na (knowledge) and vair;gya)
Having all of these power, knowledge, wisdom, He is not colored by them. What
is the meaning of the word “vEraGy(vair;gya)”? Can any one of our Bharati
students tell me the meaning of the word “vair;gya”? Yeahee says: “not to be
colored” and Swamiji continues: colorlessness. The mind not becoming, the
crystal of the mind not becoming colored. How many times I’ve thought this and
how many times I’ve written on it? Swamiji speaks Hindi.
Though vair;gya, with all of this vastness He is not colored by it and has no
attachment to it. “Oh, that Universe died. Oh, that planet finished...” God
doesn’t sit there crying over spill planets, the way we cry over every spill milk.
So you got these 6 attributes, combined all as one is called “bhaga”, one who is
endowed by these is bhagav;n and everywhere we refer to God as Bhagav;n and
everywhere in the G$t;: “Bhagav;n uv;ca” the Bhagav;n said. So translated in
English I don’t know how to do it in one world and in the English translations
you’ll read “Blessed Lord said”... what does it mean? doesn’t have that meaning.
Get to the original language.
Later on I’ll ask someone to recite the verses with you.. or would you, Ma
Radha, do you prefer me to recite the verses in the class, with the people? Do
they have the books? Both in Sanskrit and Roman? Can we get these verses
typed in Sanskrit and Roman? Jagadji says: “It has already been done” and
Swamiji: “ah, it has already been done, ok.”
So we will recite the verses when we’ll have them in printed form in front of us.
So verse 55: “àjhait yda kaman!(prajah;ti yad; k;m;n)..” now don’t expect me to
sing, I told you, because my class would empty out, nobody will come the next
day.

àjhait yda kaman! svaRn! pawR mnaegtan!,

AaTmNyevaTmna tuò> iSwtà}StdaeCyte.55.
prajah;ti yad; k;m;n sarv;n p;rtha mano-gat;n |
;tmany ev;tman; tu^!a+ sthita-praj@as tadocyate ||55||
When one entirely abandons all the desires that come into the mind, O Son of
Pritha, satisfied within the Self by the Self, then he is called a person of stable
wisdom. (II-55)

When one abandons all k;m;s, all desires, which have arisen or which arise in
the mind, o P;rtha, o sun of P&tha, cause one of Arjuna’s names, because his
mother name was Kunti, she was also known as P&tha.
When one abandons, fully abandons, prajah;ti not just h;ti, when one fully
abandons all the desires that arise in the mind and one is contented by the Self,
within the Self, then he is called a person of stabilized knowledge and wisdom.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
ÿa]kar;c;rya says: there are two kind of people, those who right from the
beginning enter the path of firmness in j@;na and yoga, knowledge and yoga,
having renounced actions, worldly fruit bearing actions,, then we speak of
renouncing actions, we don’t mean sitting there doing nothing, because the
Bhagavad G$t; later on says: it is not possible for someone, any one to be sitting
and doing nothing because every moment your mind is doing something. So
when we speak of renouncing actions, we mean the fruit bearing, desire filled
actions.
“Swamiji, thank you for the mantra you have given me, what will I get from it?”
that’s not a yogic question.
So ÿa]kara says: there are those who from the beginning are established in the
firmness of j@;na and yoga, having renounced the fruit bearing actions and are
naturally inclined towards that. Then there are those who are in karma yoga,
whose inclination is in karma yoga. The word karma yoga, someone should dig
out a lecture I gave a long ago on 7 breakdowns of the word karma yoga. Karma
eva yoga, karma prati yoga, you can do it for me. Sapta-vibhakti.
karma eva yoga+, karma prati yoga+, karma[; yoga+, karma[; yoga+ will have
two meaning karma[;sa yoga+ and karma dv;r; yoga+, karma[e yoga+,
karma[a+ yoga+, yoga arising from action, karma[a+ yoga+, yoga of action, and
karma[i yoga+, yoga in action, that you stay in the state of yoga while
performing actions.

You can do the elaboration for me if you would please, I don’t like to work
hard.. (Swamiji smiles). I’m glad you are here.
Those who know Sanskrit grammar would know what I’m doing here, so: Yoga
that is action, yoga that is action, that is number one. yoga towards action, yoga
accompanied with action or yoga together with action, yoga for the sake of good
actions, yoga arising from action, yoga of action, that belongs to action, yoga in
the condition of action, that is seven with two or three subdivisions of the seven,
please remember that, I will ask you in 2018, when I’ll break my silence, and
don’t think I’ll forget.. I’ll see what you study in these seven years.

7 Karmas

Meaning

iv-i- Case

kmR @v yaeg> karma eva yoga+

: yoga that is action

àwma Nominative

kmR àit yaeg> karma prati yoga+

: yoga towards action

iÖtIya Accusative

KmR[a yaeg> karma[; yoga+

: yoga accompanied with action

t&tIya Instrumental

KmR[e yaeg> karma[e yoga+

: yoga for the sake of good actions

ctuwIR Dative

KmR[> yaeg> karma[a+ yoga+

: yoga arising from actions

pÂmI Ablative

KmR[> yaeg> karma[a+ yoga+

: yoga of actions

;óI Genetive

KmRi[ yaeg> karma[i yoga+

: yoga in the condition of action

sPtmI Locative

Each word has such a depth of meaning that every time I take up a book and I
say: “I’ll finish one chapter” I don’t even manage to finish one verse.
So ÿa]kar; says that there are this two kinds of people, you understand the two
kinds of people? So of these, the person who is sthita-praj@a, stabilized in
wisdom, his l][< saxn< c(lak^a[a= s;dhana= ca), his definition and the way,
the instrument, the means of that attainment, is explained up to the end of this
chapter, up to the verse 72.
lak^a[a= s;dhanam ca, the definition and the means by which one may attain
that status. In the AXyaTmzaô(adhy;tma-%;stra), in the spiritual science, whatever
l][ain(lak^a[;ni), whatever definitions, marks are stated and means and
methods, saxn(s;dhana)s, as in saxn pad(s;dhana p;da), not saxna(s;dhan;)s but
s;dhanas, you must know the difference between the two words, now a days
people have forgotten the difference between a and ;, Rama has become Ram;,

Swami Veda has become Swami Ved;, Yoga has become Yog;, Kerala has
become Keral;, Karnataka has become Karnatak;, I don’t know where this
comes from. Jagadji says: “They want to make everything feminine” and Swami
Veda replies: “I wish.” (Swami Veda smiles)
So the lak^a[as and s;dhanas, the definitions and marks on one hand and the
definitions and methods on the other, of k&tawR(k&t;rtha), of someone who has
fulfilled his purpose. These are thought in the texts of certain traditions of
spiritual science. So %r$-bhagav;n, remember the meaning of the word bhagav;n,
teaches those lak^a[as and s;dhanas, those definitions and marks of spiritual
attainment and those means and methods of that attainment which can be
obtained through effort.
For those who are from the very beginning renunciates, sa=nyas$ akarma[i, this
is not what we are talking about.
So the %r$-bhagav;n says: prajah;ti, when one fully abandons, the time at which
one fully abandons all the varieties of desires which arise in the mind and the
heart, now please remember that the phrase here.. (Swamiji takes a pause then
says: “I teach only because I have the strong inclination to teach, I don’t have the
strength to teach)
The phrase here is mnaegt(mano-gata), the word mano means mind, gata from the
verb root “gam”, this also I have explained before, all the verb roots of motion in
Sanskrit language, have three meanings, this also I have thought before but the
students have forgotten. (Swamiji speaks Hindi)
Three meanings: }an(j@;na), gmn(gamana) and àiPt(prapti). Knowing, moving
towards the object of that knowledge and attainment. For example the word
“go” in English was a Sanskrit verb, which is derived from the same verb root
“gam”. It would have those three meanings, to know, to move towards it and to
attain or reach or arrive, j@;na, gamana, prapti. So mnaegtan!(mano-gat;n), the
desires that we know of in our heart and mind, towards which we move and
strive to attain those desires. This is not ÿa]kara explanation, this is my
explanation, don’t mix the two.
So the question arises, ÿa]kara says, that if one abandons all desires, there will be
no reason for one to be satisfied or contented.
Madhus~dana Sarasvati says it a little differently, which I’ll explain later.
If one abandons all desires there is no reason even to be contented, and one
would behave like a mad man, not even been able to take care of one’s own

body, so what do you mean? Next half of the verse says tuò>(tu^!a+), contented,
satisfied, fulfilled, here you are abandoning the desires and you are saying
satisfied? It’s a contradiction, so he says that we are not talking of ordinary
worldly satisfactions, when we are speaking using the words like tu^!a+,
satisfied, contented, fulfilled, having a sense of fulfillment, we are not talking of
the sense of fulfillment you feel after you have had that lovely cake you wanted
so much, that is not the kind of satisfaction and contentment we are talking
about. What kind of contentment are we talking about? He says: “AaTmNyevaTmna
tuò>(;tmany ev;tman; tu^!a+)”, completely disinterested in the external gains,
achievements, attainments, in the inner Self, by the path of the inner Self, not by
anything external. Having obtained the “rs(rasa)”, the flavourful delicious ever
satisfying, Am&t(am&ta), the nectar of immortality of, what kind of nectar of
immortality, that which makes your body immortal, prmawRdzRn(param;rthadar%ana), in which you have realized, seen, the param;rtha, the supreme truth,
the transcendent state. When you have attained that your only cognition is
Al<(ala=). ala=, satisfied, enough.
There is a cognition of sufficiency, completeness, ala=.
So Al<àTyyvan!(ala=-pratyayav;n), it’s a beautiful phrase, cognition of ala=.
Such a person in whom such praj@; has risen... the word praj@; is divided in two
sections, pra fullness advanced and full and complete, j@; knowledge. What is
the most advanced full and complete knowledge? Who can answer that
question? Sukru, what is the most advanced knowledge? Sukru says: “;tma
j@;na”
To separate di ;tma and AnaTm(an;tma), remember four fold Aiv*a(avidy;), for
fold ignorance in the Yoga-Suçtras, mistaking the Self for Non-Self, the Non-Self
for Self. Give me an example of Non-Self, an;tman, Sandeep, give me an
example of an;tman, Non-Self?
For example your body, how many times I’ve said, your eyes, ears, your skull,
your senses, your sensations, your hungers, your thirsts, your breath, your pr;[a,
your mind, your buddhi, your thoughts, all is an;tman, all is Non-self, and
àTygaTma(pratyag-;tm;), the inward Self is pure consciousness, that is what we
talk about here. the knowledge of the differentiation between the two, which is
the goal of yoga, is praj@;, supreme knowledge.

So one in whom such knowledge has stabilized, not comes and goes, he is called
ivÖan!(vidv;n), learned, not somebody who can recite all the texts. Swamis, what
are the 3 @;[(e^a[a)s that you renounced at the time of renunciation ceremony?
Ma Radha says: “Family, honor and wealth”. Swamiji says: “Good”

puÇ @;[ putra e^a[a (family)
3 @;[ e^a[a
(desires)

ivÄ @;[ vitta e^a[a (wealth)
laek @;[ loka e^a[a (honor)

puÇ @;[(putra e^a[a), ivÄ @;[(vitta e^a[a) and laek @;[(loka e^a[a), the desire
for progeny, sexual, progenition, wealth and comfort and the desire for fame and
respect and

honor. So one who has abandoned these desires, s<NyasI

Aatmaram(sa=ny;s$ç-;tm;r;ma),

delighted

in

;tman,

resting

in

;tman,

AaTm³Ifa>(;tma-kr$ç#;+), playing within the ;tman, playing within ;tman, is
called sthita-praj@a. There is a separate verse in the Bhagavad G$t;, atma-ratihi,
atma kr$d;+, but we will not go there now. This is ÿa]kara explanation of the
verse 55.
Madhus~dana sarasvati: Now we come to, who is the other author we are
studying? Students: “Madhus~dana Sarasvati”. One of our Gurudev Swami Rama
incarnations, that is why we study this. So in the first verse, verse 54, there were
four questions. What was the first question? What is the definition of a
iSwtà}(sthita-praj@a) who stays in smaix(sam;dhi)? when, VyuTwan (vyutth;na),
what is his behaviour? Someone who is sthita-praj@a, man of stable praj@; as
defined few minutes back. Such a person when he is acting in the world, what is
his behaviour? And then there are three questions in the second half of the verse,
ik< à-a;et(ki= prabh;^eta), how does he speak, what kind of language he uses,
what kind of tone he uses, ikmasIt(kim ;s$ta), how does he sit, ìjet ikm!(vrajeta
kim), how does he walk and move about. The words seem very simple but as we
will read we will find that the meanings of these words, “speak”, “sit”, “walk”
are much deeper. We’ll find out as we go towards our study. The first question is

answered in verse 55, write that down. The first question is answered in verse 55,
the second question is answered in verse 56 and 57, the third question is
answered in verses 58 to 63, the fourth question is answered in verses 64 to 71
and the verse 72 explains the final product, the final fruit, final attainment
derived from these. Enough for today, time for lunch, enjoy.
One question for all of you, especially for those who are permanent students, I
always ask this question when I’m teaching a text, at this speed I don’t know
how many verses we will cover, how many verses we have to cover? 18. Should
I go on at this detailed speed? Everybody says: “yes”. Ok, whatever we will
cover we will cover, then I’ll go. And when I’ll come back from my tours how
much will you remember? (Swamiji speaks Hindi). You people have no habit of
sv;dhy;ya, going home and looking at the text, listen to it again, discussing
among yourselves, (speaks Hindi).
Hari Om Tat Sat

2011-03-23 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-55, II-56
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Bring your mind’s attention. Bring your mind’s attention to yourself. Relax your
forehead. Do sa]kalpa that there will be no external thoughts for two minutes
except feeling the breath in the nostrils, a gentle, smooth flow without a jerk,
without a break between the breaths, with your personal mantra. Exhaling and
inhaling. Make sure your sa]kalpa, not to have any other thoughts, remains
gently. Begin now.
Continue to feel the flow. Without breaking the flow, gently open your eyes.
Hari Om.
For those who are new here, it’s continuation of a course on the Bhagavad G$t;.
And it is not a regular kind of course. It is a study of a serious text’s two
commentaries of ÿa]kar;c;rya and Madhus~dana Sarasvati. And I am not going
to dilute the level of the course for those who are new because the course is
mainly for those select few who already understand the background. But others
may sit and listen.

We had started the %loka 55. We read ÿa]kara’s commentary on that %loka and
started reading Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s commentary.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
àjhait yda kaman!(prajah;ti yad; k;m;n). Prajah;ti was translated as when one
fully, fully abandons. Jah;ti, abandons. Prajah;ti, fully abandons. K;m;n, desires
and object of desires. Here the word, àjhait (prajah;ti). han(h;na) and
àhan(prah;na). H;na, abandoning, renouncing, getting rid of, is not full
abandoning. That which you abandon still comes back to you, that process is
called h;na. That you abandon, eliminate something from your psychology and
your mind in such a way that it does not come back to you, that process is called
prah;na. There are further subtleties in this. That which you eliminated,
abandoned and came back to you, why did it come back? Because you had not
removed its originating cause. Prah;na, when you did not just abandon the
phenomenon, you did not simply abandon. Eliminate the phenomenon, you
eliminate the originating cause. That is called prah;na, fully abandon, fully

eliminate. So prajah;ti, the verb form speaks of prah;na, when one fully
abandons and eliminates, meaning together with the causes of the phenomenon.
Yad;, when. kaman! kams»LpadIn! Mnaev&iÄivze;an! (k;m;n k;ma-sa]kalp;d$n
mano-v&tti-vi%e^;n), when one abandons the k;mas, the particular v&ttis of the
mind, those who have read the first sutra and second sutra of the yoga-sutras,
they know what the v&tti is. So k;mas, sa]kalpas, here the word sa]kalpa in the
commentary is not in the sense of the sa]kalpa we do resolving that the mind
shall not go away for two minutes, not that kind of sa]kalpa, but the kind of
sa]kalpas associated with the vikalpas. ‘I think I will eat the parantha today, no I
will eat the hibara instead.’ Sa]kalpa and vikalpa. ‘I think I love her. No, I don’t
think I love her enough.’ ‘I think I’m going to divorce, no, well, she’s been very
nice today.’ This kind of sa]kalpa and vikalpa. This sa]kalpa is associated with
vikalpa, temporary intentions. So k;ma and sa]kalpa, desires and sa]kalpa etc.
Mano-v&tti-vi%e^;n, particular v&ttis of the mind which are, those v&ttis which are
divided into five categories in the yoga-sutras, àma[, ivpyRy, ivkLp, inÔa,
Sm&it(pram;[a, viparyaya, vikalpa, nidr;, sm&ti). Those who know the yogasutras, they know. We don’t need to go here into that. So when one abandons
them, inrvze;an!(nirava%e^;n), in such a manner that now even a residue remains,
no remain the remains. How? àk;eR[ kar[baxen(prakar^e[a k;ra[a-b;dhena), by
eliminating, destroying their causes, the originating causes. So when thus, one
thus becomes free of all such v&ttis, then he is called sthitapraj@a, a person of
stable wisdom, stable realization.
Remember the meaning of the word, praj@;, again full knowledge which is
defined as the knowledge of separation, separateness of the self and non-self,
;tman and an-;tman. Not thinking that your M.A. degree is your identity. Not
thinking that your position as an officer in the army is your identity. Not
thinking that your position as a head of department in SRSG or in a corporation
is your identity. Those are non-self that this shape of your body is your identity,
that the state of your breath is your identity, that the state of your pr;[a or mind
or buddhi, these are all non-self. I keep repeating. I keep repeating. I keep
repeating this. But until full realization comes to you, you will not remember.
So, why is want to abandon the k;mas, the wishes and desires? Because one is
seeker of ;tman, one is seeker of true, pure spiritual self, and these desires are
not the attributes of ;tman, they’re attributes mnaegtan!(manogat;n), they’re
attributes of the mind. If they were attributes of ;tman, it will be impossible to
abandon them just as you cannot ask fire to abandon the attribute of generating
heat. You cannot expect snow to abandon the attribute to generating cold.

Because they are Sv-av(sva-bh;va), the word for some one’s or something’s
nature in Sanskrit is sva-bh;va, one’s own being, its own being. So heat is svabh;va, its own being for fire. Coldness is sva-bh;va, its own being of the snow.
Kicking with back legs is its own sva-bh;va, nature of donkey. So that sva-bh;va
cannot be changed. Therefore if k;mas, desires, volitions, sa]kalpa, vikalpas,
resolve’s intentions and counter-intentions were attributes of ;tman, the self,
there will be no question of our, freeing ourselves from those. Therefore what
are their attributes of, manogat;n, they are only attributes of the mind, not of
;tman, the spiritual self. And so by rising above the mind to self-realization these
k;mas etc. are abandoned.
Now the commentator, Madhus~dana Sarasvati raises a question.
nnu iSwtà}Sy muoàsadil¼gMy> sNtae;ivze;> àtIyte s kw< svRkampirTyage Syat!
#Tyt Aah - AaTmNyev prmanNdêpe n tu AnaTmin tuCD AaTmna SvàkazicÔUp[
e asmanen n tu v&Åya tuò> pirt&Pt> prmpué;awRla-at! , twa c ïuit> nanu sthita-praj@asya mukha-pras;da-li]ga-gamya+ santo^a-vi%e^a+ prat$yate sa
katha= sarva-k;ma-parity;ge sy;t? styata ;ha - ;tmany-eva param;nanda-r~pe
na tu an;tmani tuccha ;tman; sva-prak;%a-cid-r~pe[a bh;sam;nena na tu v&tty;
tu^!a+ parit&pta+ parama-puru^;rtha-l;bhh;t | tath; ca %ruti+ yda sveR àmuCyNte kama ye=Sy ùid iïta>,
Aw mTyaeR=m&tae -vTyÇ äü smZnute.
yad; sarve pramucyante k;m; ye’sya h&di %rit;+ |
atha martyo’m&to bhavaty-atra brahma sama%nute ||
That the person of high realization shows on his face, a certain sense of,
expression of being satisfied, contented, not frustrated, shows on the face. In our
tradition of teaching yoga also one of the things we watch to see about the
progress of a student or a disciple is to see whether the face is changing. And
when I see the change in the face, then I’m satisfied. It doesn’t happen often
because people carry on with the same wrinkles of the mind. They carry on with
the same wrinkles of the mind. Even in meditation they carry on with the same
wrinkles.
So Madhus~dana Sarasvati is saying, that a certain contentment, certain sense of
being satisfied and fulfilled shows on the face of a man of realization. Now
sNtae;(santo^a), contentment, satisfaction is a v&tti. We are supposed to rise
above v&ttis. You get the question. So how come such a v&tti shows on the face

of a man of realization? Have you heard that question before? So the %loka, in
the %loka, K&^[a says, AaTmNyev AaTmna tuò>(;tmanyeva ;tman; tu^!a+), that that
satisfaction, that sense of contentment and santo^a is not arising as a v&tti of the
mind. AaTmin @v Aatmna(;tmani eva ;tman;), here one is not satisfied with the
little things of non-self, the wealth, the position one holds, the condition of the
body, this and that and so on. Not from that, but ;tmani ;tman;, in the prmanNd
êp(param;nanda r~pa) ;tman, in the ;tman whose very form is supreme bliss,
whose very form is supreme bliss. Whose form is self-luminous consciousness,
the consciousness of buddhi, mind and whatever little modicum of consciousness
you feel in the body. These are not their own. They are derived from the
presence of ;tman. But ;tman is icÔUp(cid-r~pa), it’s very formless consciousness.
The force called consciousness is ;tman, ;tman is the force called consciousness
which is Svàkaz(sva-prak;%a), self-luminous is its own light, not just has its own
light, but is its own light.
And when you remove the veils and coverings, when you remove the veils and
coverings from that light, and the light shines forth. That brings the expression of
satisfaction and contentment on the face of a realized saint. And it is not a v&tti
of the mind. Because he is pirt&Pt> (parit&pta+), he is satiated, he becomes
satiated, full fulfilled by having attained the supreme purpose of being.
So we read, no, before I go further. When Madhus~dana Sarasvati comments on
the word k;ma, I’m using Hindi translation also which is very helpful of a
Madan Doctor, Madan Mohan Akrabal, Doctor Madan Mohan Akrabal and he
gives the quotation from the Upani^ad, 10 different attributes of the mind given
in B&had-;ra[yaka upani^ad, 10 different attributes of the mind given in the
B&had-;ra[yaka upani^ad are included in the word k;ma. But you can study
those separately, if you study.
So we read also in the B&had-;ra[yaka upani^ad. When one is liberated from the
k;mas, these 10 fold divisions of k;ma, attributes of the mind which dwell in
one’s heart, then mTyR> Am&t> -vit (martya+ am&ta+ bhavati), a mortal becomes
immortal and enjoys Brahman right here in this world, AÇ äü smZnute (atra
brahma sama%nute).
So the word sthita-praj@a meaning someone who dwells in sam;dhi, the word
sthita-praj@a, man of stable and steady wisdom meaning one who dwells in

sam;dhi that is expressed his state, expressed by these words which define his
attributes.
This verse 55 is the answer of the first of the four questions that are raised in
verse 54.
On 10th of November, I will give an examination asking what you have
understood because you have long summer to do sv;dhy;ya and those who
satisfy me, I will teach them further.
Jagat jee, can you, maybe each day start preparing questions? (Sure.) In Hindi
and in English. We can start along because then it will become a study guide.
(Jagat and Swami jee’s short conversation)
The second question in that %loka was ik< à-a;et(ki= prabh;^eta). How does he
speak forth?
Verse 56 and 57 answer these two questions. What verse numbers answer the
third question? (58 to 63) 58 to 63. Thank you. Italy wins, Holland wins.
Chapter 2 Verse 56

du>oe;u AnuiÖGnmna> suoe;u ivgtSp&h>,
vItrag-y³aex> iSwtxImuRinéCyte.56.
du+khe^u anudvigna-man;+ sukhe^u vigata-sp&ha+ |
v$ta-r;ga-bhaya-krodha+ sthita-dh$r munir-ucyate || 56 ||
One whose mind is not agitated in sorrows, who has no attraction toward
pleasures, he from whom attraction, fear, and anger have disappeared,
such a meditator is called a person of stable wisdom. (II-56)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary.
One whose mind does not go through %Öeg(udvega), agitations and excitations,
when one faces or experiences sorrows and pains and one whose mind is free of
Sp&h (sp&ha), attraction and attachment and dwelling on things, when one is faced
and experiences comforts and pleasures, because one has realized that as we have

read in the Vy;sa’s commentary on the yoga-sutras, if you remember that, that
the more you experience the pleasures of senses in the world, the more your
desire for them arises and increases. It is not possible to satisfy ever the desires of
senses and worldly things. It is like the more fuel you put in the fire, the more
fire blazes. Some people think that by indulging the desire, the desire will be
satisfied, is never satisfied. -aega n -u-a vy< @v -u-a> (bhog; na bhukt; vaya= eva
bhukt;+), the pleasures were not enjoyed, someone enjoyed us and time has
come to leave the body and we are still dissatisfied. How many people die
satisfied?
So one whose mind does not have attractions, attachments, the habit of dwelling
on the pleasures of desire, coming back to du+khe^u, sorrows and pains which
are of three kinds, which I’ll explain as we read the other one Madhusudana
Sarasvati’s commentary. One from whom the colouredness of attachment, r;ga.
Please write rag(r;ga), -y(bhaya), ³aex(krodha). One from whom r;ga, the
colouringness or colouredness of attractions and attachment, bhaya, fear, krodha,
anger have disappeared, such a man, such a person is called iSwtxI>(sthita-dh$+),
muin>(muni+), one whose intelligence is stabilized, one whose intelligence is
stabilized. And he is now a muni, a contemplative saint.
Remember the word muni. I have defined this word before. The word muni is
derived from the Sanskrit verb root √mn! (man), to think, contemplate and
meditate. Same verb root from which the English word, man as well as the
Sanskrit word, mNÇ (mantra) are derived. The English word, man and Sanskrit
word, mantra are from the verb root √mn! (man), to think, contemplate and
meditate.
One who is by nature contemplative is called muin(muni). And the Sanskrit word
for silence is maEn(mauna), the habit and the natural inclination, habit, nature and
natural inclination of silence. Silence, meditation, contemplation, all of these
words are included in the word muni that is used here, a contemplative sage, a
contemplative saint. It is also a word used for a monk. But I don’t think that
etymologically, linguistically, the word, monk is related to the word, muni. That
monk comes from monos, from single one.
So this is ÿa]kara’s commentary.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
And we come to Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s commentary.
We said one whose mind does not suffer udvega, agitation and excitation at
facing or experiencing sorrows and pains. These sorrow and pains are well
known to be of three kinds. This is a common stock or wisdom in India.
Everybody knows it, if they do AaXyaiTmk AaixdEivk Aaix-aEitk (;dhy;tmika,
;dhidaivika, ;dhibhautika),
;dhy;tmika, ;dhidaivika, ;dhibhautika,- ;dhy;tmika, ;dhidaivika, ;dhibhautika
AaXyaiTmk ;dhy;tmika (generated within oneself)
SORROWS
and PAINS
du>o

AaixdEivk ;dhidivika (caused by acts of nature)
Aaix-aEitk ;dhibhautika (caused by other beings)

The word, AaXyaiTmk(;dhy;tmika) is often translated as spiritual, but here that is
not the sense of the word. Here it means the sorrows and pains that one
experiences within oneself, not referring to the pure self. Such as zaekmaeh(%okamoha), sorrow, grief, confusion, attachment, fever, headache, disease, all these
things happen in us. These are called ;dhy;tmika pains, pains that occur within
ourselves whose causes of arising, whose originating causes are also in ourselves.
Nobody takes a glass and puts grief and then say ‘drink it’, so that you can feel
grief. They arise from within ourselves. So also your headaches, your diseases
arise from within yourself.
Then Aaix-aEitk(;dhibhautika), this sorrows and pains arising from other bh~tas,
other beings such as from tigers and snakes. I’m not sure if the dangers from
running cars are included here because tigers and snakes have been replaced by
the running cars, well the modern tigers. So ;dhibhautika, the sorrows and pains
caused by other living beings.
And AaixdEivk(;dhidaivika) those caused by the acts of nature which the English
speaking people often refer to as acts of God which is the meaning of the word
‘deva’, such as ativ;ta, tornados, ativ&^!i, rainstorms and so on, and so forth.
So when one is facing these three kinds of sorrows, one needs to understand that,

rj>pir[ams<tapaTmkicÄv&iÄivze;e;u àarBxpapkmRàaipte;u n %iÖGn<
du>opirhara]mtya Vyakul< na -vit mnae ySy sae=nuiÖGnmna>,
raja+-pari[;ma-sant;p;tmaka-citta-v&tti-vi%e^e^u pr;rabdha-p;pa-karmapr;pite^u na udvigna= du+kha-parih;r;k^amatay; vy;kula= na bhavati mano
yasya so’nudvigna-man;+ |
These sorrows and pains are also particular types of v&ttis of citta which are
identical with t;pa or sant;pa, a burning within oneself which is the result of the
mutation of the rajas attribute of prak&ti. This is straight from Vy;sa’s
commentary on the yoga-sutras, again if you remember that commentary. But it
in the opposite sequence, the rajas of the sattva, rajas and tamas, three attributes
of prak&ti, the rajas like all the other two, like all three mutates undergoes
changes all the time. There is not moment when the gu[as of prak&ti are not
mutating, na pari[;mante. There is no such time. They’re constantly changing,
altering, even now every cell of your body is changing, every state of your mind
is changing. Nothing is steady, nothing is stable, nothing is permanent.
So when the rajas mutates in this way, alters, changes, it produces a certain t;pa,
certain sant;pa, a certain burning inside you, that particular citta v&tti is called
du>o(du+kha), sorrow or pain. This is the definition of pain. These are arrived
that caused by the pr;rabdha actions. Well known Hindi traditions of India, three
kinds of karmas, àarBx siÂt ³Iyma[(pr;rabdha, sa@cita, kr$yam;[a), pr;rabdha,
sa@cita, kr$yam;[a, three kinds of actions, pr;rabdha, sa@cita, kr$yam;[a.

àarBx prarabdha (performed in past lifes)
3 KARMAS
kmR

siÂt sancita (gathered in our life so far)
³Iyma[ kriyamana (now being performed)

Of these, ³Iyma[ kmR (kr$yam;[a karmas), actions which are now being
performed. Right now, I choose to be sitting here and teaching. Right now, you
choose to be sitting here and listening. These are actions in process. They are not
results of past actions. They are fresh actions. Instead of sitting and listening to
me, you could be watching an interesting video, you are doing a kr$yam;[a
karma. You are gathering fresh karma of that nature. Right now, sitting here you
are gathering sattvic karma and when you are sitting, if you are choosing to stay

in your room and watch video, you will be gathering rajasic or tamasic karma.
Up to you` So these are kr$yam;[a karmas.
siÂt (sa@cita) meaning gathered, the actions we have gathered in this life so far.
From the time we were born, we have been performing actions, physical, vocal
and mental. Those are called sa@cita karmas. They have not yet begun to bear
their fruit. Most of them. Most of them have not yet begun to bear their fruit.
They are gathered and they will in due time bear their fruit. The rajas or tamas
are watching a wrong kind of video has not yet begun to bear fruit. That will
bear a fruit later in life or next life. And you know why I am talking about
videos.
You know the story of darime tinka?
One who has a bit of straw stuck in his beard. The king could not find who was
the thief. And there was one very wise minister, he says ‘gather all the suspects.’
So gather all the suspects, and he said, ‘Oh, I know who the thief is. He has a bit
of straw stuck in his beard.’ So one man’s hand went to his beard to see if he has
the straw. ‘You are the one.’
So àarBx(pr;rabdha) actions are those which we are performed in past lives as the
result of which we are born in this particular species, in this particular type of
body, jait(j;ti). Number two with a life-span, how many trillion breaths, we
don’t count life-spans in years, we count them in number of breath, Ayu>(ayu+),
number of breaths allotted according to past actions. -aeg(bhoga), experiences
painful or pleasant in this life as a result of the past karmas. jait(j;ti),
Ayu>(ayu+), -aeg(bhoga). So those actions which have already instituted the results
are called pr;rabdha. And these sorrows and pains are the result of those
pr;rabdha actions.
Enough for today. We’ll continue tomorrow.
Please form the habit of sv;dhy;ya, study, research by yourself.
Thank you.
God bless you all.

2011-03-24 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-56
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Mind returned to your person. Relax your forehead. Do sa]kalpa that for the
next 2 minutes the mind will not travel anywhere except to feel the gentle, slow
breath in the nostrils with your mantra. Begin now.
Om Hari Om.
There were 4 questions in the verse 54. First question is answered in the verse
55. The second question, ik< à-a;et (ki= prabh;^eta), “how does he speak” is
answered in verses 56 and 57.
Number 56.
Ê>oe:vnuÖ¶mna> suoe;u ivgtSp&h>,
vItrag-y³aex> iSwtxImuRinéCyte .56.
du+khe^u anudvigna man;+ sukhe^u vigata-sp&ha+ |
v$ta-r;ga-bhaya-krodha+ sthita-dh$r munirucyate || 56||
One whose mind is not agitated in sorrows, who has no attraction toward
pleasures, he from whom attraction, fear, and anger have disappeared,
such a meditator is called a person of stable wisdom. (II-56)

ÿa]kara’s commentary. We have read that, right? (Yes.)
No, we have not. We only started, right? Yeah, I read the ÿa]kara’s commentary
yesterday. And we are in the middle of Madhus~dana Sarasvati. OK.
(Jagat jee : I think you are explain the pr;rabdha-p;pa-karma.)
Yes, yes. So the three kinds of pains and sorrows.
AaXyaiTmk AaixdEivk Aaix-aEitk(;dhy;tmika, ;dhidaivika, ;dhibhautika). Those
that arise from within ourselves. Those that arise from other beings. And those
that arise from forces of nature. And these are all pains and sorrow which are
special v&ttis of the citta, of the mind-field, consisting of a burning inside oneself
which is a mutation, alteration in the Rajas attribute of prak&ti and these occur

because of our pr;rabdha action out of the three kinds of actions, pr;rabdha,
sa@cita and kriyam;[a actions.
The person who does not become agitated, that is to say, that his mind does not
become disturbed because he is feeling helpless in removing this sorrow, in
removing this pain. That was the meaning of the word, %Öeg(udvega),
disturbance, excitation, agitation because of feeling the helplessness in removing
the sorrows and pains. Because they’re arising from a cause called pr;rabdha
karma, pr;rabdha action. And we cannot remove them until the karma has born
his fruit. So we naturally feel helpless. And we become disturbed. Someone who
is not wise, who has not attained the wisdom, when he comes across these
sorrows and pains, he says “Oh, what sins have I committed? I am no good. I
have to suffer so many sorrows and pains. Is there anybody who can take away
my sorrows and pains? Who can I talk to? Who will soothe me?” This happens
to the person who has not achieved wisdom.
This is a burning inside oneself. Reason after the fact of the sorrow, of the
suffering, it consist of a confusion which arises from the Tamas, attribute of
prak&ti. It is a particular v&tti of the citta, of the mind-field called udvega.
If one could feel the same udvega at the time when one was committing
transgression, says Madhus~dana, then not developing the causes the effect
would not be there. So the arising of that pain and suffering, one would block
and one would be successful in removing the pain and suffering. But now having
planted the seeds and having come to the state of the pr;rabdha bearing fruit.
There is no point in feeling this kind of burning inside. One should have felt this
burning at the time of committing the transgressions of karma, karmic
transgressions of which these sufferings are the result. At the time of
experiencing the result, the cause is still present, then the effect cannot be
moved. Therefore all these kinds of thoughts, ‘why so much sorrow for me?,
why so much suffering for me?’ this is meaningless. This is all a confusing
arising from lack of wisdom, but the person who is vivekin who has the
discriminating wisdom, who is sthita-praj@a, who has stabilized in praj@; as we
have defined the word before, he does not undergo this kind of sorrow.
This suffering, the actual suffering is caused by the fruition of the pr;rabdha
actions, but not the confusion that we experience together with it, all of these
that we have talked about. That is not the result of previous, is not the previous
actions that is our own doing. So I always distinguish between having pain and
suffering the pain to what degree you choose to suffer.
The question arises that ‘can we not say that this confusion also is caused by
some other pr;rabdha action?’ He says, no not so. In the case of sthita-praj@a, a
man of stable wisdom who has removed the ignorance which is originating cause
of this confusion, there is no possibility of such confusion arising. Because there

is no such pr;rabdha. What happens is in his case that just enough pr;rabdha, just
enough lingering effect of the past action remains. Remember that the result of
pr;rabdha, the result of the actions that have just begun to bear fruit, the form
that the result is j;ti, ayu+, bhoga, what species, what kind of body we are born
in, ayu, our life-span, how many breaths we will take during that life-span and
what kind of painful or pleasant experience is that we will have during that lifespan. Now one has arrived at the state of sthita-praj@a, otherwise known as j$vanmukta, living in the body and yet being spiritually liberated, is a very common
word in yoga, j$van-mukta. When one has achieved that, a little enough residue,
says Madhus~dana Sarasvati, a little enough residue of the pr;rabdha consisting
of j;ti, ayu and bhoga remains like if you burn a rope, the rope is burnt, but its
twists are still there, if you have seen a burnt rope. So the enough pr;rabdha just
remains to continue in the body as long as the yogi needs to remain in the body.
But he just not have his confusions anymore.
So Ê>oe:vnuÖ¶mna>( du+khe^u anudvigna man;+), one whose mind is not agitated
in sorrows and sufferings and suoe;u ivgtSp&h>( sukhe^u vigata-sp&ha+), one who
is free of Sp&h (sp&ha). We’ll define that sp&ha. Let us say, attraction, attachment,
one thing it again, when he, when such a being comes across sukhas, comforts,
pleasures which are, what are pain and what are pleasure? They are particular
v&ttis of the mind, particular operations of the mind. The pain is a mutation of
rajas of prak&ti and pleasure, the pleasantness that you feel in your mind, in your
comforts and pleasures is a pr$ti, a pleasantness which is a mutation of sattva
attribute of prak&ti. They also arise from the past pu[ya karma, good actions,
meritorious actions which have pr;rabdha, which have begun to bear fruit. So
one does not have the sp&ha and attachment and the longing that ‘may similar
pleasure continue for me, may this pleasure not pass away, may this comfort not
be taken away from me, oh` how can I remain in this pleasant state, how can I
remain in this comfort, how can I keep enjoying this pleasure, this sp&ha.’ The
yogi who is sthita-praj@; does not have that particular citta v&tti, that particular
v&tti of the mind-field.
The udvega and sp&ha, two words. Udvega was in the suffering and the pain.
Sp&ha is during enjoying the pleasures. The udvega was ‘oh, I am feeling
helpless, I cannot remove my pain and suffering, who can help me, what can I
do?’ And sp&ha is that. Now that one he was trying to, previous one, the udvega.
One is trying to remove the suffering without having, without being able to
remove the causes. Udvega was that you are trying to remove the sorrow without
removing their root causes. Now sp&ha, the desire for continuity and repeat of
the pleasure is again here trying to produce an effect without producing a cause,
trying to produce an effect without producing a cause. What good actions, what
meritorious and virtuous actions may I perform which may in future result in
pleasure, of this kind for me. We don’t think that. We forget that those pleasures

we have as a result of pr;rabdha actions, good actions, meritorious actions,
virtuous actions. When you want a continuity of that pleasure without
performing the meritorious and virtuous actions, it is a meaningless, illogical
mental process. That is again a confusion, it is a v&tti of the mind-field, it is
bhr;nti, it is a confusion and that is tamasic. So even though the pleasure itself is
a mutation of sattva because it is through sattva that we performed the
meritorious, virtuous, pu[ya actions. Bur this confusion that we have, that we
want to continue and repeat the pleasure without having to do the same kind of
virtuous, meritorious action which resulted in this pleasure, that is confusion, and
that is tamasic. And that happens only to one in whom the discriminating
wisdom has not arisen. Because we forget that without producing a cause, the
effect cannot happen. You don’t have yarn and you want to make cloth. You
don’t have cloth but you want to tailor a shirt. You don’t have seeds but you
want a mango tree.
So just as the udvega, it was that in the presence of the causes for sorrow, may I
not suffer sorrow. Similarly here, in the absence of cause, may I enjoy the
effects. This is in vain. This is futile. This is useless. This thirst, craving. Because
the pr;rabdha action of good quality, virtuous and meritorious one can only give
you the present pleasure you are having, cannot ensure future pleasure. The
word sp&ha is this kind of joy. Also another explanation of sp&ha. ‘Oh, how
blessed I am`’, ‘I have such comfort and pleasure.’, ‘Who in the three worlds is
equal to me`’ There is a whole chapter in the G$t; on that.
#dm* mya lBximd< àaPSye mnaerwm!,
#dmStIdmip me -iv:yit punxRnm!. 16-13
idamadya may; labdhamida= pr;psye manoratham |
idamast$damapi me bhavi^yati punardhanam || 16-13
“This I have received today, this wish of mine I shall gain later; this I
have, and this wealth shall yet be mine;( XVI -13)

AsaE mya ht> zÇuhRin:ye capranip,
$ñrae=hmh< -aegI is˜ae=h< blvaNsuoI. 16-14
asau may; hata+ %atrurhani^ye c;par;napi |
$%varo’hamaha= bhog$ siddho’ha= balav;nsukh$ || 16-14
That enemy I have killed, others too I shall destroy; I am sovereign, I am
enjoyer, I am accomplished, strong, happy;( XVI -14)

AaF(ae=i-jnvaniSm kae=Nyae=iSm sd&zae mya,

yúye daSyaim maeid:y #Ty}anivmaeihta>. 16-15
;#hyo’bhijanav;nasmi ko’nyo’smi sad&%o may; |
yak^e d;sy;mi modi^ya ityaj@;navimohit;+ || 16-15
I am rich, I have influential relations. Who else is equal to me? I shall
perform sacrifices, I shall enjoy myself. Thus deluded in ignorance,(XVI15)

AnekicÄivæaNta (anekacittavibhr;nt;) and so on. You can read it.
Today, I found this wealth, this success and this comfort, and that other desire of
mine too I shall fulfill. Have you seen people boosting? Have you ever seen
yourself boosting? Today, I have this much wealth and that much wealth, you
will see, is going to be mine. That enemy I’ll vanquish, one by one I am going to
destroy all my other enemies too. And so on, so on. So this is false joy. It is a
false joy, a feeling of inner fulfillment which is false, and that v&tti of citta is also
tamasic as here Madhus~dana Sarasvati quotes Vy;sa’s commentary on the
Yoga-Sutras which is also a coat in the G$t; somewhere else, that one whose
attraction for these kinds of pleasures does not increase the way the fire increases
when you add fuel to it. Such a person is ivgtSp&h> (vigatasp&ha+), free of sp&ha.
And so, Madhusudana is quoting another verse of the G$t;, the long verses, few
three, four verses I just recited, that was Chapter 16. And he also quotes,
Madhusudana Sarasvati also quotes n àù:yet! (na prah&^yet), the verse 20 of
chapter 5 which is the echo, the same thing that we are reading here. All of these
confusions, do not occur in the mind of one who has attained discriminating
wisdom.
What are the other qualities of a man of sthit-apraj@a, man of stable and steady
wisdom?
vItrag-y³aex>(v$tar;gabhayakrodha+), rag(r;ga), -y(bhaya) and ³aex(krodha)
have gone away from him.
rag(r;ga) is an Ai-invez (abhinive%a).
Sandeep, where does the word abhinive%a occur? (Sandeep: in Yoga sutra)
Where? (Sandeep: pa@ca kle%a) pÂKlez(Pa@ca kle%a). Very good. Somebody
knows.

The word abhinive%a, I translate as obsession, like the obsession we have with
fear of death.
So

rag(r;ga),

attraction

and

attachment.

What

is

it?

It

is

rÃnaTmk>(ra@jan;tmaka+), it is the process of coloring the mind by the presence
of worldly objects. So that they remain an imposition on the mind, zae-naX(as
(%obhan;dhy;sa), the beautiful experience remains and impose on the mind and
colors the mind. And when the mind is thus colored, it is in the state of r;ga, it is
an obsession.
So, that the words which we have this r;ga, something pleasant by which our
mind discolored, it may be your beautiful house, it may be your high level chair
in the office, it may be a beautiful dress, it may be the kind of foods you enjoy, it
may be a person whom you enjoy, any of these.
When someone, something arises that may take away from you the object of
your r;ga, something, someone arises that may take away from you the object of
that r;ga, and you therefore you at that time find yourself helpless not having the
ability to remove that one, that thing that will take away your sources of
pleasure, and therefore you go into a helplessness that is called fear, -y(bhaya).
rag(r;ga) and then -y(bhaya). You are enjoying some pleasure, you are enjoying
a status, you are enjoying a good house. Something, some situation will take it
away from you. You are helpless, you cannot remove that something. So you go
into a state of denial(dainya), a state of mental poverty, inability. As though
counting yourself as nothing. All that is fear.
And at the same time, ³aex(krodha), anger. rag(r;ga) has two reactions. -y
(bhaya) and ³aex(krodha). R;ga has two reactions, bhaya and krodha, fear and
anger. When one feels helpless about removing the causes that will take away
your pleasure, then is fear. ‘Ah, my house is going.’ Or when one burns inside
with ‘I can remove this cause.’ ‘Who is that person that will deprive me of my
pleasure?’, that burning inside, thinking that you can is called anger. It may be
unreal. You may not have the power to do it. So bhaya and krodha, fear and
anger. These are the definitions of these two as results of r;ga.
They all come in the category of the second of the five kinds of v&ttis that are
taught in the Yoga-sutras. àma[, ivpyRy, ivkLp, inÔa, Sm&it(pram;[a,
viparyaya, vikalpa, nidr;, sm&ti). The second v&tti, viparyaya, incorrect

perception, incorrect knowledge. All of these, r;ga and its two reactions, bhaya
and krodha, these come under viparyaya.
One from whom all these have gone away, such a muni. We explained the word
muni yesterday from the verb root √man, such a muni, contemplative who does
deep thinking, sanny;si, sanny;si here does not necessarily mean somebody who
wears a saffron, someone who has renounced is called sthitapraj@a, a person of
steady wisdom.
@v< l][> (eva= lak^a[a+), someone who has, someone whose being is now
defined in this manner, iSwtxI> (sthita dh$+), whose intelligence is stabilized, he
speaks by way of expressing his experience, Svanu-v àkqnen(sva-anubhava
praka!anena), such a one teaches from his experience, the experiment he has
made to conquer the udvega, sp&ha, r;ga, bhaya and krodha. What are the five
things that we are conquering in verse 56 and after the end of this we will not
have anymore? Udvega, sp&ha, r;ga, bhaya, krodha. So one who speaks from his
experience because he has made the experiments to purify himself. And then,
then for the teaching of disciples, he teaches them AnuÖeg inSp&h>(anudvega
nisp&ha+), freedom from udvega, freedom from sp&ha and so on, and so on, such
his speech, that is what he speaks about, that is what he’s talking about, that is
how speaks, so that his teaching may be effective for the disciples, for the
students. So that he is more motivated, such a teacher, so sthita-praj@a, such a
person of steady wisdom as we read on whose very face this sense of satisfaction
shows. Such a one is motivated by the thought that may another one who is
seeking liberation, may also cease to become agitated in suffering or becoming
exhilarated and excited in pleasures and may that other person also become free
of r;ga, bhaya and krodha, the colouring of the mind that results in fear and
anger. I think I will close here today. Little shorter class, but enough to think
about.
God Bless You All. Thank you.
Just one minute. After you hear all of these, do you go to your rooms and
contemplate? Think about absorbing the teaching? Where am I becoming
needlessly depressed? Where am I becoming needlessly afraid? Where am I
becoming needlessly exhilarated? Why can I not have samatvam, equanimity?
How do I create that? Do you contemplate? Do you think about applying the
teaching to your state of mind? That is the purpose of the teaching. The purpose
of the teaching is not to read the G$t; and pass the examination and write the
thesis. That is not the purpose of knowledge. Is going back home, going back to

your room and spending time to become a muin(muni) and mumu]u(mumuk^u). Let
us write those two words again. To become a mumuk^u, muni. How may I
become a contemplative sage, muni. How may I become mumuk^u, one who is
desirous of spiritual liberation. That is the true ambition and not the one that we
found in chapter 16 of the G$t; that we recited.
God Bless You All. Thank you.

2011-03-25 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-57 – II-59
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Spine erect. Gather your senses. Relax your forehead. Do sa]kalpa, resolve that
for next two minutes, there will be no external thoughts. Only feel the flow and
the touch of your breath in your nostrils with your mantra, in your mind without
a jerk in the breath. No break between the breaths. Feeling the flow and the
touch in the nostrils. Do the sa]kalpa and begin now.
Hari Om tat sat.

We’ll continue on the sthita-praj@a adhy;ya, the chapter on the man of steady
wisdom. We read the verse 56. Verse 56 and 57 are two verses in answer to the
second question raised in verse 54, iSwtxI> ik< à-a;et (sthitadh$+ ki= prabh;^eta).
We are reading ÿa]kara’s commentary and Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s
commentary.
ÿa]kara. Verse 57.
Chapter 2 Verse 57

y> svRÇani-SnehStÄTàaPy zu-azu-m!,
nai-nNdit n Öeiò tSy à}a àiti:Qta.57.
ya+ sarvatra-anabhisneha+-tat-tat-pr;pya %ubh;%ubham |
n;bhinandati na dve^!i tasya praj@; prati^!hit; || 57 ||
He who has no attachment directed toward anything, or upon attaining
anything good or bad, who neither greets it nor hates it, his wisdom is
established.(II-57)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary

The person who has no feeling of attractiveness towards all things such as the
very body and this very life, he has no special affection for it. The body is come
and go. The life changes. Therefore, holding on to transient, temporary, nonpermanent, non-eternal things is not the mark of wisdom. The word, svRÇ
(sarvatra) means everywhere, towards all things. So that towards all things means
one’s own body, one’s own life. One has no special affection for it. That does
not mean that one hates it. Aversion, please remember, is the worst kind of
attraction. So not having attraction does not mean having aversion. When you
have aversion about, towards something, you are constantly thinking about it. ‘I
don’t like it, I don’t like it.’ That is a form of affection. That is the worst
affection. Such a one when he gains something sweet, lovely beautiful, he does
not greet it. When such a one attains, confronts, comes across something sweet
and beautiful, he does not greet it. And comes to something not so sweet, not so
beautiful, not so attractive, not so nice does not hate it. There is no aversion.
Such a one who has risen above such exhilarations and depressions, one who has
risen above such bipolarity, one minute exhilarated, one minute depressed, one
does not have that towards attractive things or towards unattractive things, tSy
à}a àitióta(tasya praj@; prati^!hit;), his wisdom, full wisdom, praj@; that we
have defined before, his ivvekbui˜(viveka buddhi), his wisdom of the difference
between ;tman and an;tman, between self and non-self is prati^!hit;, is now
established. That is ÿa]kara.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Madhus~dana Sarasvati.
He repeats the same thought, one who has no special affection for, towards one’s
bodies, he says, bodies, not this body alone, the last body, next body, the one
before that, the one after that. What kind of body did I have in my last life?
What kind of body will I have in my next life? And also, may I continue to live?
May I not cease to be? Oh, my God, death going to come to me also. No,
everybody else will die, you will remain immortal. So one does not have such
hopes and thoughts. He says the word, sneha, the word, sneha, actually in
Sanskrit and spoken languages of India is a very sweet word for affection and
love. But here it is talking of that love that makes a suffer. It is defined by
Madhus~dana Sarasvati.
yiSmNsTyNydIye hainv&˜I SviSmÚaraePyete s ta†zae=Nyiv;y>
àemaprpyaRyStamsae v&iÄivze;>,

(yasmin-sati-anyad$ye h;niv&ddh$ svasminn-;ropyete sa t;d&%a+-anyavi^aya+
prem;para-pary;ya+-tamaso v&tti-vi%e^a+ |)
That this affection we are talking about is a particular v&tti of the mind which is a
tamasic v&tti. Its object is someone else or something else by which the loss or
gain happening in that one is imposed upon oneself. The loss or gain happening
in that one, someone, other than self is imposed upon oneself. The loss or gain
happening in that one, someone, other than self is imposed on oneself as my loss
and gain which is actually false root. That kind of sneha, one does not have
towards one’s own bodies and life-spans and does not have for this reason, the
sneha, the affection for non-self. Now non-self here is what? Non-self is here
what? Other than ;tman. Not that other person. We are not talking, starts from
here. Whatever sources, causes of pleasure arise as the result of the past
pr;rabdha actions. We have defined the word, pr;rabdha before. He does not
start praising those with all kind of exhilaration. Nobody else is interested in
hearing your stories, is very boring. Some people sit down and just keep talking
about that person, that person, that person and their lives. He says nobody is
interested. Don’t impose on them. Hold back.
And similarly when one comes across the unpleasant which is the result of the
pr;rabdha karmas also, one does not develop the malice towards it and does not
censor it, does not blame it, does not talk ill of it. Because these things, this kind
of behavior is a mark of a man who is aj@;, devoid of knowledge. A man of
knowledge, a person of knowledge does not have these reactions. These
reactions are of tamasic qualities. Similarly when you do not like someone, you
start talking ill of his knowledge, his prosperity, his success. It’s all nothing. This
kind of censor of the malice, converting other people’s virtues into vices.
This dve^a, this aversion is also a v&tti of buddhi, consisting of utter inner
confusion. That is also tamasic. By praising the causes of your pleasure, you are
not going to prolong those pleasures and by censoring somebody’s virtue, good
qualities you are not going to reduce their quality. So it’s in vain, it’s useless,
waste. This kind of talk that we indulge in, how can such tamasic attributes
consisting of confusion are even possible, how can they even be possible in the
sthita-praj@a, in the person of steady wisdom who is zu˜sÅv(%uddha-sattva)
whose inner personality has become purified and is no longer confused? Such a
one who is free of this polarities of exhilaration and depression, his, that is that
muni, that muni’s praj@;. What is praj@; here? prmaTmtÅviv;ya(param;tmatattva-vi^ay;), full knowledge regarding the entity called param;tman, supreme
self, divinity, God is established. Established means that it bears all the natural
fruits that occur by the establishment of such wisdom.
I want to tell you one thing. We are all neurotic. And we are all psychotic. No
one is normal. We are functional to a limited degree. Beyond that we cannot

function. We cannot go higher. Same exhilaration and depression in milder
qualities we have or seen a larger qualities, larger quantities, more intensity in
those whom we have called neurotic and psychotic. But we all are in the same
category. We have just worldwide agreed among ourselves, the majority among
ourselves. ‘Hey, let us make it a cutoff point.’ Up to this point, we will call it
normal. Someone who has more than this, we’ll call him mad. Someone who has
less than this, we’ll call him mad mystic. None of us is normal. We all have this
polarity. We are all bipolar. This, no joke. One minute exhilarated, one minute
depressed. No equanimity. Never the smTvm!(samatvam), the even flow of
emotion. And the sthita-praj@a is not bipolar. You know the bipolar disorder.
The sthita-praj@a is not bipolar like us. He is even flowing.
So such a one teaches to others that upon coming across something sweet and
beautiful don’t start praising it to high heavens and coming to something that is
not so sweet don’t start censoring it. Such a one does not speak, such a one does
not speak the language of inNda(nind;) and àz<sa(pra%a=s;), censor and praise all
the time.
These two verses define, what was it? These two verses answer the second
question ‘ki= prabh;^eta’, ‘how does he speak?’.
In Sanskrit, Ny;ya system, logic we have ANvy(anvaya) and Vyitrek(vyatireka).
Very simple. Those who have read Tarka Sa=graha which most of our Indian
students are supposed to have read. But I don’t know how much they remember.
Anvaya and vyatireka. Anvaya is a positive statement. Vyatireka is a negative
statement. The verse 56 was an anvaya statement. How does he speak? The verse
57 was in the vyatireka category and how does he not speak. What manner he
adopts, verse 56. And what other manner he does not adopt, verse 57.
Chapter 2 Verse 58
Now the third question, verse 58.
The third question, ik< AasIt(ki= ;s$ta), how does he sit? This is answered in 6
verses.
So first question is answered in one verse.
Second question is answered in two verses.
And third question is answered in 6 verses.

The Sanskrit form ‘;s$ta’, ‘how does he sit?’, is used here in the same sense in
which we meet co-meditator and we say ‘do you sit?’ In modern language
nowadays to sit, ‘do you sit?’ means ‘do you sit for your daily meditation?’ At
least in our circles, it is in that sense of sitting.
Now so long as your pr;rabdha actions remain bearing fruit, VyuYwan(vyutth;na),
the fact of vyutth;na remains. Remember the word, vyutth;na, getting up from
meditation. Getting up from meditation is two kinds, physical and mental.
Physical, ‘Oh’ dong the mala, how much is left now? (looking at the mala beads)
5 more. Getting up is two kinds, mental and physical. Physical, you actually get
up. And mental, you keep thinking of getting up. You are sitting in Rishkesh,
but you are planning your shopping list for Los Angeles. both of these are called
vyutth;na. This vyutth;na, this vyutth;na remains until the pr;rabdha karmas are
exhausted. The past karmas which are bearing fruit in this life.
They keep from thing you to get up. People say, ‘why do all these thoughts keep
occurring in my mind?’ So think about what are the thoughts about. Look at
them the way you sometimes look at your dreams. Same way look at the
thoughts that arise in meditation and what are they about? Which means that that
part of your life is yet unfulfilled. Bring it to a fulfillment, bring it to a positive
and beautiful conclusion. Complete that task. That is part of the reason many
yogis also indulge in action. Payoff` So understand this principle. Why these
thoughts arise? What makes us get up from meditation? Because your karma,
karmic duties are not yet completed. So you will get up. But this is not in
commentary. I’m explaining to you.
One thing happens. As you sit more and more and more, your actions, your
pr;rabdha actions get fulfilled much faster. The more you sit, the less time you
need actually for your worldly affairs to complete them. It happens. What you
used to accomplish in one year, you manage to accomplish in one month. What
you used to accomplish in one month, you manage to accomplish in one day. If
you are a regular meditator, I mean in the sense of really ‘meditating’.
So sense is, sense is thrown about by the force of vyutth;na because of the
pressure of pr;rabdha actions, the yogi gathers those senses back for the purpose
of sam;dhi, and thereby he sits. That was Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s introduction
to Verse 58.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
ÿa]kara’s commentary. Very similar when yda s<hrte sMygups<hrte cay< }aninóaya<
àv&Äae

yit>(yad; sa=harate samyag-upasa=harate c;ya= j@;na-ni^!h;y;=

prav&tto yati+). The yati, there are two words that are commonly used for
s;dhaka, yati and muni. yit (yati), a self-controlled one. And muin(muni),
contemplated one, contemplative one. Yati and muni. Yati, self-controlled. So
when the yati who is now inclined to establishing himself in knowledge and
wisdom. And the yati, self-controlled one who is now inclined to establish
himself in knowledge and wisdom. Then, the way a k~rma, a turtle pulls back all
its limbs under the shell out of fear, out of fear, when it faces any threat,
perceives any threat, so yogi is also afraid of the senses and the attractions of
senses. And like a turtle, withdraws all his limbs from those senses into himself.
It’s not real fear, but it’s just in analogy, just an example. He withdraws, gathers
to himself, #iNÔyai[ #iNÔyawR_y> svRz> svRt>(indriy;[i indriy;rthebhya+ sarva%a+
sarvata+), from all sides, in their totality, from all sides, in their totality
becoming }aninó> (j@;na-ni^!ha+), established in knowledge and wisdom. He
gathers all the senses from the objects, from all objects of senses. Such a one’s
praj@;, full knowledge of self-realization is established. That is ÿa]kar;c;rya.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
And I continue with Madhis~dana Sarasvati.
That when such a yogin sees that he is now gone into vyutth;na, he has gotten
up, he is in world with activity. He again gathers all his senses back like a turtle
gathering its limbs and his wisdom is established. Madhus~dana says that the
previous two verses, the previous two verses, verses 56 and 57 speak of not
having tamasic v&ttis during the state of vyutth;na. Vyutth;na, involvement and
indulgence, in worldly activities and duties is not possible without some v&ttis.
But such a one who is operation in the world, operates with sattvic v&tti, with
v&tti of purity and harmony and sweet flowing energy does not act out of the
tamasic v&ttis which we have defined before 5 conditions in verse 56 and then, 2
conditions in verse 57. So those two verses speak of not having tamasic v&ttis
during vyutth;na, whereas this verse now speaks of having none of the v&ttis
during sam;dhi.
Now the question arises. Verse 59. Because we have 6 verses on this topic. I did
not recite the verse 58.

yda s<hrte cay< kUmaRe=¼anIv svRz>,
#iNÔya[IiNÔyaweR_yStSy à}a àitióta.58.

yad; sa=harate c;ya= k~rmo’]gan$va sarva%a+ |
indriy;[$ndriy;rthebhyas tasya praj@; prati^!hit; ||58||
When, like a tortoise withdrawing his limbs, one withdraws each and all
of the senses from their objects, his wisdom is established. (II-58)

Then, verse 59.
Chapter 2 Verse 59

iv;ya ivinvtRNte inraharSy deihn>,
rsvj¡ rsae=PySy pr< d&ò!va invtRte.59.
vi^ay; vinivartante nir;h;rasya dehina+ |
rasa-varja= raso’py asya para= d&^!v; nivartate ||59||
When this body-bearer desists from food, the senses and their attractions
turn away--- all except for taste. But taste also ceases upon seeing the
supreme One.(II-59)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
Verse 59, ÿa]kar;c;rya says, that the word, iv;y(vi^aya) here means both the
objects of senses and the senses themselves. Normally the translators translate the
word, vi^aya as objects of senses, the objects that the senses experience are
through which we, the objects that we experience through the senses. But he had
said both. The objects of senses and senses themselves. The senses turn off, one
is withdrawn from the objects of senses even when one is not eating, one is
fasting. The word, inrahar(nir-;h;ra) here is often translated as when not eating,
but actually it means not taking anything in through the senses. Such as you can
sit with your eyes closed, you can pretend to go into silence, keep the mouth
shut, but you are not really in silence. You may not smell something because you
have a heavy cold. You are too weak because you are ill. And some people who
misguidedly, some people who misguidedly indulge in acts of very heavy
asceticism. These are all called nir-;h;ra, those who are not taking in something
by for all of these different kinds of reasons. So in their case also the senses turn
off, and the objects of senses are turn off too. But as soon as you feel better, all
the attractions wake up. You stay in the ashram for a while. You don’t want to

go to the movies hopefully. And then as soon as some of us will go back home
wherever the home is, we are going to make up for the loss. People undertake
half a day of silence, during half a day of silence, the TV still not switched off.
Or after the half a day of silence without the TV and radio, as soon as the silence,
when is the silence almost at the end: “still got 15 minutes, still got 10 minutes.”
As soon as 1 o’clock, get on the phone and jabber for two hours. These are not
the marks of a person who is practicing silence. All of these are understood here.
So just simply because we are not eating, because we are fasting, or because we
are not choosing to indulge in something, that does not mean that our interest in
them, our rasa, our capacity to savor, their flavor, our rasa, our capacity
inclination to savor, their flavor is passed, is gone, is disappeared. It is not. As
soon as you come out of that illness or come out of that fast. I have known
people fast for 3 days, and then on the evening of the fourth day eat six days’
worth. That is not equanimity. That is not evenness of emotions.
This rs(rasa), this rasa is the same as rag(r;ga) that we have defined before which
colors one’s mind. But it turns off for that yati, for that self-controlled one who
has seen the highest reality, the transcendental reality, Brahman,
prmawRtÅv<äü(param-;rtha-tattva= brahma), he has attained it, and has come to
know ‘Ahm! @v tt!(aham eva tat)’, ‘I am that’ as you constantly say in the
formula ‘soham’. I am that the one to whom this has become reality, then his
iv;yiv}an<(vi^aya-vij@;na=), his experience, experiential cognition, that is the
correct translation of vij@;na, in English experiential cognition of sense objects,
senses and sense objects becomes inbIRj(nirb$ja), becomes seedless. The seedless
in the sense in which we use the phrase, seedless sam;dhi in the yoga-sutras.
Until such correct view, correct knowledge occurs the rasa does not cease. Our
inclination to savor, the flavors does not cease. For this reason one should bring
the stability and steadiness to the praj@;, to the fullest of knowledge, fullest of
wisdom which consist of the correct view, the right view. The right view, not as
an opinion, but has an experience, aham eva tat, I am that Brahman. That
becomes experiential. That is the establishment of steady and stable wisdom.
Tomorrow we’ll read the Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s commentary on verse 59.
Thank you all.

2011-03-26 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-59 – II-61
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Gather the senses. Relax the forehead. Feel the breath in the nostrils, breathing
gently and smoothly with your mantra. Resolve that for the next two minutes.
The mind will not go anywhere else. No break between the breaths.
Om Hari Om Tat Sat.
When you practice this kind of two minute meditation, afterwards do what we
call in Hindi and Sanskrit ;tmane rik^ana, self-observation. In spite of my
sa]kalpa, in spite of my resolve, other thoughts arise. Why did they arise? Where
did they come from? What do they indicate? Is incomplete in my karmic
scheme? What is it that I have not brought to positive conclusion in my life
which is reminding itself to me, that you have not taken care of me? And how
do I go about taking care of that conflict in such a way that in the place of the
conflict harmony remains. A two minute meditation of this kind where you do
the sa]kalpa, but we know that the sa]kalpa does not get fulfilled. The resolve
does not get fulfilled. The thoughts still pop up in the middle of the breath, in
the middle of the mantra. So what are they thoughts about? Why are they
arising? Where in the karmic scheme of my life are they hiding, were they
hiding from which they have now arisen and told me, ‘you have not taken care
of this matter in a positive harmonious way.’ If you will take care of them in a
way of conflict, they’ll keep arising. Remember that. They’ll keep arising. More
conflicts arise. So you have to take care of those matters in such a way that
brings harmony in your life, in the life of others about whom those thoughts
have come to you. That is the secret. of constant self-purification or what we
read in the G$t;, called mn> àsad>(mana+ pras;da+), making the mind a clear and
pleasant place.
So we read the verse 58 yesterday. And we started on 59.
I’ll read it again. No, I think we completed it. (Jagat : Not Madhus~dana.) OK.
Let me go to Madhus~dana on verse 59.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary

So we are still in the middle of the answer to the question, ik< AasIt(ki= ;s$ta),
question number 3. How does he sit? So we read,
iv;ya ivinvtRNte inraharSy deihn>,
rsvj¡ rsae=PySy pr< d&ò!va invtRte.59.
vi^ay; vinivartante nir;h;rasya dehina+ |
rasa-varja= raso’py asya para= d&^!v; nivartate ||59||
When this body-bearer desists from food, the senses and their attractions
turn away--- all except for taste. But taste also ceases upon seeing the
supreme One.(II-59)

When one is not taking in the sense objects, not eating, not looking at things that
normally pleased you, not listening to the sounds that normally attract you
because you are unwell or because you don’t have them present in your
surroundings, that is no asceticism, that is no purification. I have seen people
sometimes, ‘I’m going to a mountain cottage for three months where nobody
comes.’ Three months they sit there in mountain cottage, ‘ah, so peaceful here.’
Come out. For three months they have not expressed any anger, now it all comes
pouring out. So for that period of time you did not take in anything because it
was not present there. And the moment something is there to trigger it, it comes
pouring out.
So person who is inrahar(nir-;h;ra), not taking in the objects of senses, such a
deihn!(dehin), the body owner, in the Bhagavad G$t; we often come across this
phrase, deihn!(dehin), dehae=SyaiSt #it(deho’sy;sti iti), the body owner. Who is the
body owner? Who owns your body? ;tman, self. So when a dehin, body owner
is not taking in the objects of senses, the senses and the objects remain turned
off. But that does not mean that his rasa, his inclination to savour, the falvours of
those has disappeared.
The person who is also kaótpiSvn!(k;^!ha-tapasvin), there is very interesting
phrase, a wood-ascetic, not an ascetic tapasvin who goes and sits in the woods, in
the forest. That’s not what it means. There are some extreme ascetics as the, used
to be also in the Christian tradition and there are still in India, they would sit
there like a piece of wood. Not respond anything. But the moment they break
that then, they are back in same situation. ‘How come you disturb me?’ Sitting
down to meditate, the children in the family make a noise, there goes your
meditation. I’m going to become a swami. Where I can go and meditate and not

be disturbed? But swami is sitting here. How many children are disturbing me all
the time? There is no end of the disturbing you come to my chamber. So that is
not the answer.
So the A}a(aj@;), the ignorant, one who has not yet received knowledge, his
vi^ayas, realm of senses, his objects of senses and his senses, for the time being,
for that time remain turned off but his r;ga, his colouring of the mind is not
washed off. But the person who is sthita-praj@a, you should know this word. At
least one Sanskrit word, you should know. iSwtà}(sthita-praj@a). Please write
again. This is what this section of the chapter is. It is called sthita-praj@a chapter
for those whose tongue is not used, sprain your tongue a little, says sthita, praj@a,
sthita, praj@a, sthita, praj@a, sthita-praj@a, sthita-praj@a, sthita-praj@a, one whose
praj@;, full wisdom and knowledge about the separation of self and non-self is
sthita, stilled and stabilized. Remains with him at all times.
So person who is sthita-praj@a, he has seen the supreme transcendental purpose
of being, a human being, pr< pué;aw¡(para= puru^;rtha=). There is a word we
often use in Sanskrit and all the languages of India, puru^;rtha. You could also
break it, puru^a and artha. pué;awR (puru^;rtha), pué;(puru^a) plus AwR(artha).
Thank you. I should not be looking at your board. I should trust you completely.
Puru^a artha, artha means purpose, puru^a of being human. The purpose of being
human.
And there are said to be four such puru^;rthas. xmR AwR kam mae](dharma, artha,
k;ma, mok^a). Dharma is the first one, virtue in accordance with the universal
laws. Dharma, virtue, righteous conduct of the mind first, speech second, body
third. The righteous and virtuous conduct mind, speech and body in accordance
with the laws of universe, dharma. The last one, mok^a, spiritual liberation,
spiritual liberation, attainment of final total spiritual realization. And sandwich
between the two are artha and k;ma, sandwich between the two, only sandwich
between the two. Artha, the worldly matters of economy, commerce, livelihood
and so on. And k;ma, fulfillment of desires such as marriage, children, this and
that and so on. Sandwich between dharma and mok^a by themselves they are
your enemies, when taken out from between the dharma and mok^a, separated
from them, they are your enemies.… K;ma, krodha, lobha, moha, m;da, m;tsarya,
I will not go into that right now. But when they are sandwich between dharma
and mok^a, then they are puru^;rtha, then they are purposes of man.
In these, what is the para= puru^;rtha=? The supreme, the highest transcendent
purpose, mok^a, liberation, the supreme knowledge. So when one has seen that
supreme puru^;rtha, the supreme purpose, transcendental purpose, that,

tdevahmiSm(tat eva aham asmi), I am that, I am Brahman. #it sa]aTk&Ty
iSwtSy(iti s;k^;tk&tya sthitasya), one who has come to this realization, not only
has come to that realization once in a flash, but sthitasya, remains stable and
steady in it as his constant state, when that has become his normal state, then that
rasa and r;ga, that inclination to savor, the flavors and being subject to the
colorings of the mind even towards the smallest attraction, comfort and pleasure
of the world turns off, nivartate. So not only the senses but the objects of senses,
both.
Thus the turning off of the vi^ayas, turning off of the senses and objects of
experiences together with the attraction is the definition of a sthita-praj@a.
And this cannot be reversed in the case of someone who is unwise, foolish
because Asit prmaTmsMyGdzRne(asati param;tma-samyag-dar%ane), when you
have not fully correctly received the dar%ana, the view, the realization of
supreme self, there cannot be this eradication of the vi^ayas, of the objects of
senses together with r;ga, together with the inclinations and colourings.
Therefore one should make all effort, one should accomplish this with great
effort, mhta yTnen(mahat; yatnena), with great effort to obtain this SwEyR(sthairya),
the stability that will become your natural state. The stability and steadiness of
this praj@a, this realization, this wisdom which consist of sMyGdzRn(samyagdar%ana), correct view, not correct view as an opinion, but correct view from
realization. And that alone eradicates the vi^ayas, the objects of sense, the sense
objects and inclinations of senses together with the r;ga, together with the
inclination, attraction and colouring of the mind. One should make all effort to
obtain this state as one’s natural state.
Now the next verse. Because the question ki= ;s$ta, how he sits? continues until
verse 63, so here verse 59.
iv;ya ivinvtRNte inrahaySy deihn>,
(vi^ay; vinivartante nir;h;rasya dehina+ |)
This is 59, we have done that.
Verse 60.
Chapter 2 Verse 60

yttae ýip kaENtey pué;Sy ivpiít>,
#iNÔyai[ àmawIin hriNt às-< mn>.60.
yatato hy api kaunteya puru^asya vipa%cita+ |
indriy;[i pram;th$ni haranti prasabha= mana+ ||60||
Even though an intelligent man continues to endeavor, yet the turbulent
senses forcibly draw his mind away. (II-60)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary.
ÿa]kar;c;rya’s commentary.
The person who is desirous of obtaining, establishing this stability, this state as
his natural state of praj@;, full knowledge, full wisdom whose definition is
correct view based on realization. Such a person should first place his senses
under his control. The result of not placing them under control, the result of not
placing them under control is explained in the verse 60.
yatato hy api kaunteya puru^asya vipa%cita+ | indriy;[i pram;th$ni haranti
prasabha= mana+ ||
Even though one is making an effort, and one is normally wise learned man.
And yet we see in the case of very wise and learned people, soccumb, fall down,
get attracted to the objects of senses. Because the senses are forceful, powerful,
the word, àmawIin(pram;th$ni) has a very special sense of ‘ they churn you up
inside’. Churn you up the way you put something in a blender and churns up.
We are blenders like that all the time churning up inside. And that is exactly
what is expressed by the word, pram;th$ni. This senses are the ones that churn
you up.
The person who remains directed towards the objects of senses, him they keep
agitated, and agitating him forcefully right in front of his eyes. They pull his
senses away. What does it mean by saying pa%yata+, àkazm! @v pZyt>(prak;%am
eva pa%yata+), right in front of his eyes. He says, you got all these wisdom and
you’re watching yourself and yet you are pulled away. That is ÿa]kar;c;rya.
Very realistic`

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
So Madhus~dana Sarasvati.

There are two non-general very special means to stabilize the praj@;, so it
becomes your natural state. baý #iNÔy in¢h>(b;hya-indriya-nigraha+) and mnae
in¢h> (mano-nigraha+). Holding back of the external senses and holding back of
the mind. Both. The word, nigraha suggests to the mind of a Sanskrit reader, the
way you hold the reins of the horses. The moment you let go, the horses will
carry you over. Teaches: he will hit your head on a branch of tree, and fall down.
So you have to hold to the reins. And that is the sense of the word nigraha.
Holding them like that. So b;hya-indriya-nigraha+, the nigraha of the external
senses and the nigraha+ of mind.
tdu-ya-ave(tat-ubhaya-abh;ve), in the absence of these both, à}anazdzRnad!(praj@;n;%a-dar%an;d), we see the loss of wisdom. #it v-u(< iti vaktu=), in order to
explain this, first in the verse 60, he, that is the one who is teaching the G$t;
shows the first flaw that occurs in the case of, the first one of these two, the
absence of the nigraha, holding back the reins of the external senses. he kaENtey(he
kaunteya`), the name of Arjuna’s mother was Kunti, oh, son of Kunti` Even
though one keeps making repeated and intensive effort to see the flaws of
indulging in the objects of senses. -Uyae -Uyae iv;ydae;dzRnaTmk< yTn< kuvRt>
Aip(bh~yo bh~yo vi^aya-do^a-dar%an;tmaka= yatna= kurvata+ api), even
though what keeps making the effort to see the flaws in the indulgence in senses,
there some subtle points of grammar here which we’ll skip, and even though
he’s very wise and learned, even though his mind for a moment become free of
corruption, even though his mind for a moment become free of corruption, yet
his senses pull him, plunder him, kidnap him. The word hriNt(haranti), pull him,
plunder him, kidnap him is the sense suggested by the verb root haranti. The
sense is plunder him, kidnap him and bring his mind again to agitation and
corruption.
When you have this wisdom which is the opponent of the vik;ras, that two
words here, ivvek(viveka) and ivkar(vik;ra). Viveka and vik;ra. Viveka, you
know by now is discriminating wisdom. And vik;ra, agitation and corruption of
the mind. So the wisdom is the opponent of the vik;ra, constant agitations. So
even though you have that wisdom, how is it then that the mind still becomes
subject to vik;ra? He says pram;th$ni, same thing that ÿa]kar; said. àmwnzIlain
AitblIySTvad! ivvek %pmdRn]mai[(pramathana-%$l;ni atibal$yastv;d vivekaupamardana-k^am;[i). The senses who by nature have this power to churn you

up, very powerful, capable of upamardanam, suppressing and crushing your
wisdom. So that while the wise man is doing all the self-observations. He who is
the swamin who is the master and viveka who is his guard, both of them are
watching. And this power senses coming like a well-armed robbers and carry
you away. He gives that metaphor.
They make the mind slip down, the mind that had entered the praj@; of viveka,
fullest knowledge of that wisdom, discriminating wisdom, they pull that mind
and make it fall down and get into the objects of senses.
There is a word here, it is well known, everybody knows this. He says, it is wellknown how a rich man and his guard are standing there and watching and
powerful robbers come and right in front of their eyes carry his wealth away. So
#iNÔyai[ Aip iv;ysiÚxane mnae hriNt(indriy;[i api vi^aya-sannidh;ne mano
haranti), that is the way the senses come and plunder the mind.
Verse 61, ÿa]kara.
Chapter 2 Verse 61

tain svaRi[ s<yMy yu- AasIt mTpr>,
vze ih ySyeiNÔyai[ tSy à}a àitióta.61.
t;ni sarv;[i sa=yamya yukta ;s$ta mat-para+ |
va%e hi yasyendriy;[i tasya praj@; prati^!hit; ||61||
Therefore, controlling them all, joined in yoga, one should remain intent
upon Me. He whose senses are under control, his wisdom is established.
(II-61)

Has anybody started memorizing these verses? (some Hindi Conversation)
Joanne’s Q : Which are the verses you want us to memorize?
The verses we are reciting. This sthita-praj@a chapter. If you can. For those who
have language difficulty, it not easy. If you know the language, then becomes
easy.
(Hindi conversation) Jagadananda jee is teaching. He is giving you the
pronunciation. (Again Hindi conversation) I say something in Hindi, and I don’t
want to say in English. It’s not for visitors and guests. It’s for permanent

students. And I’ll tell you one thing the people who are here from the West.
What I can get away with the Indian students, I can never get away with the
American or European students the way I can scold them. Because they are used
to honoring elders. You are not used to it.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
Therefore, says ÿa]kara, bringing all of them under control, yu-(yukta), dwelling
in yoga, AasIt(;s$ta), one should sit, mTpr(matpara), intent upon Me. Intent
upon Me, he says intent upon Me, the Lord. What does it mean? Ah< vasudev>
svRàTygaTma prae ySy s mTpr> naNyae=h< tSmat! #TyasIt(aha= v;sudeva+ sarvapratyag-;tm; para+ ysya sa matpara+ na-anyo’ham tasm;t iti ;s$ta). There is a
word, very common in Bhagavad G$t;, vasudev (v;sudeva). V;sudeva. Say the
word. V;su, vasu, vasu, deva, deva, deva, v;sudeva, v;sudeva, v;sudeva.
Kavita, in your Kannada, there are a lot of Sanskrit words. Half the words you
know it from Kannada. 60 percent of the words in Kannada are Sanskrit. What’s
your problem? For those who don’t know India, if you look at hundred rupee
bill, the word hundred rupee is written in 15 languages. There 28 major official
and semi-official languages. All in one republic. And they’re all somewhat
related. But there is a section. South Indian languages which is not quite related
to Sanskrit, but had a lot of Sanskrit words.
I have some writings on the word, v;sudeva, somewhere, if you can ask, maybe
Michael Smith or someone. Print them out. That one word, quite a few pages.
Study of the v;sudeva principle. There is a verse in the G$ta somewhere that
says, vasudev svRm!(v;sudeva sarvam), all is v;sudeva. V;sudeva is all. It is the
word v;su, the indwelling, deva, deity, divine being. V;su, the indwelling divine
being. That the one who is in me is the same one that is in you, and the same one
that is in the tree, and the same one that is in the cow. Hence the non-violence.
Hence the non-anger. Elsewhere in the G$t;, v;sudeva K&^[a whose other name
is v;sudeva, K&^[a, he says that when people are angry with each other, it is me
who they are hating because I am in both of them. This principle is called
v;sudeva principle. So there can be no anger, there can be no hatred because the
one you are hating is also the same v;sudeva that is in you, that is in the other.
And that is why you cannot cut the tree, and you cannot kill a cow. or crush an
ant willfully. Is all v;sudeva. In that sense, v;sudeva sarvam. It has other
meanings. But I’ll not go into that for now.

So the word, mat-para+, intent upon Me is explained by ÿa]kar; that who has
reached this knowledge knows that I am the inward self of all, the indwelling
deity in all and therefor I am no other than the devotee, I am no other than him.
Of the devotee says that I am no other than v;sudeva. And that is the meaning of
being intent upon me. And one should sit with that view. What is the meaning of
the word, sit? In modern American English? Meditate.
OK. We’ll continue tomorrow.
Thank you all.
One thing, the lessons are going much faster that I thought fortunately because I
am controlling my urge to go into all kinds of explanatory directions that I
normally do. This time I say I’m going to stick to just that and not be tempted to
explain everything about v;sudeva and its connection with upani^ad, and this
and that, all the rest. So we are going much faster. So when we are finished with
the sthita-praj@a chapter, the next step is the study of the seven verses which is
the condensation of the G$t;. In the meantime, I want you to study those seven
verses, I think we have distributed the copies. And your study on those seven
verses will require actually for full understanding your study of the whole of
G$t;. Why are those seven verses selected as the essence of the G$t;? As I told
you on the first day, there is a tradition in India that long texts are then
condensed into four verses or seven verses and so on. So why is it?
I’ve given this homework six years ago that look at those seven verses and tell
me why are those seven verses considered the essence of the 700 verses of the
G$t;. I’m still waiting for the homework. Everybody gets incomplete.
God bless you all even lazy as you are.

2011-03-27 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-61 – II-63
(Swami jee’s apology for the shortage of drinking water…… , inviting the donation
for new filter and volunteer for transcribing of these series of lectures. )
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Gather your senses. Do sa]kalpa, the resolve that for the next two minutes. The
mind will have no external thoughts. Relax your forehead. Relax all of your
neuro-musculature. Feel the flow and the touch of your breath on your nostrils.
Breathing gently, slowly and smoothly. With no break between the breaths. With
your personal mantra. With sa]kalpa that for the next two minutes. The mind
will have no other thoughts. Only this observation. Begin.
Continuing to feel the breath, gently open your eyes.
Hari Om.
Once again I repeat what I said yesterday. The thoughts that arise indicate, the
thoughts that arise during even in short meditation indicate the karmic duties you
have not yet fulfilled. The karmic duties that you have not yet brought to a
positive, conflict-free, harmonious resolution and conclusion. Those are the
thoughts they remind you that you need to take care of this issue and this issue.
The thoughts about that continue to arise until you arrive at the harmonious
conflict-free situation with regard to those thoughts. Conflict within you and
conflict with others. Then those thoughts will not trouble you. Others will
because there is lots of karma and lots of sa=sk;ras.
We were on %loka number 61. We read the %loka and we were still on the
question, ‘ki= ;s$ta’, ‘how does he sit?’ in meditation and otherwise.
So this is explained, it is continuing to be explained that the yati, the selfcontrolled one. Remember we have these two words recurring yati and muni.
The self-controlled one whose senses are under his control. ÿa]kara says
A_yasblat!(abhy;sa-bal;t), by the force and power of his constant practice,
abhy;sa-bal;t, by the force and power of his constant practice. On this word,
abhy;sa I have given detailed commentary in my teaching on the yoga-sutras.
Those who have studied or listened to the recordings can find the full meaning
of the word abhy;sa. I cannot do that here again. So one whose senses, the yati,
the self-controlled one whose senses are under his control by the force and

power of his abhy;sa, his constant practice, his wisdom is established, is firmly
established.
Going to Madhus~dana Sarasvati.
(Now once again an interjection. Swami jee explains to the visitors that this class
is in the middle of the course and to understand whole lecture, get the recordings
and listen.)

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
So in the verse 60, we have spoken of these robber, plunderers, kidnapers.
Remember? That perforce while you are watching and your guard, the viveka,
your faculty and wisdom of the discrimination is watching right in front of your
eyes they plunder your mind and kidnap it, and take it away. So Madhus~dana
Sarasvati says, what is the prevention for that? To safe guard your wealth, you
can build the whole wall around your house and another and another, but so far
in history no fortress has been impregnable. All fortresses are breezed. So what
do we do with these plunders and these kidnapers and these attackers? So,
tain svaRi[ s<yMy yu- AasIt mTpr>,
vze ih ySyeiNÔyai[ tSy à}a àitióta.61.
t;ni sarv;[i sa=yamya yukta ;s$ta mat-para+ |
va%e hi yasyendriy;[i tasya praj@; prati^!hit; ||61||
Therefore, controlling them all, joined in yoga, one should remain intent
upon Me. He whose senses are under control, his wisdom is established.
(II-61)

Remember that this word, ;s$ta, ‘how may he sit?’ occurs in the question that
was asked in verse 54 and then, this word occurs here in verse 61. And on the
basis of that recurrence of the word, Madhus~dana Sarasvati says, these six
verses explain, answer that question.
A person should control all the senses which are the instruments of j@;na and
karma. Remember, very elementary lessons of yoga categories, j@;nendriyas and
karmendriyas, senses of cognition, cognitive senses and senses of action. So the
senses that are the instruments of j@;na and karma. Here the word, j@;na is not in
the sense of highest knowledge but perception. And our actions. Controlling
those yukta, being in yoga, that is sam;hita, staying in sam;dhi. In the verse we
have the word yukta, established in yoga. And Madhus~dana translates that as
sam;hita, one who is sitting in sam;dhi, who is practicing sam;dhi. Remember,
in our logo, if you have seen, some of you are wearing that logo shirt, from

downstairs, I think you got that shirt. The motto is ‘yoga+ sam;dhi+’. This is
from Vy;sa’s commentary on the first sutra of the yoga-sutras. Yoga means
sam;dhi. So yukta means sam;hita. One who is in yoga means one who is in the
state of sam;dhi.
ing&hItmna> sÚ!(nig&h$ta-man;+ sann), holding his mind under control. And I had
explained yesterday, it has the sense of the way a horse man or a charioteer
chauffeur of the chariot holds reins firmly in his hand. One holding the mind in
that way. AasIt(;s$ta), one should sit. This is a difficult phrase,
inVyaRpariStóet!(nirvy;p;ras-ti^!het), one should stay without any,….. ..how would
you translate Vyapar(vy;p;ra)? activity? (Jagat jee: engagement.) Engagement.
Thank you. No, English is not my mother tongue. So every now and then, I
stumble.
One should remain without engagement. How is it possible for someone to be
alive and be without engagement? This is explained in the rest of the G$t;, but
we are not here to discuss that. Just giving a hint. One who knows action in
inaction, one who knows inaction in action. Understand the meaning of action.
So even when indulging in the engagements, one remains above them. That is
the meaning of not engaging. Because if you just lie there, inert like a log, you
still engaging with something in your mind. Here, we are talking of holding the
mind.
So Madhus~dana Sarasvati puts a question in the questioner’s mouth and says,
‘when these senses that churn us up, throw them in a blender and churn us up,
how is it possible bring them under our control?’ So the verse says mat-para+, by
being intent upon Me. I explained the word, v;sudeva yesterday. And I have
referred you to my writing on the word v;sudeva which can be made available.
Just let us know someone will take care of that.
That I am the soul, the self of all. I am V;sudeva, the indwelling deity. I
explained yesterday, the same one who is in me is in you. Therefore when you
are being angry, you are being angry at V;sudeva, you are being angry at the
indwelling deity within yourself. So I am sarva ;tma, the soul and the self of all,
V;sudeva, the indwelling deity. I alone am the highest, the supreme one worthy
of receiving, accepting, engaging with the one for whom I have become such.
He is intent upon Me, that is my bhakta, my devotee, ek;nta, my solo devotee.
The devotee of Me alone. Not devotee to anything else.
tw c %-m!(tatha ca uktam), Madhus~dana coats a verse that those who are
devotees of v;sudeva can encounter nothing unpleasant and undesirable. Just as
in the ordinary world, the robbers and brigands, the outlaws are brought under

control by one who is dependent on the king. And they come under control of
someone knowing this one, ‘Ah, he has the king behind him.’ Similarly, the
senses come under control when they are made to realize that the owner of those
senses has this antariy;min, indwelling divinity behind him. If the king is behind
you, everyone is under your control. So here your sense and your mind know
that the Lord himself is behind you. And you are his devotee. You are his closest
courtier ek;nta mad bhakta+. Therefore, they come under your control. And
even the raugh senses that were previously uncontrollable come under the
control, knowing, ‘Oh, oh, he is dependent on the Lord. He’s got the Lord
behind him.’ Therefore, they come under control. This great effectiveness and
power of bhakti, worshipful devotion to Bhagav;n, we shall explain later in the
text, wherever, when you study that. Remember the word, bhagav;n? The six
meanings of bhaga? One who is endowed those six attributes is bhagav;n, the
blessed Lord.
Madhus~dana Sarasvati continues, #iNÔyvzIkare )lmah(indriya-va%$k;re phalam
;ha), then one states the fruit, then one states the fruit of bringing the senses
under control, indruya-vas$k;re, by the second half of the verse, va%e hi
yasyendriy;[i tasya praj@; prati^!hit;, one whose senses are under his control he
sits there, he is able to sit. I add here my own observation. That means that he
sits means he does not go into vyutth;na state, getting up all the time, getting up
mentally.
(Jagat jee : Maharajee, Maybe you can just since the va%$k;ra[am comes in the
yoga-sutras...Just you can…...)
Oh, yes. prma[uprmmhÅvaNtae=Sy vzIkar>,
(param;[u-parama-mahattv;nto’sya va%$k;ra+). This word vzIkar(va%$k;ra) is
very common. The sutra, param;[u-parama-mahattv;nto’sya va%$k;ra+. What is
the sutra number? Chapter I, sutra 40. You can refer to that actually all the way
through much of what we have read in the Madhus~dana and ÿa]kara has
reference to yoga-sutras. That is a whole different thesis somebody can do.
Now, nnu(nanu), is a question particle, a but the minds leads us into all kinds of
AnwR(anartha). How do you translate anartha? (Jagat jee: undesirable.)
Undesirable situations, undesirable objects. The mind is the cause of all kinds of
undesirable, unintended, unwanted situations for us through the inclinations and
indulgences of the external senses. The question, Madhus~dana Sarasvati is
raising which leads in the two verses proceeding, 62 and 63. So if we have
brought our external senses under control, then they have become like a snake
whose poison fans have been removed. Right? They can’t do anything. They can
bite, but they cannot poison us. So once we have got the senses under our

control, in this way we have removed the poison fangs, then why do we have to
control the mind? mnSying&hIte=ip n ka=ip ]it>(manasi-anig&h$te’pi na k;’pi
k^ati+), no harm if you will leave the mind free so long as we keep the senses
under control, is the question.
So there will be no indulgences in the external efforts, everyone will feel
fulfilled as regards one’s spiritual life and duties. So the statement of previous
verse, in verse 61, yukta ;s$ta, one should sit in the state of yoga and sam;dhi is
all known since.
So Madhus~dana says that the next two verses explain that even if the external
senses have been brought under control like a defanged snake, yet without the
practice of yoga that is sam;dhi, one would still encounter all kinds of spiritually
undesirable, unwanted situations, conditions.
We read verse 62.
Chapter 2 Verse 62 and 63

Xyaytae iv;yaNpu<s> s¼Ste;Upjayte,
s¼aTsÃayte kam> kamaT³aexae=i-jayte.62.
dhy;yato vi^ay;n pu=sa+ sa]gas te^~paj;yate |
sa]gat sa@j;yate k;ma+ k;m;t krodho’bhij;yate ||62||
As a person contemplates the objects of the senses, there arises in him
attachment to them; from attachment arises desire; from desire anger is
produced. (II-62)

I will read the verse 63 also.
³aexaÑvit s<maeh> s<maehaTSm&itivæm>,
Sm&itæ<zad!bui˜nazae buiu ˜nazaTà[Zyit.63.
krodh;d bhavati sa=moha+ sa=moh;t sm&ti-vibhrama+ |
sm&ti-bhra=%;d bhddhi-n;%o buddhi-n;%;t pra[a%yati ||63||
From anger comes delusion; from delusion, the confusion of memory and
loss of mindfulness; from the disappearance of memory and mindfulness,

the loss of the faculty of discrimination; by loss of the faculty of
discrimination, one perishes. (II-63)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
So verse 62. Someone who is going to be defeated by the senses, the real cause
of, the real root of all the anarthas, all the undesirable and unwanted situations is
explained here.
When one dwells in the mind thinks about the objects of senses, observes them
in his mind, then that person’s Aasi-(;sakti), this is a very common word in the
Vedanta, Sa]khya, Bhagavad G$t;, his attraction and attachment and indulgence,
attraction, attachment and indulgence. His àIit(pr$ti), his feeling of pleasantness
towards the senses, towards the sense objects increases, gathers and increases.
And as this love of sense objects increases, there arises in him kam(k;ma), desire,
craving, thirst for them.
And when that k;ma, that craving, that desire is frustrated by some source, some
situation, some person who is not letting you fulfill your desire, then there arises
anger. This is source of anger.
We’ll go to the whole chain. Let us finish reading the verse 62, the chain
continues to the end of verse 63. Let us go ahead. I’ll read ÿa]kara on 63 also.
Because Madhus~dana has done that, he has written both verses together, and
then translated them together. So as not to break the chain.
From ³aex(krodha), from anger arises s<maeh Aivvek(sa=moha aviveka), s<maeh>
Aivvek> kayaRkayRiv;y>,(sa=moha+ aviveka+ k;ry;k;rya-vi^aya+ |) There arises
an absence of wisdom with regard to what one should do, what one should not
do. We find ourselves confused. What should be done? What not to be done?
And we go and indulge in things. We know we should not do, but we end up
doing them anyway. And then we regret them afterwards. So that kind of
confusion. We cannot first we cannot decide what is right from wrong, and then
we end up indulging in the wrong, and then we are sorry for it.
s<maeh> Aivvek> kayaRkayRiv;y>,(sa=moha+ aviveka+ k;ry;k;rya-vi^aya+ |) ³u˜ae ih
s<mUF> sn! guémPya³aezit,(kruddho hi sa=m~#ha+ san gurum apy ;kro%ati |) A
person in anger even starts cursing his own guru the way some of you resident
here starts cursing me in your mind. In front of me, Swami jee, pranam, Swami

jee, this, Swami jee, that. Inside, sit down and meditation and cursing the swami.
I know that. I know the human natures, so I don’t pay attention. Fighting me all
the time in their heads. No carry on. Because some desire of theirs is not being
fulfilled, so the cause of that non-fulfillment of those desires is me. So you sit
there and cursing. Sometime you don’t say out loud, will goes on.
kruddho hi sa=m~#ha+ san gurum apy ;kro%ati | The person in anger thus
confused, even starts cursing his own guru. s<maehat! Sm&itivæm>(sa=moh;t sm&tivibhrama+), through this sa=moha, through this confusion, a further confusion
of memory occurs.
This word, sm&ti, I have explained in great detail in the sutra……... not the 11, that’s
the regular memory. Sutra 20 of chapter 1. And I have now, I think whole
appendix on this are very detailed commentary on it in the new version that I am
writing on the first chapter of the yoga-sutras which Jagadananda jee is busy,
editing for me. So I cannot explain the word, sm&ti here, but sm&ti is not just
memory, is not just remembrance. It is the word for mindfulness. For example,
in the Vy;sa’s commentary the word sm&ti-upasth;na is used for the practice of
mindfulness. And the people who teach vipassan; used the word, sati-pa!!h;na
which is the P;li version of the Sanskrit word, sm&ti-upasth;na, mindfulness. It is
in that sense. There comes a confusion of mindfulness. First one does not
remember the right from wrong and one’s mindfulness such as the mindfulness
of breath, mindfulness of the body position, mindfulness of the sensations,
mindfulness of the emotions. That mindfulness goes away. When I have taught
you the text called visuddhi-magga in P;li which is the language the Buddha
spoke, the path of purification. There is a long discussion on different levels of
sm&ti-upasth;na or sati-pa!!h;na, the practice of mindfulness. And there is a small
booklet on the subject. Thank you. I can’t remember what booklet. So many I’ve
written. I’m trying to think where have I written this, where have I written this.
Some remembering the sutras, I forgot the booklet.
So sm&ti-vibhrama+ that is zaôacayaeRpdezaihts<Skarjintaya> Sm&te> Syat! ivæmae
æ<z> Sm&TyuTpiÄinimÄàaPtaE AnuTpiÄ>, (%;str;c;ryopade%;hita-sa=sk;ra-janit;y;+
sm&te+ sy;t vibhramo bhra=%a+ sm&ty-utpatti-nimitta-pr;ptau anutpatti+ |) That
is the sa=sk;ra that has been placed in you, the sa=sk;ra that has been placed in
you from the study of %;stras, study of mok^a %;stras, study of the scriptures that
lead to liberation and through ;c;rya upade%a, through the teaching, instruction
of the preceptor, of the guru, the memory that arises out of that sa=sk;ra, that
sm&ti, that memory and mindfulness gets lost. Because the situations that would
remind you bring that memory back, would refresh that memory, they’re not
present when there is this sa=moha, when there is this krodha, when there is this
k;ma, when there is this sa]ga, when there is this cintana, when there is this
absence of mindfulness, arising from the confusion about what is right and

wrong to be done, which arises out of anger, which arises out of desire, craving,
k;ma, which arising out of attraction to the object which arises out of constantly
thinking about the objects of senses. This is the reverse of the chain given here.
So situations, things that would remind you of that mindfulness which arises
from the sa=sk;ra that have been placed in you through the teaching of the
preceptor and through the readings, sv;dhy;ya of the mok^a %;stras, of the
scriptures leading to liberation, they’re not present there. And therefore the sm&ti
is lost, the mindfulness is lost. When the mindfulness is lost, lost buddhi-n;%a,
the very faculty that instrument of the anta+-kara[a which is the instrument of
wisdom, is lost.
buui˜nazaTà[Zyit (buddhi-n;%;t pra[a%yati), and by the loss of buddhi, pra[a%yati,
one is lost, this word, pra[a%yati actually very powerful. Somebody disappears,
we say na^!a, gone, lost, disappear. Somebody died, we say na^!a. So by the
buddhi-n;%a one is as though one is dead, one is as good as dead.
ÿa]kara says, tavdev ih pué;> yavdNt>kr[< tdIy< kayaRkayRiv;yivvekyaeGym!,
tdyaeGyTve nò @v pué;ae -vit, (t;vad-eva hi puru^a+ y;vad anta+kara[a= tad$ya=
k;ry;k;rya-vi^aya-viveka-yogyam | tad-ayogyatve na^!a eva puru^o bhavati |)
The person exists only as long as his anta+-kara[a, his inner instrument is
capable of discrimination, the subjects that one should do, should not do,
discriminating between the right and wrong action. When one is no longer
capable of that, he is dead, he is as good as dead, na^!a eva puru^a.
At> tSyaNt>kr[Sy bu˜enaRzat! à[Zyit pué;awaRyaeGyae –vit, (ata+ tasya-anta+kara[asya buddher-n;%;t pra[a%yati puru^;rth;yogyo bhavati |) And therefore,
through the n;%a, through the loss of bhddhi in the inner instrument, the person is
lost that is he has become incapable of fulfilling the purposes for which a human
being exists. Remember the four puru^a-arthas that we mentioned yesterday one
becomes incapable of fulfilling any of those four.
That is ÿa]kara’s commentary on verse 63.
We will continue with Madhis~dana on these two verses. Tomorrow there is no
class because I have a group of 30 children at this very time. If anybody wants to
help me with children, you’re welcome.
Thank you.

2011-03-29 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-62 – II-64
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Gather your senses. Become stable. Sa[kalpa, resolve that next two minutes the
mind will not go anywhere. Except feel the breath in the nostrils with your
mantra.
Om Hari Om.
Make this experiment with your meditation. Repeat sa[kalpa that is when you
ordinarily sit down for half an hour, the mind wanders all over the place. I’m not
saying that this should become your permanent way, but the try it for a
sometime. Every two, three minutes do sa[kalpa for the next two, three minutes,
then again do the sa[kalpa, then again do the sa[kalpa. Next two minutes, I will
not go anywhere. ‘OK, I went away again.’ ‘Alright, next two minutes again.’
Keep training the mind` Keep training the mind` Keep training the mind`
This v;sudeva paper needs a lot of editing trimming. So we’ll work on it. If
people want to read it in its own form, we can put it on a link for most people.
But it’s not really ready.
Where were we last time?

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Verse 62 and 63. That Madus~dana Sarasvati has written together and explain
together because it is a chain.
We recite the verse 62 and 63.
Madhus~dana actually repeats and the elaborates little on what ÿa]kara has said.
The question was, if you remember, ‘Ok, we mastered our senses, we have
brought the senses under our control. So we can do with the mind whatever you
want to do like some modern celibate monks.’ They remain celibate outwardly,
but inside they carry on with imaginations and fantasies. So sooner or later
they’re going to succumb. So the %lokas say that even if one has pull the senses,
external senses under control, but carries on, thinking and fantasizing on the
objects of senses again and again, then one develops an attraction towards them.
He says ‘These are very pleasant thoughts. They are giving me great comfort.

One then, gets subjected to this what ÿa]kara has called zae-n AXyas(%obhana
adhy;sa). %obhana adhy;sa. This term adhy;sa is very common in Vedanta that is
when you do an imposition of something unreal onto something real. It is called
adhy;sa. For example, in the dark you were going and there was a rope. The
famous snake and the rope analogy. And you say snake. It’s also called
AXyaraep(adhy;ropa). Imposition of snake on a rope. So imposition of good on
something. That is actually going to lead you to pulling down of your mind from
spiritual sense. So this adhy;sa, imposition of pleasure on something which is
ultimately not pleasureful. That is not going to give you pleasure. That is going
to pull you down and make you fall down from your spiritual station. Thus call
%obhana adhy;sa, like the snake adhy;sa onto the rope. There is certain kind of
pleasant attraction develops. And with that defined as cognition that this is my
pleasure. There arises k;ma, desire these objects. I’ve been thinking of ‘may
they become real for me.’ So this kind of thirst and craving arises.
When this k;ma, this desire and passion or impassion desire is being thwarted by
some source from some source. Someone is standing the way of your realizing it.
Or some object has come in the way. Or some situation has come in the way.
That you cannot realize the desire. Then arises a burning inside you. That
burning is called anger.
From that anger arises, sa=moha. Let us write the chain.
Xyan(dhy;na)

: Constantly thinking of objects of senses

s¼(sa]ga)

: Attraction towards objects of senses
Pleasant attachment to objects of senses

kam(k;ma)

: Impassion desire

³aex(krodha)
s<maeh(sa=moha)
Sm&itivæm(sm&ti-vibhrama)
bui˜naz(buddhi-n;%a)
svRnaz(sarva-n;%a)

: Anger
: Absence of discrimination wisdom
: Confusion of remembrance of the right path
Absence of mindfulness
: Loss of faculty that instrument of the anta+kara[a which is the instrument of wisdom
: Death

Dhy;na, here is not meditation. Dhy;na means constantly thinking of objects of
senses. From this dhy;na, this constant thinking of objects of senses, sa[ga,
attraction towards them, a pleasant attachment to them which becomes k;ma,
which becomes impassion desire, which impassion desire gives birth to anger.
The anger causes sa=moha. Sa=moha means absence of discrimination wisdom
as to what is right or wrong to be done. From that sa=moha, sm&ti-vibhrama,
confusion of remembrance of the right path and absence of mindfulness. You
don’t even know that you got angry. “What? Me? Angry? I’ve never get angry.”
Have you met people like that? Have ever seen yourself doing that? No, never
seen yourself doing that. You never get angry. It’s other people who do. So lack
of mindfulness, confusion of mindfulness, and lack of remembrance,
remembering the right path. At that moment, ‘I don’t know what happen to me?’
You know that situation? ‘I don’t know why I blurted like that? Now I’m paying
for it.’ Because sm&ti-vibhrama, attention, the mindfulness is gone. Sm&tivibhrama, the other meaning in the same sense actually that one loses the ability
to apply, to contemplate and apply, one loses the ability to contemplate and
apply the knowledge that was taught by the %;stras, by the mok^a %;stras, by the
texts that lead to the liberation and that was taught by the ;c;rya.
tSma½ sm&itæ<zad! bu˜erEkaTMyakarmnaev&ÄenaRzae ivprIt-avnaepcydae;e[ àitbNxadnuTpiÄéTpÚayaí)layaeGyTven ivly>,(tasm;c-ca sm&ti-bhra=%;d buddheraik;tmy;k;ra-mano-v&tter-n;%o vipar$ta-bh;vanopacaya-do^e[a pratibandh;danutpattir-utpann;y;%-ca-phal;yogyatvena vilaya+ |)
From that sm&ti-vibhra=%a, from that loss of remembrance and mindfulness, one
loses the state of mind, the state of anta+ kara[a, state of our inner instrument in
which the buddhi experiences the oneness of Brahman and ;tman. One meaning
of this phrase, AEkaTMy(aik;tmya), oneselfness. The exact literal translation of the
word, aik;tmya, it should be bad English, oneselfness. That Brahman and ;tman,
the transcendental self and this ;tman self is one and the same. And buddhi is not
divided up. It is one single field. At present your mind and your buddhi are
divided up. As one reaches the oneselfness of the realization of oneness of
Brahman and ;tman, the buddhi and mind no longer remain divided. They
become a single field. The loss of that happens because the opposite has been
cultivated. The opposite of that oneness has been cultivated. Everything you
think of, you also think of its opposite. The knowledge you have, you indulge in
your mind in the opposites of that knowledge. A person you feel love for, he
doesn’t wear the colour tie that you like, snap` Opposite` The opposite
sentiments arise. So the buddhi and mind become divided up. But this does not
happen. When the oneselfness of Brahman and ;tman is realized. So here the
chain of causation for our fall is mentioned by the flaw call the gathering of the
sentiments and thoughts that are opposite to what we really want spiritually.
These opposites block the arising of the right buddhi. They block the arising of

the right buddhi. And the person therefore, becomes incapable of pursuing all
the puru^;rthas, the four puru^;rthas that we talked about. And as ÿa]kara said,
so Madhus~dana Sarasvati also says person who is not capable of pursuing the
right puru^;rthas, right purposes of human exisitence, s m&t @v(sa m&ta eva), he
is as good as dead. Now you have to decide whether you are alive or dead. That
is why this called à[Zyit(pra[a%yati), he’s lost, he vanishes, he is dead. Because
without the control of the mind even if you control all the external senses
through this chain of causation, you can fall into gate, loss, therefore with great
effort one should control the mind.
Atae yu-mu-< tain svaRi[ s<yMy yu- AasIt,(ato yuktam-ukta= t;ni sarv;[i
sa=yamya yukta ;s$ta |) He says quite rightly said in the verse 61 that controlling
all of them, all the 11 senses. All of them means all the 11 senses, 5 cognitive
senses, senses of knowledge and 5 active senses, and the mind which is both
cognitive sense and active sense. 5 j@;nendriyas, 5 karmentriyas and mind that is
%-yaTmkm!(ubhay;tmakam) that is both.
Verse 64.
Chapter 2 Verse 64

ragÖe;ivyu-EStu iv;yainiNÔyEírn!,
AaTmvZyEivRxeyaTma àsadmixgCDit.64.
r;ga-dve^a-viyuktais tu vi^ay;n indriyai% caran |
;tma-va%yair vidhey;tm; pras;dam adhigacchati ||64||
Conducting oneself with the senses, towards the objects of the senses,
however, free of attraction and aversion, and under control of the Self,
one cultivating the Self attains a healthy and pleasant state of mind. (II64)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
ÿa]kara says that the root cause of all the undesirable things, that can happen to
you. The root cause of that is iv;yai-Xyanm!(vi^aya-abhidhy;nam), attentive

thinking of the objects of senses. Now we are talking of the causes that lead to
spiritual liberation, to mok^a.
The inclination and movement of senses arising from rag(r;ga) and Öe;(dve^a).
R;ga and dve^a are defined in the yoga-sutras also among the 5 kle%as, 5
afflictions in chapter II, sutra 7 and 8. suoanuzyI rag>,7,(such;nu%ay$ r;ga+ |7|)
du>oanuzyI Öe;>,8,(du+kh;nu%ay$ dve^a+ |8|) On that you can read my
commentary on the yoga-sutras volume II. So attraction and aversion, colouring
of the mind and consequent discoursing of the mind.
So the senses naturally inclined to act out of r;ga and dve^a, attraction and
aversion, you cannot have only attraction. Your attraction is always accompanied
by some aversion. And remember as I said before, aversion is the greatest
attraction. Aversion is the greatest attraction. Dislike is the greatest like a King.
Because what you dislike, you keep on thinking about it. ‘I hate him, I hate it, I
don’t like it.’ So remember that.
So when one is a mumuk^u, when one is a mumuk^u, desirous of spiritual
liberation, he utilizes his senses, he uses his senses in a manner that they are free
of r;ga and dve^a, that they are free of this attraction and aversion. And he uses
it, is not that he no longer uses his senses. He uses his senses and employs them
in matters that are not forbidden, that are neutral, that are not transgressions.
And AaTmvZyE>(;tma-va%yai+), and keeping those senses, ;tma-va%yai+, under his
control. Therefore, he is a ivxeyaTm(vidheya-;tma), one who is dedicated to
cultiving his inner instrument. One who is dedicated to cultiving his inner
instrument. At present you are busy cultivating your facial skin. You are busy
cultivating your bank account. You are busy cultivating your sense of clothing.
You are busy cultivating the polish of your car. You are busy cultivating a nice
hair, appearance. But nobody is working, nobody is dedicated to cultivating his
anta+-kara[a, his inner instrument. But the person who is the mumuk^u, who is
desirous of spiritual liberation, cultivates, dedicates himself to cultivating his
anta+-kara[a, his inner instrument.
Then, what is the result of that? Contrasting from where we ended in verse 63.
He’s lost, he is as good as dead. Here, àsadmixgCDit (pras;dam adhigacchati),
he obtains pras;da. Please remember this word àsad(pras;da). And we have
studied this many many many many times in our study of the yoga-sutras.
mEÇIké[amuidtaep]
e a[a< suodu>opu{yapu{yaiv;ya[a< -avnatiíÄàsadnm!,33,

(maitr$-karu[;-muditopek^;[;= sukha-du+kha-pu[y;pu[ya-vi^ay;[;= bh;van;ta%-citta-pras;danam |I-33|)
Sutra 33 of chapter I. We have constantly repeated that. And some years ago, all
ashramites had memorized mn> àsad> saEMyTv< maEnmaTmivin¢h>,(mana+ pras;da+
saumyatva= maunam-;tma-vinigraha+ |) Who can recite? Jelle can recite. Piere
can recite. Vishnu can recite. Who else can recite? Holland can recite. Canada
can recite and one Indian can recite. I will go over that verse, mana+ pras;da+
saumyatva= which is a chapter 17 verse 16. I will digress, but not right now.
Maybe tomorrow, I’ll explain that verse.
So one attains pras;da. ÿa]kara translates this as àsÚta SvaSWym!(prasannat;
sv;sthyam), pleasantness. But it has more meaning than that. Making the mind
the pleasant place, making the mind the clear place. The word pras;da means
clear like a very clear stream and therefore, pleasant. Clear therefore, pleasant.
These both meanings. Both of these meanings are contained in the single word,
pras;da. Clarity and pleasantness. And he adds sv;sthyam, health. Today it occur
to me, someone helps me I’ll write the concept of sv;sthya in the Bhagavad G$t;.
It occurs in many many verses. Sv;sthya is the common Sanskrit, Hindi and in all
the Indian languages, the word for health. And this word sv;sthya is condition of
being, sv;stha. Sv;sthya from sv;stha, sva + stha which may be translated in
Latinazed Italian better than in English, sustainable, self-stabilized. One who
stays in his true nature that is called the person who is sv;stha, who dwells in his
true nature. And that is pras;da, clarity and pleasantness of the mind. That is the
definition of the health. The clarity and pleasantness of mind is the definition of
health.
So we read 64, and then 65, and then I will go to that verse as I said I will digress
from our main course to explain that verse.
So we read Madhus~dana Sarasvati on verse 64.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
That someone was saying, a devil’s advocate was saying that alright, first it was
what? It was that we controlled the external senses, but leave the mind free to
think whatever it wants to think. Now there was another proposition. OK, we’ll
control the mind, but we let the senses go wild. He says no no no no that. So that
is now the beginning of the answer to 4th question. ik< æjet(ki= bhrajeta). How
does he walk? How does he act? How does he behave? The English word ‘walk’
comes from this Sanskrit verb root √æj!(bhraj). How does he walk? And

walking in the senses is not just walking with your two feet, but walking in life.
Just as the previous one was ;s$ta. How does he sit? And that is explained. Now
how does he walk?
The person whose mind is not smaiht(sam;hita), has not reached the state of
smaxn(sam;dhana). Sam;dhana means gathering everything into oneness of
harmony. At present, the mind is asam;hita, gone here, gone there, gone there,
divided up. There used to be long ago, 50 yesrs ago, there used to be a film song.
I do not very fond of watching film, but we used to hear all over India. It’s dil ke
tukre hajar hue, koi yaha gira, koi vaha gira…... this heart shatter into pieces, one
piece is fallen here, one piece is fallen there...very famous song in those days, 50,
60 years back. That is the state of our minds, divided into thousands pieces and
all pieces are scattered all over the place. So sam;hita mind is all the pieces of
mind brought together.
So person who is asam;hita, whose mind is not gather together, such a person,
even controlling external senses, if his mind remains sullied, stained with r;ga
and dve^a, with attraction and aversion. And thereby he keeps on thinking of the
objects of senses. pué;award! æòae -vit(puru^;rth;d bhra^!o bhavati), slips from the
real purpose of human existence.
Contrary to that, in contrast to that, a person whose anta+ kara[a, whose inner
instrument is controlled and whose senses are under the control of his mind. So
first his inner instrument is controlled, and thereby his senses are controlled by
that controlled mind. The inner instrument, the mind is controlled and his senses
are then controlled by that self-controlled mind. And what is the condition of
those? Then those senses are free of r;ga and dve^a, they are free of attraction
and aversion. Then, he applies the senses to the objects of senses which are not
transgressions of the path. Which are not transgressions of the path, he applies
them.
Thereby, àsad< àsÚata< icÄSy SvCDta< AixgCDit,(pras;da= prasann;t;=
cittasya svacchat;= adhigacchati |) Thereby he attains pras;da, clarity and
pleasantness, the cleanliness and purity of the mind field which Madhus~dana
Sarasvati defines as the capacity, the qualification for the full realization of
supreme self. Everybody wants to see God. But have you clarified, cleared,
made your mind a pleasant place? Thus God want to come and the sit in such an
unpleasant place? He’s there, but does he want to manifest himself in that dirty
place? Everybody wants to see God. You write to your mother and say, ‘Mother`
Come visit me my new house.’ She says, ‘Last time I came, it was filled with
dirty. I’m not coming.’ ‘Clean it up first.’ That is the invitation here.

Cittasya svacchat;= is a clarity and pleasantness of the mind means making the
mind qualified for capable of sa]aTkar(s;k^;tk;ra), direct realization, direct
experience of param ;tman, the supreme self, the transcendent self, God himself.
The sensesthat are applied with r;ga and dve^a, with attraction and aversion,
They become causes of further stains. But when the mind is under control, then
this r;ga and dve^a, the attraction and aversion no longer occur. And when they
no longer occur, then the inclinations and indulgences, the word prav&tti means
both inclination and indulgence. The inclinations and indulgence of the senses
are no longer dependent on arising from r;ga and dve^a. Therefore it is not that
one no longer uses his senses, but he uses the senses in a positive way, in such a
way that does not prevent us from the full realization of divinity. And thereby
these senses do not become sullied, mind does not become sullied, your
personality does not become stained and remains clear and clean.
So by this verse, if any doubt word to arise that doubt is clear. That if we are to
remain completely free of thinking of the objects of senses, how are we going to
survive? How are we going to continue to live in the body? So that answer is
given. Live in such a way that our senses are not used, not misused, not used in a
manner prevents you from your spiritual realization. That is the idea.
Tomorrow we’ll read verse 65, and then we’ll move on to a little digression in
chapter 17 verse 16 on the meaning of pras;da. Then we’ll come back to verse
66.
Thank you all.
God Bless you.

2011-03-30 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-65 and XVII-16
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Mind and the senses gathered to yourself. Do sa]kalpa that for the next two
minutes the mind will not travel to other thoughts. Just feel the flow and the
touch of your breath in your nostrils. Breathing slowly, gently, smoothly with
your personal mantra, keeping the sa]kalpa that for these two minutes, the mind
will not go anywhere else. Just feel the breath in the nostrils with your personal
mantra in the mind. Begin.
Continuing with the breath and the mantra, gently open your eyes.
Hari Om Tat Sat.
Where were we last? We finished the verse 64, right? Did we finish the verse
64? We finished the Madhus~dan? No. So we are on %loka 64.
In the commentary of Madhus~dana Sarasvati. I think we finished the %loka 64.
Yes.

SvaxInEiriNÔyEivR;yaNàPnaetIit c ik< ìjeteit àîSyaeÄrmu-< -vit,
sv;dh$nair indriyair vi^ay;n pr;pnot$ti ca ki= vrajeteti pra%nasyottaram ukta=
bhavati |
We are now on the fourth question that was raised in %loka 54. How does one
walk? How does one move? Remember there was a question, ikmasIt(kim
;s$ta), how does he sit? That was a third question. How does he walk? How does
he move? How does he act?
SvaxInEiriNÔyEivR;yaNàPnaetIit (sv;dh$nair indriyair vi^ay;n pr;pnot$ti), he receives
the objects of senses with senses under his control, not he under the control of
the senses. Senses under his control, not he under the control of senses. Verse 65.
Chapter 2 Verse 65

àsade svRdu>oana< hainrSyaepjayte,
àsÚcetsae ýazu bui˜> pyRvitóte.65.
pras;de sarva-du+kh;n;= h;nir asyopaj;yate |
prasanna-cetaso hy ;%u buddhi+ paryavati^!hte ||65||
Upon attaining such pleasantness of mind, there is a diminution of all sorrows.
The intelligence of a person of such a pleased mind attends quickly upon him.
(II-65)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary.
So we spoke of àsad(pras;da) which was clarity and pleasantness of mind which
was SvaSWym!(sv;sthyam), the true health. So when we have this pras;da, this
clarity and pleasantness of mind and the true health of the mind, then what
happens?
He syas, àsad(pras;de), when one has gained the àsadgu[(pras;da gu[a), the
attribute of pras;da, then for this yit(yati), for this man of self-controlled, there is
elimination of all the du+khas, all the pains, all the sorrows and sufferings.
Remember that we went through the 3 kinds of sorrows, 3 kinds of sufferings, 3
kinds of pains. So all 3 kinds.
ikÂ £ àsÚcets> SvSwaNt>kr[Sy ih ySmat! Aazu zIº< bui˜> pyRvitóte ,
ki= ca-prasanna-cetasa+ svasth;nta+-kara[asya hi yasm;t ;%u %$ghra= buddhi+
paryavati^!hate |
A person whose inner instrument is thus in full health. What was the word for
health? SvSw (svastha), susteinable, one who stays in oneself, is in one’s own
true nature, not in the operations, not in the ivkar(vik;ras), not in the corruptions
of our nature with which we are living at the moment, but in one’s pure nature
that is the state of health of all the 3 levels, contrast into all the 3 levels of the
sorrows. So someone whose Ant>kr[(anta+ kara[a), inner instrument is thus
svastha, his bui˜ (buddhi) attends on him very fast. When your mind is clear and
pleasant, whatever you will read, you will understand quickly. Whatever you

will plan, it will be sharp, focused, clear, requiring no changes, there will not be
confusion. Sitting there for days and weeks and months, ‘do I do this?’ ‘Swamiji,
do I do this?’ ‘Oh, I didn’t get a good answer from this swami. All right, to
another swami. No, I will consult to my astrologer. No, I think I’ll go to the
Tarot card.’ ‘No, I better go see my therapist.’ And whole life, can’t make a
decision because the mind has not been made prasanna, the mind has not been
made healthy, pleasant, clear. So when the mind is healthy, pleasant and clear,
then the buddhi, the faculty of wisdom attends upon one quickly, Aazu (;%u),
quickly attends upon him. And the other part that happens with buddhi is that his
buddhi is no longer limited to the vessel, the boundaries of this body. His buddhi
is no longer limited to the boundaries of this body.
Aakazimv pir smNtatvitóte, ;k;%am-iva pari samant;t-avati^!hate |
It becomes like space, spread, expanded, extended all around everywhere
covering the entire universe. This experience of buddhi is also given in s~tra 36
of chapter I of the yoga-s~tras. You can read it there.
So two things happen, when pras;da gu[a is developed. What was one? That his
buddhi is instantly sent forward to give him guidance for decisive action and
understanding of sciences and texts and knowledge and revelations. One does
not linger on without any conclusion. And his buddhi, then experiences its
existence as though it is pervading everywhere in the universe.
AaTmSvêpe[v
E inílI-vit, ;tma-svar~pe[aiva ni%cal$bhavati |
And thus it knows it’s true ;tman nature, its true self nature. When one’s mind is
this way prasanna, clear, pleasant in health, and health again defined as svastha,
in one’s own true, purest one’s nature, and his buddhi is attending upon him.
There comes in him essence of fulfilment, not that ‘Ah, ah, all this years I lived,
I accomplished nothing. I achieved nothing.’ ‘I didn’t get any happiness from
my husband or from my wife.’ ‘I didn’t get any happiness from my children.’ ‘I
didn’t get any success in my business.’ Sense of lack of fulfilment. But when
your mind is made prasanna, then there is k&tk&Tyta(k&ta-k&tyat;), a sense of
fulfilment. ‘I have, yes, accomplished. I am satisfied what I have received.’
Because of this, therefore, one should act, move with the indriyas, with the
senses, separated from the dichotomies and dualities of r;ga and dve^a,
attractions and aversions, and indulge with the senses only in the objects which
are not transgressions, which are not forbidden, but in the right things, in the
virtuous things. This is ÿa]kara on %loka 65.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
And Madhus~dana Sarasvati. Somewhat repeats some of the same, same
question. When one has this pras;da, then what happens to him? What does he
get?
Because we are all fans of a particular radio station. You know that radio station
that we are all fans of? WIIFM, What Is In it For Me. Anticipating our natural
question. Madhus~dana Sarasvati and ÿa]kara both ask, ‘OK, so you talk about
this pras;da, what do I get?’ What happens? Same thing is repeated by
Madhus~dana also.
That in the pras;da of the citta, in this clarity, pleasantness and self-sustaining
pure natural sustenance of the mind, all the 3 kinds of du+khas, sorrows, pains
and sufferings are eliminated for this yit(yati), for this self-controlled one.
Because, Madhus~dana adds, A}anivlistana<(aj@;na-vilasit;n;=), because these
sorrows arise out of ignorance, out of the absence of our correct knowledge, and
they grow because of the absence of that correct knowledge. So through the
correct knowledge, one has the clarity of the mind-field.
And Madhus~dana gives it a little subtler twist further, such a yati, such a selfcontrolled one who is àsÚcets!(prasanna-cetas), whose mind is prasanna, same,
same, same healthy, healthful self-sustained in its purity, pleasant and clear, for
him the buddhi attends upon him very quickly. What kind of buddhi?
äüaTmEKyakara(brahm;tmaiky;k;r;), the buddhi in which one becomes identified
with the singleness, with the unity of Brahman and ;tman, that buddhi. And
attends upon him because it is no longer blocked, because it is no longer being
blocked by the cultivation of the opposites that we do all the time. All the time
we are bound to diversifications, separateness. I am separated from somebody
else. This object is separated from this object. We do not have the sense of
@eKy(aikya), sense of unity, sense of oneness, no matter how much we talk about
it. So we are constantly cultivating the opposites of everything. We arrive at the
conclusion, immediately we start facing its opposites. And opposites of our
knowledge. So this blockage by the opposites ceases. And that is why the buddhi
blooms.
When the buddhi is thus stabilized in the state of pras;da, then the A}an(aj@;na),
the ignorance, the absence of knowledge that is opposite to that buddhi ceases, is
withdrawn, is eliminated is turned off. And with the result, that all the sorrows
and sufferings that arise from this absence of knowledge and absence of pras;da,
they vanish. This is the sequence. This is sequence to be followed.

And this, a statement, that it would eliminate your habit of suffering. It will
eliminate your habit of suffering. Suffering is a habit. You have the habit of
suffering because of the lack of clarity, lack of pleasantness, lack of the health of
the mind. And out of that habit, you keep suffering. Others have a habit of being
happy because they have gained certain knowledge, gained certain wisdom.
So in order that people will make special effort to achieve this state, they are
given this fruit that your suffering will be reduced and your suffering will be
eliminated.
On this word pras;da, we go to chapter 17 verse 16 of the G$t;.
Anybody memorized it? Since yesterday, the day before? Yes. Chalo, achahe`

Chapter 17 Verse 16 – mn> àsad> (mana+ pras;da+)
We often come across the 3 words, sÅv(sattva), rjs!(rajas) and tms!(tamas) in
our philosophy. Sattvic, rajasic, tamasic. What are the sattva, rajas and tamas?
What are the sattvic, rajasic, tamasic qualities and attributes? This is explained in
what chapters, Sandeep? Ramprakash? (Adhikari : 14) You get 30 percent marks.
14, 17 and 18. Kevalananda jee, thank you.(Pierre : 30 percent is passing mark in
India.) Not in my school. In my school you have to be 101 percent. (Swamiji,
Hindi speaking.)
So in the context of explaining sattva, rajas, tamas, as I said these words are
explained in chapter 14, 17 and 18. In the chapter 17, this verse number 16 occurs
in the context of 3 kinds of tps!(tapas), 3 kinds of ascetic endeavour. The
physical tapas, the tapas of the speech and tapas of the mind.
Now, very interesting that the silence is given in the list of tapas of the mind, not
tapas of speech. (Swamiji’s Hindi explanation) So mans< tp>(m;nasa= tapa+).
mn> àsad> saEMyTv< maEnmaTmivin¢h>,
-avs<zui˜irTyetÄpae mansmuCyte.17£16.
mana+ pras;da+ saumyatva= maunam-;tma-vinigraga+ |
bh;va-sa=%uddhir-ity-etat-tapo m;nasam-ucyate ||17-16||
Clarity and pleasantness of mind, peacefulness, silence, total control of one’s
self, purification of sentiments – this is said to be mental asceticism. (XVII-16)

The mental asceticism, mental tapasya, first I take ÿa]kara on that.

5 Definitions of Mental Asceticism
mn> àsad>(mana+ pras;da+)
mans<tp>
(m;nasa= tapa+)
Mental
Asceticism

saEMyTv<(saumyatvam)
maEnm!(maunam)
AaTmivin¢h>(;tma-vinigraga+)
-avs<zui˜>(bh;va-sa=%uddhi+)
ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary

mn> àsad> mns> àzaiNt> SvCDtapadn< àsad>,
(mana+ pras;da+ manasa+ pra%;nti svacchat;p;dana= pras;da+ |)
Full peacefulness, not occasional. Today I feel at peace. Tomorrow I hit
somebody over the head. Today I’ll speak nice, soft, gentle, flowery verse.
Tomorrow I’ll throw stones from my mouth. Not that, àzaiNt> (pra%;nti+), full
peacefulness of the mind.
SvCDtapadn (svacchat;p;dana=), achievement of a clearness, cleanness of the
mind. SvCDt (svacchata) means cleanness, clearness. You can say it is the
principle of the hygiene of the mind. Svacchat;p;dana=, that is mn>
àsad>(mana+ pras;da+), is the first mans<tp>(m;nasa= tapa+), mental tapas,
mental asceticism.
Where in the yoga-s~tras, is tapas mentioned? Kriy; yoga+ as well as in the 5
niyamas. In kriy; yoga and in the 5 niyamas. So that tapas is explained. This
mana+ pras;da+.
saEMyTv<(saumyatvam) is again a beautifulness of the mind. (Hindi explanation)
This word saEMy(saumya) for those who don’t know any of Sanskrit or the Indian
languages, is a very common compliment in India. He is very saumya face. He’s
very saumya person. The inner meaning is when you look at the moon, the kind
of feeling that you get by looking at the moon, when you get that feeling by
looking at someone’s face. That person is called saumya. Looking at the person’s

face or looking at his personality or listening to his words or listening to his
voice, that’s very saumya person. So saumyatvam, that quality of saumyatva, that
is saEmnSym!(saumanasyam), a nice, beautiful mind, sumns!(sumanas). This word
sumanas, beautiful mind is also the Sanskrit word for flowers. So the
pleasantness that you get by looking at the flower, when you get that
pleasantness by looking at someone’s face, by looking at someone’s personality,
by being in his or her presence, that quality, saumanasya. Saumya which is the
same as saumanasya.
And ÿa]kara says, this shows on the pleasantness of the face etc. that is face and
the whole body language. It is an ANt> kr[Sy v&iÄ(anta+-kara[asya v&tti). It is
an operation, the state of one’s inner instrument, one’s inner mind.
maEnm!(maunam), the third. Give, how many?
mn>

àsad>(mana+

pras;da+),

AaTmivin¢h>(;tma-vinigraga+),

saEMyTv<(saumyatvam),

-avs<zui˜>(bh;va-sa=%uddhi+),

maEnm!(maunam),
5

are

the

definitions of this mans<tp>(m;nasa= tapa+), the mental tapas, mental asceticism.
So after mana+ pras;da+ and saumyatvam, the third one, maunam. We have dealt
with this word maunam before. And here, ÿa]kar;c;rya says,
maEn< vak!s<ymae=ip mn>s<ympUvRkae -vit #it kayeR[ kar[m! %Cyte mn>s<ymae maEnm!,
(mauna= v;ksa=yamo’pi mana+sa=yamap~rvako bhavati iti k;rye[a k;ra[am
ucyate mana+ sa=yamo maunam | )
That the control of speech occurs by control of the mind. Control of speech
happens when it is preceded by control of the mind. And so by showing the
effect, the cause is being implied. And that is mn>s<ym (mana+ sa=yama), the
control of mind. Here is maEn(mauna). vaiGv;y SyEv mns> s<ym> maEnm!
(v;gvi^ayasyaiva manas+ sa=yama+ maunam) OK. We will come to that just
now.
So fourth one, AaTmivin¢h> (;tma-vinigraga+). what is the difference between
maunam and ;tma-vinigraga+? Control of oneself that ;tma-vinigraga+, control
of oneself is control of the mind in all matters. And maunam that control of mind
that leaves the control of speech.

-avs<zui˜>(bh;va-sa=%uddhi+). ÿa]kara has a little limited meaning of bh;vasa=%uddhi+ that in dealing with others, not being crooked, being straight, being
honest, being simple. But it has a deeper meaning, we’ll come to that as we read
Madhus~dana Sarasvati on that.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Madhus~dana Sarasvati repeats some of the same, but gives some original twists
also.
mns> àsad> (manasa+ pras;da+), the pras;da of the mind, SvCDta(svacchat;),
cleanness of the mind. And how does he define this svacchat;? This cleanness of
the mind? iv;yicNta- VyakulTvraihTy<(vi^ayacint;vy;kulatvar;hitya=), being free
of the turmoils that occur along with or as a result of constant thoughts of the
objects and experiences of senses. That is called cleanness of the mind. The
freedom of the mind from the turmoil and the tornados that go in us which are
associated with our constant dwelling on the objects and the experiences of
senses. That is called mana+ pras;da+.
saEMyTv<(saumyatvam), that was the second attribute. He uses the same word.
saEmnSym! (saumanasyam), a flower-like personality, that is defined in 2 ways by
Madhus~dana Sarasvati. svRlaekihtEi;Tv< àiti;˜aicNtn< c(sarvalokahitai^itva=
prati^iddh;cintana= ca), wishing well for the whole world, for everyone,
wishing for what is beneficial to somebody.
I always talk to my administrators here. When we employ somebody in the
ashram, we have 50 or 70 employees, when you employ someone in the ashram,
I say, your job, employing is not how the ashram makes the progress by his, by
taking this person in. By being in the ashram, how will this person make
progress? That is the job of the employer. (Jagat jee : That’s not capitalism.)
That’s opposite of capitalism. (Pierre : That’s communism.) It’s opposite of
capitalism. How this person whom we’ll employing how would he make
progress. But people here, they don’t listen. They have the same mind habits.
No, I keep on repeating. I’ll keep on. If they don’t drop their habit, why should I
drop my habit? I’ll keep my habits.
So this saEMyTv< saEmnSym< (saumyatva= saumanasya=), the moon-like quality, the
flower-like quality consists of thinking of what is beneficial to everyone, to the

whole world. And àiti;˜aicNtn< (prati^iddh;cintana=), not dwelling on
forbidden thoughts. Dwelling, I give it an implication, dwelling on thoughts that
lead to mok^a, that lead to God realization and liberation. This particular thought
I just had, does it take me a tiny step, tiny step closer to God? This last thought I
had, does it take me a tiny step closer to mok^a? Then it is not forbidden
thought. So 2 meaning of saumyatva or saumanasya.
maEnm!(maunam) on silence, he quotes ÿa]kara that the control of mind which is
the cause and source of the control of the speech. But he gives his own
explanation.
maEnm< muin-av
ek;gratay;+

@ka¢tya>

AaTmicNtn<

inidXyasnaOy<

(mauna= munibh;va

;tmacintana= nididhy;san;khya=) Now, in Vedanta this is well-known, there
are 4 steps to realization. ïv[m!(%rava[am), mnnm!(mananam), inidXyasn<
(nididhy;sanam) and sa]aTkar> (s;k^;tk;ra+).
4 Steps to Realization in Vedanta
ïv[m!(%rava[am)

- Listening to scriptures or listening to a preceptor.

mnnm!(mananam)

- Mantating about it, making it a mental event.

inidXyasn<(nididhy;sanam)

- Making it a constant flow of contemplation, and then
applying it as a spiritual experience.

sa]aTkar>(s;k^;tk;ra+)

- Full realization: That which we were contemplating has
now become a real.

ïv[m!(%rava[am), listening the way you are listening. Many people only stop
there. They listen, and then they forget and they go away. ÿrava[a, listening,
listening to scriptures or listening to a preceptor.
mnnm!(mananam), mentating, mentating about it, making it a mental event.
Mananam, when we write in Hindi, we write manana. When we write in
Sanskrit, we write mananam, neuter, nominative, singular form.
npus
< k(napu=saka),
ïv[m!(%rava[am),

àwmaiv-i-(pratham;
mnnm!(mananam),

vibhakti),

@kvcn

(ekavacana).

inidXyasn<(nididhy;sanam),

sa]aTkar>

(s;k^;tk;ra+).Whichever way, whichever language you use. So mentating about
it, making it a mental event, thinking over it, analysing it.
inidXyasn<(nididhy;sanam), making it a constant flow of contemplation, applying
it as a spiritual experience. Contemplation in that sense. Making it a constant
flow, and then applying it to make it a spiritual experience. By that, your
personality will be transformed. Your personality will change. Your way of
speaking will change. Your way of sitting will change. That kind of very deep
continuous contemplation. Nididhy;sana and,
Fourth, sa]aTkar> (s;k^;tk;ra+), full realization. That which we were thinking
about, that which we were contemplating has now become real to you. When we
gave to our sa=ny;sins, their mhavaKy(mah;v;kyas), at that time of the sa=ny;si
d$k^;, we give a mah;v;kya, the great sentence from upani^ad which is their
sentence for contemplation through the life. So they’re meant to go through
these four steps. And when it becomes real to them, tt! Tvm! Ais,(tat tvam asi |),
you are that, mah;v;kya is given. à}anm! äü (praj@;nam Brahma), Brahman is
full and perfect knowledge. When it becomes truly real, not just mental, that is
called s;k^;tk;ra. Then you are a realized being. Then you are enlightened
being.
So Madhus~dana Sarasvati is very ambitious for us.
And he says, maEnm!(maunam) means becoming a muni. Remember the word
muni, we have explained before, a person of contemplative nature. And
therefore, ;tmacintana=, constant contemplation of inner self, spiritual self,
ek;gratay;, with one-pointed intentness called nididhy;sana. That is defined as
maunam, a silence. For those who are practicing silence. So there are degrees of
silence. This is the highest.
Then, mana+ pras;da+, saumyatvam, maunam, AaTmivin¢h>(;tma-vinigraga+),
;tma-vinigraga+, fourth. That total control, ;tman here means mind, of all the
v&ttis called the inraexsmaix(nirodha sam;dhi), AsMà}atsmaix (asampraj@;ta
sam;dhi) that you have read about in the yoga-s~tras according to Madhus~dana.
He is very, Madhus~dana Sarasvati is very ambitious for us. So his ;tmavinigraga+, self-control means total control over all the v&ttis, all the fluctuations
of the mind. So that they are not experienced any more in the state of sam;dhi
that nioidha sam;dhi, that asampraj@;ta sam;dhi that as I have translated in my
translation, the acognitive sam;dhi, that is called self-controlled.

Then, fifth one -avs<zui˜>(bh;va-sa=%uddhi+), he says, purification of the heart.
What does the purification of the heart mean? He says, turning off the stains like
k;ma, krodha, lobha. Remember the word k;ma? The desires, passions. Krodha,
the consequent anger. Lobha, greed. There are six enemies that we count. You
know those six enemies in our society all over? kam ³aex lae- maeh md
maTsyR(k;ma, krodha, lobha, moha, mada, m;tsarya). In every decent family
children are brought up to know that these are your six enemies. K;ma, krodha,
lobha, moha, mada, m;tsarya. K;ma, desires, passions, lusts. Krodha, anger.
Lobha, greed. Moha, too much attachment and consequent confusion. Mada,
pride and kind of wild frenzy about things, pride and frenzy. And m;tsarya,
small-mindedness. Here of someone making a high charity donation, ‘Ah,.. ...’
just showing off. Belittling other people’s good qualities, kindnesses, speaking
ill. M;tsarya. Six enemies.
kam k;ma
desire
maTsyR m;tsarya
small-mindedness

³aex krodha
anger

6
Enemies
lae- lobha
greed

md mada
pride
maeh moha
confusion

So he says, bh;va-sa=%uddhi+ means purification of the heart in the sense that
these 6 stains are turned off and then, distinguishing it by the fact that once
they’re turned off, they should no longer arise. Then he quotes ÿa]kara’s simpler
explanation, also therefore in dealing with others absence of crookedness,
simplicity and honesty.
#Tyetdevà
< kar< tpae mansmuCyte, ity-etad-eva=-prak;ra= tapo m;nasam-ucyate |
This kind of tapas is the mental tapas.

So tomorrow, we will continue with the next %loka.
Thank you all.
And what is the four stages? what are the three stages after listening?
mnnm!(mananam), inidXyasn<(nididhy;sanam) and sa]aTkar> (s;k^;tk;ra+).
(Hindi speaking)
All right.

2011-03-31 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-66 – II-67
Speak only when you are in silence. You know my sutra. Eat only when you are
fasting.
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Pull your mind and senses to yourself. Do sa]kalpa that for next two minutes
there will be no opposite thoughts. Feel the breath in the nostrils. Breathing
slowly, gently, smoothly without the break between the breaths, without a break
in your mantra cycle. With sa]kalpa, now, begin.
Continue with the flow and gently open your eyes.
So where are we? What did we complete? Did we complete the 17-16? (Yes)
Both? ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana. (Yes.)
So verse 66.
Chapter 2 Verse 66

naiSt bui˜ryu-Sy n cayu-Sy -avna,
n ca-avyt> zaiNtrzaNtSy kut> suom!.66.
n;sti buddhir ayuktasya na c;yuktasya bh;van; |
na c;bh;vayata+ %;ntir a%;ntasya kuta+ sukham ||66||
There is no discriminating wisdom in one who is not joined on yoga, nor is there
any cultivating of contemplativeness for one who is not joined in yoga. One
who has not cultivated contemplation has no peace; how can there be happiness
for one who is not at peace? (II-66)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary

ÿa]kar;c;rya says that in this verse, that àsÚta(prasannat;) is being praised and
further explained. (Swami jee’s apology for the visitors.) Prasannat;, this is very
common word in Sanskrit, Hindi, Bengali, in all the languages of India. But
people normally use it in the sense of being happy. But we are using it in a very
technical sense as a person who is living in the mode of àsad(pras;da) that we
have defined is a àsÚ(prasanna). Pras;da, we explained. SvCDt (svacchata) of
the mind, clarity of the mind. One who is in the condition of pras;da is prasanna.
Prasannat;, his state, the state of being prasanna that is having the clarity, purity
of the mind, pleasantness of the mind. SvaSWy(sv;sthya), the health of the mind.
The word health was defined, sva + stha. The word health was defined as ‘sva +
stha’, staying in oneself, staying one’s nature. When one is asvastha, one is
unhealthy, one is gone against nature, against one’s own nature, one’s own
being. So that prasannat;, that pleasant state, clarity, health of the mind, the
mind’s staying in its true, pure nature, pleasantness of the mind is being praised
further in the verse 66.
naiSt bui˜ryu-Sy (na-asti buddhir-ayuktasya), someone who is ayukta. Ayu-Sy
Asmaihta- Nt>kr[Sy (ayuktasya asam;hit;nta+-kara[asya), someone who is
yukta+ whose anta+-kara[a, whose inner instrument, sam;hit;nta, harmonized
through sam;dhi+. And one who is ayukta is one who has not brought his anta+kara[a, his inner instrument to that state of smaxan(sam;dh;na), bring it together
in one complete whole in the state of sam;dhi. Such an ayukta person, the
buddhi does not attend. Buddhi does not arise. Buddhi here, is AaTm
Svêpiv;ya(;tma svar~pa vi^ay;), the buddhi that dwells on the true nature of
;tman, the self. Buddhi that dwells on the true nature of ;tman, the self.
n cayu-Sy -avna (na ca-ayuktasya bh;van;), and such an ayukta who has not
entered, who has not entered his anta+-kara[a, his inner instrument into that state
of sam;dh;na and sam;dhi, into that state of harmony and oneness, for him there
is also no AaTm}anai-invez(;tma-j@;na-abhinive%a).
The word Ai-invez(abhinive%a), just write the word abhinive%a, please. [In
Hindi, SVB : Where does this word abhinive%a occurs? Ram prakash? (Ram:
Yoga-s~tra) Where in yoga s~tras? (Ram: pa@ca kle%as) Good.] The 5th

Klez(kle%a). There abhinive%a means natural fear of death, but that is not the true
meaning. Abhinive%a is anything in which your mind is fixed on something. It
can be good and obsession, a compulsive habit of mind or it can be mind settled
on, naturally settled on the knowledge of oneself, the knowledge of ;tman. That
is abhinive%a. Abhinive%a means settling down onto something.
So one who is ayukta, one whose mind has not been brought together in one
harmonious place through sam;dhi, hi buddhi that is, the dwelling of his buddhi
on ;tma vi^aya, on the ;tman as its true object does not happen. Na ca-ayuktasya
bh;van;, nor does he maintain this sentiment of being settled in the knowledge
of ;tman.
One thing, you sit down, you meditate and for 1 second, you feel ‘Ah.. I see a
glimpse of ;tman.’ That’s not what we are talking about. It, remaining in that.
That, becoming the natural knowledge of oneself. That becomes the natural
cognitive state as they would say in psychology. That is abinive%a.
n ca-avyt> zaiNt> (na ca abh;vayata+ %;ntir).
One whose mind, whose buddhi is not thus settled on the self-knowledge, he
will not have %;nti. zaiNt(%;nti) means pacification, pacifying all one’s senses,
pacifying all the waves of the mind, pacifying all the disturbed emotions. That is
the meaning of the %;nti, %pzm>(upa%ama+).
AzaNtSy kut> suom (a%;ntasya kuta+ sukham).
How can there be any happiness and comfort for someone who is not at peace.
(Hindi explaination : How can there be any happiness and comfort for someone
who is not at peace. What is the meaning of %;nti? In our mind, senses, anger etc.
are all pacified.) That they have all pacified, all the conditions of the mind and
the senses.
What is suo(sukha)? What is comfort and pleasure? According to Bhagavad G$t;,
what is comfort and pleasure? K&^[a does not say big car is comfort. He does not
say big comfortable pillow is comfort.
#iNÔya[a< iv;ysevat&:[at> inv&iÄyaR tTsuom! (indriy;[;= vi^aya-sev;-t&^[;ta+
niv&ttir y; tat-sukham).
(Swami jee’s Hindi) suom!(sukham), pleasure and comfort, according to
ÿa]kara’s explanation of this verse, the turning off the inclinations of the senses

away from the craving to serve the objects of senses is comfort and happiness
and pleasure. Turning off the inclinations of the senses from the craving to serve
the objects of senses. (Hindi explanation.)
iv;yiv;ya t&:[a, du>omev ih sa,(vi^aya-vi^ay; t&^[; | du+kham eva hi s; |).
And du+kha, pain and suffering is the craving for the objects of senses. ‘Why
I’m not getting this?’ ‘Why I’m not getting that?’
n t&:[aya< sTya< suoSy gNxmaÇmPyupp*te, (na t&^[;y;= saty;= sukhasya gandham;tram apy upapadyate |)
When there is this craving, there is not even the possibility of a little smell of
comfort and happiness. Because in the craving you are restless, constantly
restless. This subject is explained very much in detail in the yoga-s~tras, those
who remember the s~tras.
That is verse 66. Then Madhus~dana Sarasvati.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
What was said about pras;da by way of ANvy(anvaya) is now being stated by
way of Vyitrek(vyatireka). Do you remember anvaya, vyatireka? (Jagat jee : My
class` We did it yesterday in my class. Ask Yeahee.) (In Hindi : Sukru, what is
anvaya and vyatireka?) Korea wins. Jelle, you know? anvaya and vyatireka?
(Jelle: yah, but keep mixing them up. One is stating indirectly, another one is
stating directly.) Ha, one stating positively, one stating negatively. Invite all
women. That is an anvaya statement. Invite only women. That is an anvaya
statement. Meaning ‘do not invite men.’ That is a vyatireka statement. (Hindi
explanation)
So Madhus~dana says that the same thing that was said in verses 64 and 65
especially, yes, in 64 and 65, explaining pras;da, answer in the question, 4th
question, kim vrajeta, how does he walk, how does he move. Same that was said
in anvaya form is now said in the vyatireka form, the denying the opposite
possibility. One is a positive statement. One is denying the opposite possibility.
Here the word Ayu-(ayukta) is explained differently. Ayu-SyaijticÄSy
(ayuktasy;jita-cittasya), one whose mind-field has not been conquered by him,
one who has not conquered his citta is ayukta. His buddhi does not arise. What
kind of buddhi? AaTmiv;ya bui˜>(;tma-vi^ay; buddhi+), whose chief object of

contemplation is ;tman, the self, ;tman. ïv[mnnaOyvedaNtivcarjNya>(%rava[amanan;khya-ved;nta-vic;ra-jany;+), that the ved;nta vic;ra, the thought of
ved;nta, the ultimate goal of all wisdom called 2 first stages of learning. What
are the 4 stages of learning?(%rava[am, mananam, nididhy;sanam, s;k^;tk;ra+)
So person whose buddhi does not arise with a thought of this ved;nta at the
%rava[a and manana state, such buddhi will not arise in a person who has not
conquered his mind. ÿrava[a, listening, manana, thinking about it afterwards.
td!bu˜(-ave

n

cayu-Sy

-avna

inidXyasnaiTmka

ivjatIyàTyyanNtirt

sjatIyàTyyàvah êpa, (tad-buddhy-abh;ve na c;yuktasya bh;van;
nididhy;san;tmik; vij;t$ya-pratyay;-nantarita-saj;t$ya-pratyaya-prav;ha-r~p; |)
Now, pay very close attention to this definition of nididhy;sana, especially those
who want to understand contemplation. A person who has not cultivated this
buddhi, constant thinking based on %rava[a and manana, for him the 3 rd stage of
learning nididhy;sana does not arise. That is the meaning of -avna (bh;van;).
That bh;van; does not arise. What is nididhy;sana? The Hindi translator has
quoted Ved;nt s;ra. (Swami jee’s Hindi) I’m in a bad mood today. The
definition of nididhy;sana, when you have taken a thought. Now, before you
start writing on that, understand. You have taken the thought of a mah;v;kya.
AymaTma äü(ayam ;tm; brahma). This ;tman is Brahman. tÅvmis(tat tvam asi).
Thou art that. Or whatever you’ve taken that mah;v;kya, the great sentence
from the upani^ad, that your guru has assigned to you. When that thought stops
being a thought and becomes your awareness, becomes your natural awareness,
at present your natural awareness is I am body, at present your natural awareness
is I am body. So when that thought becomes your cognitive nature, that becomes
your baseline knowing of yourself, ivjatIyàTyyanNtirtsjatIyàTyyàvah êpa
(saj;t$ya-pratyaya-prav;ha-r~p;), and it flows as homogeneous cognition, in
English, difficult English for some. I’ll explain it in Hindi. Saj;t$ya-pratyayaprav;ha-r~p;, in the form of a flow of the homogeneous cognition,
ivjatIyàTyyanNtirt (vij;t$ya-pratyay;-nantarita), not interrupted by the nonhomogeneous cognition. That is the philosophical definition. That is (Hindi
explanation) When that mah;v;kya, ved;ntav;kya has been heard, %rava[a, you
have gone through manana, thinking about it and absorbing its meaning,
analysing its meaning, thinking about it and all that, then your buddhi develops
whose objects of thought and awareness is ;tman, the self. And then when the
bh;van; develops, that nididhy;sana develops, that is a state of meditation
develops in which only that thought remains your constant uninterrupted by
other thoughts, other identifications. Here we’re not talking of thought as a

neuronal activity. Your awareness is away, your present identification is with
your body. That becomes, what is conveyed in the mah;v;kya, that becomes
your natural cognition, your natural awareness. That is nididhy;sana. (Hindi
speaking)
n

ca-avyt

AaTman<

zaiNt>

skayaRiv*ainv&iÄêpa

vedaNtvaKyjNya

äüaTmEKysa]aTk&it>, (na c;bh;vayata ;tm;na= %;nti+ sak;ry;vidy;-niv&tti-r~p;
ved;nta-v;kya-jany; brahm;-tmaikya-s;k^;t-k&ti+ |)
One who has not done this bh;van;, this cultivating of such a cognitive state, for
such a one there in no peace. That is why you have no peace. Whole life long
search for peace, nothing happens because that flow of self-knowledge is absent.
ÿ;nti+, pacification that is full face to face realization of the unity of Brahman
and ;tman. Direct experience of Brahman, direct experience of the unity of
Brahman and ;tman, of the transcendent self and the eminent self, which arises
from the teaching of Ved;nta sentences. The nature of which is turning off of all
ignorance together with its effects. That is bh;van;, that is nididhy;sana, that is
%;nti. So next time you recite OM %;nti+, %;nti+, %;nti+, understand what we
mean by the word %;nti.
AzaNtSyaTmsa]aTkarzUNySy kut> suo<
%~nyasya kuta+ sukha= mok^;nanda |)

mae]and,

(a%;ntasy;tma-s;k^;tk;ra-

How can one who has not pacified himself find any comfort or pleasure or
happiness? The meaning of a%;nta, meaning of one who has not pacified himself
is one who is devoid of this direct experience of ;tman, the self. How can he
have the supreme bliss of mok^a, spiritual liberation?
That is verse 66.
Verse 67. ÿa]kara.
The only use Indians have for G$t; is that they swear in the court by the book.
It’s a great aid in speaking plane white wise in the court. Feel sad. With such
treasures this county is in such a mess.
Chapter 2 Verse 67

#iNÔya[a< ih crta< yNmnae=nuivxIyte,
tdSy hrit à}a< vayunaRvimvaM-is .67.

indriy;[;= hi carat;= yan mano’nuvidh$yate |
tadasya harati praj@;= v;yur n;vam iv;mbhasi ||67||
The mind that is applied to following the wandering senses, indeed such a mind
plunders his wisdom as wind blows a boat in the water. (II-67)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
ÿa]kara.
Where for, why is there not buddhi arising for someone who is ayukta who is not
in yoga, who is not united himself through that sam;dhi?
Because, #iNÔya[a< ih ySmat! crta< SvSviv;ye;u àvtRmanana< yt! mn> AnuivxIyte
AnuàvtRte tt! #iNÔyiv;yivkLpnen àv&Ä< mn> ASy yte> hrit à}am! AaTmanaTmivvekja<
nazyit, (indriy;[;= hi yasm;t carat;= sva-sva-vi^aye^u pravartam;n;n;= yat
mana+ anuvidh$yate anupravartate tat indriya-vi^aya-vikalpanena prav&tta=
mana+ asya yate+ harati praj@;m ;tm;n;tma-vivekaj;= n;%ayati |)
The mind that is left free to follow along with the senses, which are all widely
wandering about each in its own object of senses, and the mind is following
along them. And therefore it keeps shifting, ivkLpn(vikalpana), keeps shifting,
changing from one sense to another one object to another. And that has become
àv&Äm!(prav&ttam), that has become its inclination. Such a mind destroys the
person’s praj@;, you would remember the word, praj@;, we have explained many
times, of this yati, of this one who is trying to become a controlled person, takes
away his praj@; which is the fullest knowledge born of the discrimination
between ;tman and an;tman, self and non-self. (In Hindi: Rahul, which one is
the non-self? Finger. I am happy a little as much as finger.) I asked him give me
an example of non-self. He says finger. I said my mind is a little bit happier just
a finger breath. How does it destroy the yati’s praj@;, yati’s realization? He says:
the way the wind carries the boat in the water that you want to go one way and
the opposite wind comes and pulls the boat in an opposite direction. Same way
the mind takes the buddhi away from ;tma vic;ra, awareness of ;tman and
plundering it, kidnapping it, drops it into the vi^ayas, into the objects of senses.
(Hindi explanation)
So Madhus~dana Sarasvati.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Ayu-Sy kutae naiSt bui˜>,(ayuktasya kuto n;sti buddhi+ |)
How come that someone who is ayukta, who has not entered yoga, who has not
entered sam;dhi, he does not have this kind of buddhi, this kind of faculty of
wisdom? The same %loka, same verse.
crta< Sviv;ye;u àvtRmananamvzIk&tanaimiNÔya[a< mXye ydekmpIiNÔynmnul]Ik&Ty mnae
ivxIyte àeyRte àvtRte #it yavt!, tidiNÔymekmip mnsanus&tmSy saxkSy mnsae va
à}amaTmiv;ya< zaôIya< hrit Apnyit mnsStiÖ;yaivòTvat!,
(carat;= sva-vi^aye^u pravartam;n;n;m ava%$k&t;n;m indriy;[;= madhye yad
ekam ap$ndriyanam anulak^$k&tya mano vidh$yate preryate pravartate iti y;vat |
tad indriyam ekam api manas;nus&tam asya s;dhakasya manaso v; praj@;m
;tma-vi^ay;= %;str$y;= harati apanayati manasas tad-vi^ay;vi^!atv;t |)
Don’t get bored. Once I got a, we asked to our guests to give their feedback
about the lecture we are holding downstairs, and we got the complaint. One of
the speakers, it must have been our professor Jagadananda, one of the speakers
just went on reciting long, long verses in Sanskrit which have no connection with
us. So I’m in the same category. We like to read from the original. We like you
to hear the sound. Learn to pick up the sounds.
Among the senses that have not been brought under control, and are, therefore,
inclined to, indulge in their objects. When the mind is applied even to one of
those senses and the mind is made to follow even one of those wandering senses,
even that one single sense followed by the mind, takes away this s;dhaka’s
mind’s %;str$y;, what is taught by the scriptures, such a praj@;, such a full
wisdom regarding ;tman, takes it away because the mind is now not upon the
wisdom, the mind is now upon the objects of senses. When you follow even one
single sense, the mind takes away the wisdom.
There is a rule here. Which is not Madhus~dana, I’m adding it for your
knowledge. It has also been proved by modern scientific investigations. When
you practice, no. When you allow, licence to even one single sense, all the other
senses become licentious. When you allow the mind to follow one single sense
wildly, all the other senses also become agitated and excited because no sense
actually acts alone. And when you control even one sense, all other senses begin
to feel control. For example, if you are fasting, the silence control should come
together. Control of the wild sexual passion should come together with it. All of
those controls will come together. So that is why he says even when the mind is
following one single sense, it plunders our praj@;, our treasure of fullest
knowledge.

†òaNtStu Spò>,(d&^!;ntas tu spa^!a+ |)
The analogy given is clear. That Madhus~dana has a little twist on this analogy.
The wind can carry the boat in wrong direction on the water which is naturally
volatile, naturally moving, not stable. But it cannot carry it away if the boat is
standing on firm ground. So if your mind is like water, then this wind of senses
will carry it away. But if you are firm a ground, then the mind will not be able to
plunder you. And you will stay stabilized in the state of your mind.
OK. Enough for today.
Thank you.

2011-04-01 SVB Bhagavad G$t; II-68 II-69
Akhanda-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting
Gather your senses, gather your senses, pull your mind together. Relax your
forehead. Do sa]kalpa that for the next two minutes the mind will not go
anywhere else, only feel the flow and the touch of the breath in your nostrils.
Breathing gently, slowly, smoothly, no jerk, no break between the breaths, with
your personal d$k^; mantra begin with the sa]kalpa now for two minutes.
Without breaking this dh;r;, this stream, gently open your eyes.

We will continue.. would you, I did not give you warning but I don’t think you
need a warning. Once I’ve done the verse 68, would you say a word on y; ni%;
sarva-bh~t;na=. I’d love to hear it. Let me do the verse 68 then we’ll continue.
So we completed verse 67, both ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana.
Chapter 2 Verse 68

tSma*Sy mhabahae ing&hItain svRz>,
#iNÔya[IiNÔyaweR_yStSy à}a àitióta.68.
tasm;d yasya mah;b;ho nig&h$t;ni sarva%a+ |
indry;[$ndry;rthebhyas tasya praj@; prati^!hit; || 68||
Therefore, O Mighty-armed One, he whose senses one and all are held in
control and held back from their objects, his wisdom is established. (II-68)

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
ÿa]kar;c;rya says that this refers back to verse number 60, what was the verse
number 60?

yttae ýip kaENtey pué;Sy ivpiít>,
#iNÔyai[ àmawIin hriNt às-< mn>.60.
yatato hy api kaunteya puru^asya vipa%cita+ |
indriy;[i pram;th$ni haranti prasabha= mana+ ||60||
Even a learned person, even though he is trying, who can watch, and yet his
senses churn his mind and kidnap him, pull him away. So now having gone
through that process of bringing all of that under control, in this verse 68, that
answer to that question is brought to a conclusion. Yes the senses carry you away
but oh mhabahae(mah;b;ho), oh mighty hard one, this is an address to a warrior
and we will see in Madhus~dana, he says: what K&^[a implies here is that you are
a mighty warrior, you can vanquish all the enemies so vanquish these, desires of
senses, be a warrior.
When we give sanny;sa d$k^;, the vows of a swami, there is a portion where we
recite from the Yajurveda “appratirata s~kta” the hymn of the invincible warrior
as the swami would be led to Ganga, to the river for his real initiation, the priest
reciting the appratirata s~kta, the hymn of the invincible warrior, the hymn of
the invincible charioteer , when he receives the d$k^; and he is walking back, we
do the same recitation. So he says: “You are a mighty warrior, you vanquish all
those enemies, why can’t you vanquish these desires, and k;ma and krodha, and
these six enemies?” That is Madhus~dana’s implication.
So ÿa]kara says: #iNÔyana< àv&ÄaE dae; %ppaidtae ySmat! tSmad! ySy yte> he mhabahae
ing&hItain svRz>(indriy;n;= prav&ttau do^a upap;dito yasm;t tasm;d yasya yate+
he mah;b;ho nig&h$t;ni sarva%a+). Since we have studied all the flows, all the
undesirables that arise by indulging in the inclinations of senses, therefore the
yit(yati), the man of control, remember the two words yati and muni? He who
has pulled back, remember the word in¢h(nigraha), I’ve explained, gives the
suggestion of someone holding the reins of the horses, of a chariot. So someone
whose senses are held in this manner svRz> svRàkarE> mansaid-edE>(sarva%a+ sarvaprak;rai+ m;nas;di-bhedai+) in all different ways, including all the different
types of the inclinations of senses, such as mental, vocal, physical, mansaidedE>(m;nas;di-bhedai+). So one who has held his senses from their object, tSy à}a
àitióta(tasya praj@; prati^!hit;), his full wisdom, what was the meaning of the

word praj@;? ;tma an;tma viveka, the difference, the knowledge of the
difference, separation, between Self and non-Self, clearing your spiritual
identification. His praj@;, his full knowledge, his wisdom is prati^!hit;,
established and firmly grounded.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Now we come to Madhus~dana. We read his explanation that a boat on the
unsteady waters can be carried away by the force of a wind, but not a boat that is
firmly anchored on the ground. So the Yogi is anchored firmly on the ground.
His senses will not carry his boat away.
svRz> svaRin smnSkain(sarva%a+ sarv;ni samanask;ni), all the senses including
the mind, remember 5 j@;nendriyas and 5 karmendriyas and mind which is a
boat. J@;na indriyas and karma indriyas, the cognitive senses and the active
senses and mind which is boat, so all the senses including the mind.
he mhabahae(he mah;b;ho), Oh, mighty-armed One, which I just explained, that
since you are capable of vanquishing all the, he is also capable of vanquish these
enemies that are the inclinations of the senses. One whose senses are thus held,
with the reins held fast, tasya, his, who is this “he” here? is˜Sy saxkSy
c(siddhasya s;dhakasya ca), one who is already accomplished, who has become
a master, who is an adept, who is a siddha and sadhaka, who is still going of the
path, both of them.
Their praj@;, their full wisdom, fullness of their wisdom is prati^!hit;, well
established and firmly grounded, because what he is trying to suggest, says
Madhus~dana here, is that this #iNÔy s<ym(indriya-sa=yama), this control of the
senses including the mind, is the definition, is the mark of someone who is
mumu](u mumuk^u), who is desirous of mae](mok^a), who is desirous of spiritual
liberation and for him it is the means, the method, the instrument for attaining
liberation. Someone who is mumuk^u, desirous for mok^a, longing for
liberation. For him this being established firmly in this wisdom is his mark and is
also the sadhana, the means method for attaining that praj@;, attaining that
wisdom.
Now we come to verse 69, which is a very complex verse, it will take me maybe
a day or two to touch it.

Chapter 2 Verse 69

ya inza svR-Utana< tSya< jagitR s<ymI ,
ySya< ja¢it -Utain sa inza pZytae mune> .69.
y; ni%; sarva-bh~t;n;= tasy;= j;garti sa=yam$ |
yasy;m j;grati bh~t;ni s; ni%; pa%yato mune+ || 69||
That which is night to the ordinary human being is day to the wise, and that in
which the ordinary human being remains awake is night to the wise one who
sees. (II-69)

I am a lazy man and I always love to pass on my work to others, would you give
us the…please. I’m going to anyway, pass on the microphone to you. I like to hear,
I like to hear, I like to hear. No, I did not give you a warning, but... yah.
Professor Bettina Baumer speaks: For the sage, for the muni, what is night for all
living beings, so what is the state of sleep for all living beings, night, that is the
waking state for the one who has control over the senses and the mind, sa=yam$,
but what is the waking state for all living beings is night for the muni, for the
wise. So the state is just the opposite, the ordinary beings when they are sleeping
or they are unconscious then the muni is awake, the one who has control over the
senses. So this, Swamiji says, implies so much. About the reversal of the states,
the muni is just in the opposite state of the ordinary being because he lives in
another consciousness, another state of consciousness, and of course it is
connected, I don’t have here ÿa]kara but Swamiji will explain that is connected
to the forces of ja¢t!(j;grat), SvPn(svapna), su;uiPt (su^upti) and turIy(tur$ya) and
once you are in another system, which I’m following that is the Kashmir %aivism,
there is a fifth state, it is turIyatIt(tur$y;t$ta), tur$ya is of course, a state of
sam;dhi but turIyatIt(tur$y;t$ta) is a state of awareness which pervades all the
other states, so that there is no unconsciousness anymore because all of the states
are pervaded by this supreme or divine awareness, that’s called tur$y;t$ta and it is
the highest. But here is between the sleeping state of unawareness, state of
unconsciousness and state of consciousness, so consciousness j;grat is also not
only the ordinary consciousness but open eyes be observed the observed etc. but

it has an other meaning for the yogi, for the yogi is also a state of
àTy](pratyak^a), of direct perception, but I don’t have the commentary.
There is a commentary by Abhinavagupta on the Bhagavad G$t;, it would be
interesting to compare with ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana but I prefer that you
explain.
Swami Veda: ya inza svR-Utana< tSya< jagitR s<ymI ,
ySya< ja¢it -Utain sa inza pZytae mune> .69.
y; ni%; sarva-bh~t;n;= tasy;= j;garti sa=yam$ |
yasy;m j;grati bh~t;ni s; ni%; pa%yato mune+ || 69||
What, according to ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana, what is night for all the living
beings, the sa=yam$, man of control, wakes in that night, yasy;m j;grati bh~t;ni,
that in which the beings are awake for a muni, contemplative sage,who pa%yata+,
who has the right view and right vision, for him that is a night. this verse can go
on for a long time, because it has many many layers of meaning so ÿa]kara and
Madhus~dana they speak of the truth, the reality to which most people are blind
but the yogi is awake, and the truth to which the yogi is awake, to that they are
blind and what they view to be a day, a state of wakefulness for him is a night
because full of only dreams. This is the basic essence of their commentary and
this concept of night and day goes back long into history, recently I’ve thought
of writing an article on this Vedic Yoga concept of night.
There is an hymn to night in the ög-Veda, while we are waiting for the text, and
in one of my Christmas messages I have translated that hymn from the ög -Veda,
I’ll read it for you.

Rig-Veda X.127.18 Hymn
Silent Night
“Night with myriad eyes in all directions
Has come bearing us the gift of
Descerning Wisdom;
Oh, how many glories has She besparked.
This expansive and immortal one

Has flooded the lower and higher places
With light; She dispels, wards off, all that
is of darkness within us.
When this celestial Lady comes forth
She makes in her image Her sister Dawn,
and darkness flees in terror far.
She is ours today, and we are Hers;
We settle in Her ways as we are led;
She settles us into Her shelter
like trees settle birds down.
All the nomadic groups have settled;
Those with feet, wings, have
settled. The hawks that fly hunting have
settled too.
Drive from us the violent beast
volverine and thief; O Thou who ever come in waves.
Be thou our own more beauteous self!
Darkness has shaped us into its forms,
and black manifestation called the
world; blow it away, O Dawn,
like a debt forever discharged.
I compose these words unto Thee,
Do accept my gift, Heaven’s Daughter!
They are paean sung for Thee
victorious.

And I will read, for a change, Swami Rama’s commentary, Perennial Psychology
of the Bhagavad G$t;, actually the verse translation is mine, commentary is his.
That which is night to the ordinary human being is day to the wise, and that in
which the ordinary human being remains awake is night to the wise one who
sees.
Before I read the commentary, please understand that among the yogis night is a
very sacred time, I discovered this when I was about seventeen, and I foud that
night and day is either artificialconcepts, there is no such thing. Zarathustra in his
Avesta, ten years he sits in the cave and then Ahura Mazda, the Lord of light
appears to him and gives him knowledge. It is in the form of questions by
Zarathustra, which the English speaking people pronounce Zoroaster. So in one
place Zarathustra asks Ahura Mazda: “How do I know who can be a good
priest?” priest means wise man, person who directs others, teaches, and he says,
Ahura Mazda says: “If you see someone that sleeps at night he is not a good
priest, if you see someone that stays awake through night he is a good priest”.
Mohammad Sahab, one of the Adhis, says: “God feeds me all the night through”
and I tell you from my own experience that I’ve recently started sleeping during
the night, those who are around me they know, recently, just recently, two weeks
back, and what is poured into me at that time, during the sleep, what is poured
into me by the Gurus, it takes me two hours in the morning to absorb it and to
assimilate it, that’s why I don’t speak to anybody until this class, to absorb
assimilate and to streamline the electricity.
So there is many meanings to this question of night and day. The entire science
of Yoga Nidra is in this verse and the different stages of j;grat-j;grat, svapnasvapna, and so on, that we were studying in the %iva s~tra is an elaboration of this
verse. We can study this verse for years.
Here Abhinavagupta
Bettina Baumer starts to speak again: Here the interpretation is not very different
from ÿa]kara but that you’ll hear from Swamiji. He identifies night, ni%;, with
Maya. The word night means Maya, which is the cause of the delusion of
ordinary people. It’s in contrast ordinary people and yogin is awake in that
Maya. The question here is: how is it possible for yogin to remove the influence
of Maya. Now the role of Maya in %aivism is different from Vedanta, it’s not a
complete delusion but it is only, actually, the %akti, the divine energy in its
negative connotation. But it’s nothing else but the same %akti, as deluding power,
but the same deluding power can become a transforming and liberating power
when is transformed into %akti. So in that sense Maya is not complete illusion or
delusion but it is a phase or it is an aspect of the same %akti. But for the yogin

who is awake even in the state of Maya, so he has already transformed that Maya
into %akti, into a Divine energy. But it doesn’t say it here, just in the context of
Kashmir %aivism it is to be understood. Now the question is: how is it possible
for a yogin to remove the influence of Maya? The conditions of life in which
ordinary people are awake, that is engaged in performing activities, these
conditions are night for the yogin. This is because the yogin is not awake for
worldly activities, this is very clear. People are so much engaged in the activities
and they loose their central consciousness because they are diverted and
distracted but the yogin remains concentrated, remains united, even in the
activities of the world. He is not awake to the worldly activities cause he is still,
he is always almost in samadhi. We can see, I’m just quoting, we can see that
Maya imposes its influence in ordinary people by applying two different means:
first it gives names and forms to various objects, second it gives a false
experience of pleasure that is derived from the experience of various objects, so
that’s why the senses, because the senses have the tendency to go out to the
objects, as we see this beautiful object or useful object then the senses run after
them. So this is the second effect of what Maya is doing. This false experience of
pleasure that is derived from the experience of various objects, it is because
ordinary people fail to recognize the real nature of the objects, which posses
various names and forms, they continue to live under the spell of experience
based on pleasure and pain. This again important, the real nature of objects,
which is actually nothing else than a manifestation of the divine according to this
philosophy. The real nature, even the objects, are nothing but divine
manifestation, but when they take them as separate, this bheda, as separate from
consciousness, then they get distracted and they get attracted by the pleasure
derived from the object. A Yogin on the other hand looks for the names to
upload the very essence of this deluding nature of Maya. His tool is overcoming
Maya, and in overcoming Maya is disregard for the second function of Maya
which is instrumental in giving pleasure. The Yogin is capable of doing this
because he has destroyed all ignorance to right knowledge. So this would be very
close to ÿa]kara’s interpretation I suppose. These two statements by the Lord
that the yogin sees day in night and night in day through right knowledge is an
extraordinary statement. This is to say that a yogin stays awake in knowledge
where all people are deluted and that he is completely unaware of the ignorance
in which the other people live. I think this commentary is not very different
from the Vedantic. He could have, Abhinavagupta could have brought in here
other aspects of his own philosophy or spirituality. For example in the Vij@;na
Bhairava, Bhairava is meditating upon at night, so the divine, Swamiji just said,
the divine is found in the night, in the darkness, and that is why %~nya emptiness,
is found in emptiness and that is night. But he doesn’t, Abhinavagupta doesn’t
put it here, I mean he could have, but according to some scholars, this is an early
work from Abhinavagupta, so he has developed his experience and his ideas
from this and other works. So I don’t think this is very much different from
ÿa]kara’s but..

Swamiji: ÿa]kara, Abhinavagupta, Madhus~dana, Swami Rama, they had the
same approach, for them ther is a experiencial aproach, that is not in the books,
they will not write about it.

2011-04-02 SVB – Bhagavad G$t; - II.69
Om Hari Om
Akhanda-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting
Sankalpa to do that the mind will not go anywhere for 2 minutes. Only feeling
the flow and touch of the breath in the nostrils with your mantra. Do the
sankalpa, no wondering for two minutes and then begin.
Continuing to maintain the breath awareness and the mantra, gently open your
eyes.
Hari Om
We are on verse 69 and what is the topic? what is the question? Question
number? the question is answered in how many verses? Mahanta? The question
is answered in how many verses? Up to 71, that is how many verses? ìjet
ikm!(vrajeta kim) is how many verses? So we read the %loka yesterday:
ya inza svR-Utana< tSya< jagitR s<ymI ,
ySya< ja¢it -Utain sa inza pZytae mune> .69.
y; ni%; sarva-bh~t;n;= tasy;= j;garti sa=yam$ |
yasy;m j;grati bh~t;ni s; ni%; pa%yato mune+ || 69||
I told you about the R;tri Sukta, the hymn to the night,
This is Swami Rama’s commentary, I will read for you on this verse, we have
not been reading on this and you have not been reading what I had
recommended the first day, J@;neswariç. At least these: Swami Rama’s
commentary, ÿa]kara’s, Madhus~dana Sarasvati, J@;neswariç, you must read.
Abhinavagupta some other time.

Swami Rama says: “This verse contains unique wisdom, the behavior of the
sadhaka and the yogi is explained by saying that that which is night to the
ordinary human beings is day to the wise, and that which is night to the wise is
day to the ignorant. The song of life of a sadhaka is well understood and
assimilated in this verse. The song of life is the eternal song and the entire music
of the cosmos forms an orchestra that plays one and the same song with many
variations. The wise person is able to hear that song by making his all being an
ear. That song is not heard by the ignorant one for he is busy listening to the
gross jarring nerve shattering and disturbing sounds of contemporary society.
The sadhakas who have experienced the higher dimensions of life, who are able
to have a glimpse of the eternal and who have touched the infinite are awakened
to truth, but others remain sleeping, unaware of truth. While the ordinary man
identifies himself with the worldly activity of the day, the sage remains
unaffected by the mundane happenings and finds his joy in quiet hours late at
night. Ordinary people do not know how to utilize the calm serene stillness of
night but the yogis enjoy this calmness in the practice of samadhi. For them
night drops the blossoms of their sadhana and they pick up those blossoms
dropped by night.” This is Swami Rama’s contribute of this verse and he has this
poem there:
Swami what do you do? People ask: “What do you do”
I gather blossoms dropped by the night
For them night drops the blossoms of their sadhana
and they pick up those blossoms dropped by the night.
Such fortunate sadhakas are blessed.
Those rare ones sleep in the day time and remain awake at night.
for ordinary and ignorant people that is an impossibility.
Those whose feet walk in light have a peculiar but wonderful way
of using the span of life.
That is not understood by ordinary people.
When everyone in the world remains sleeping
Sadhakas remain awake.
And when the all world is awake and preoccupied with the pursuit of sensory
pleasure and selfishness

the sadhaka sleeps. He remains unaffected and uninfluenced by the rush and roar
and distractions created by the day.
%ri K&^na hints that the differences in the thinking and behavior of these two kind
of people, the enlightened ones, true seekers and sadhakas who are constantly
aware of the truth,
and the ignorant, who are totally unaware, who chew the weed that grows in the
water to quench their thirst rather than drinking the water.
The external allurements do contain pleasures but they have no capacity to
quench the thirst.
The thirst for happiness is the perennial thirst of men, it is only quenched by the
knowledge of the real Self.
I told you from the Avesta, Zarathustra, the sage of Iran, sat in the cave attending
the sacred fire for ten years, then Ahura Mazda, the great light of God, God of
fire and sun appeared and he said: “Why are you sitting here in the cave, I gave
you the power to become an emperor, rule the world, enjoy all the pleasures,
now you have the power to enjoy every thing, I gave you all the powers” and he
said: “No, I just want answers to my questions.” So then Ahura Mazda answered
the questions and one question that Zarathustra asked was: “How do I know who
is a qualified priest?” Priest is not someone who performs rituals, but a teacher
and guide, a spiritual person and Ahura Mazda said: “ If you see him sleeping in
the night he is not a priest”. Azra Mohammad said: “God feeds me all the night
through.” Only yogis can understand the meaning of this.
But what is the night and what is the day? I pointed out yesterday that this %loka,
this verse, also contains the secrets of Yoga Nidra. On that you have to study
separately. You can have the cds of our Yoga Nidra courses we recently did a
prolonged course and I have distributed a sheet of definitions of Yoga Nidra and
this verse refers to the forth state of Yoga Nidra. So when you’ll understand
Yoga Nidra then you will understand this %loka.
ÿa]kar;c;rya and Madhus~dana Sarasvati, they give more a philosophical
explanation, because they did not teach advanced practices and in their books
they only hinted and advanced practices only taught by person to person.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary

yae=y< laEikkae vEidk> c Vyvhar> s %TpÚivvek}anSy iSwtà}Sy Aiv*akayRTvad!
Aiv*ainv&ÄaE invtRte, (yo’ya= laukiko vaidika% ca vyavah;ra+, sa utpanna-vivekaj@;nasya sthita-praj@asya avidy;-k;ryatv;t avidy;-niv&ttau nivartate |)
The worldly engagements and behaviors that we have as well as the rituals
ascetics perform, vaidiko vyavah;ra, when the cause, the source, called avidy;,
lack of correct knowledge, ignorance is removed, this kind of behavior we
indulge in, that we are engaged in, the cause has been removed, having been
removed the effect of that cause, our inclination to indulge in this behavior also
ceases. Avidy; is cancelled by Vidy;.
To explain this, to make it elaborately understood, K&^[a says: “ya inza svRUtana<(y; ni%; sarva-bh~t;n;=)” etc.. the verse.
ÿa]kara says:
ya inza raiÇ> svRpdawaRnam! AivvekkrI tm>Sv-avTvat! svR-Utanam! svRe;a< -Utana<, (y;
ni%; r;tri+ sarva-pad;rth;n;m aviveka-kar$ tama+-svabh;vatv;t sarva-bh§ut;n;=
sarve^;= bhut;n;m)
The night of all living beings, having the nature of tamas, chapters 14, 17 and 18
that explain the three Gu[as. So the word, tamas will not be understood without
going through the chapters 14, 17 and 18 of the G$t;.
So the night for all living beings is of the nature of tamas, or darkness that is
causing Aivvek(aviveka), non-discriminating wisdom, absence of discriminating
wisdom about all matters, about all realities. And what is that transcendent,
supreme, highest reality which is the object of contemplation for a sthita-praj@a,
for a person of stabilized wisdom? As for the night creatures what is day to
people is night for them. Similarly the ignorant, who have not awakened their
buddhi in this matter, the prmawRtÅv(param;rtha-tattva), the supreme truth, the
transcendental reality, is not visible to them, is not open to them so it becomes
like a night to them.
For an average person the highest reality is like a night, is an area of darkness
and in that what is night to others, the s<ymI(sa=yam$), one who has conquered
his senses, the yogi, who has awakened from the sleep of ignorance, he remains
alert, he remains awake, because he is now dwelling in the reality which is the
highest transcendental truth. This night of ignorance is defined by the fact of our

seeing differentiations between ¢aý(gr;hya) and ¢hk(grahaka). The state of
Samadhi, in the Yoga-S~tras, in the chapter one, is defined as that consciousness
in which the one who is a ¢hk(grahaka), who is an apprehender, who is an
experiencer, who grasps a subject, an object, ¢aý(gr;hya), the object of that
grasping through the senses or through the thoughts and there is a third word in
the Sutra, ¢h[(graha[a), the process and the instrument of that grasping of
knowledge and information, the entire cognitive process, the triangular cognitive
process. So the one who is grasping the cognitions, the cognitions that are being
grasped, objects of cognitions that are being grasped, the process and the
instruments of grasping, the one for whom these three remain separate, is in
ignorance.
I’m this, I’m grasping the information about this book by a process and
instrument of my mind. When this differentiation in the single universal reality
is abolished, that is knowledge.
IGNORANCE

¢aý(gr;hya)
(Object of experience)

IGNORANCE

¢hk(grahaka)
(Experiencer)

IGNORANCE

Sam;dhi

Knowledge

¢h[(graha[a)
(Process of experiencing)

Swamiji speaks in §Hindi.
When this triangular process comes into a single one pointed awareness so that
there is no differentiation between me and you and you and me. So long as we
are in this differentiation, then the beings are sleeping but as a person in sleep
sees dreams and in the dream he thinks he is awake, that way, in the sleep, the
dream of this differentiation we are experiencing, we think we are awake.
Madhus~dana has given the same explanation of ja¢it(j;grati), of remain
awake, an appearance of being awake, but actually you are dreaming and as a
dreaming person thinks he is awake in the dream then when he wakes up he says:
“No no no no, that was a dream” but he hasn’t woken up yet, he is still in the
dream, so this is the night of ignorance.
But the muni sees the highest reality and does not live compound to this
triangulation, this difference between gr;hya, grahaka and graha[a.

So all the ritual acts and external prayers are assigned not for one who has
reached the highest vidya, who has reached the highest knowledge, when the
vidy;, knowledge, wisdom, awakening occurs, then the way upon the rising of
the sun, the night’s darkness vanishes, so also avidya vanishes. At present we
take the avidy;, our ignorant experiences as a proof of reality. At present we take
our ignorant states and ignorant experiences as our reality. So that being a false
proof, it separates us, divides us between the act and the doer, and we think of
ourselves as a doer, and we become the cause of our own actions, we become the
source of our own karmas, and then to counter our negative karmas we have to
perform positive karmas such as rituals and those acts.
But when you realize that this avidy; is Aàma[(apram;[a), is no proof of reality,
what you are experiencing in this ignorance is no proof of reality, then that
avidy; ceases to be the cause of your karmas and your actions and your
indulgences in those actions. Then such a person still performs the actions
because they ought to be performed but they don’t carry the karmic force, they
do not bear the undesirable fruits of the kriyamana karma, now being done,
agami karma, that will be done in future.
So someone that has become alert to the fact that all of this is avidy;, all these
experiences we have, all these indulgences we have is avidy;, it’s like a night,
such a one is AaTm}(;tmaj@a), the Self knower, knower of Atman and he is now
qualified for the theme that ÿa]kara keeps repeating in his interpretation of the
G$t;, svRkmRs<Nyas(sarva-karma-sa=ny;sa), renunciation of all acts.
Renunciations of all acts in the G$t; does not mean that you sit down doing
nothing, because even if one is not doing, one is doing something with the mind.
So sarva-karma-sa=ny;sa the renunciation of all acts means the renunciation of
desire out of which actions arise and renunciation of the fruits of those actions.
Desires behind the actions and the fruits of those actions, not sitting idle, that is
akarmanyata, idleness, not renunciation.
As ÿa]kara says K&^[a will tell us later in chapter 5 verse 17:
td!bu˜yaStdaTmanStiÚóaStTpray[a>,
gCDNTypunrav&iÄ< }aninxURtkLm;a>.5£17.
tadbuddhayas-tad;tm;nas-tanni^!h;s-tat-par;ya[;+ |
gacchanty-apunar;v&tti= j@;na-nirdhuçtakalma^;+ || 5-17||
They whose buddhis are now assimilated in Brahman, they for whom their
Atman has become Brahman, they who are intent upon that awareness and that
reality, who are totally pursuing that reality, they attain the state of not return,

not returning to the karmic cycles because their state of darkness have been
washed through knowledge and wisdom. So ÿa]kara says: this shows that when
we are established in this knowledge, only then we have the power and the
capacity and the qualification to renounce and become sanny;si.
Now a days people walk in here, “I want to become a Swami”, they stay here
sometime, one year, two, three years “Swamiji I want to become a Swami.” No
you are not ready, “What’s wrong? I have to be, I don’t mind anything else” No.
Then they go away from the ashram, next day they come back wearing saffron
colors because some Swamis are very happy to have a disciple. I don’t allow
that. I’m very very strict on that.
One gentleman came from Canada, he was a priest in a temple, it was a very hot
day and we did not have this grass at that time so, very new ashram, and this
along here was all full bevels, sharp bevels and was very hot and I said:
“Alright, from here walk with me, take off your shoes”
“What does that have to do?”
“Well I’m seeing whether you are a sanny;sin” and he couldn’t, couldn’t walk
on those hot bevels, one step, I walked. So he left the Ashram, two days later he
is coming back wearing saffron colors. (Swamiji speaks Hindi) “I become
Swami.” We don’t allow this kind of Swami here, and they went through a lot of
difficult times.
So one who is established in knowledge, such a one is qualified and has the
capacity for renunciation of all actions, all karmas.
I will not go into the rest of ÿa]kara here, becomes a little too much into
dialectics, but I’ll summarize it for you.
He is speaking of the proof of realities, says: There is one reality that requires no
proof and that is the reality of Atman, everybody knows “I am”. Is there anyone
who denies being? What is the proof of your being to your self? That requires no
proof. Your being is the proof in itself, it is what we call in logic
Svt>àma[(svata+ pram;[a), self-evident.
So: n ih AaTmSvêpaixgme sit pun> àma[àmeyVyvhar> sM-vit, (na hy ;tmasvaruçp;dhigame sati puna+ pram;[a-prameya-vyavah;ra+ sa=bhavati |)
When one has attained the knowledge of the true nature of oneself, then this
duality of proof and provendum, proof and that which is to be proved, that
duality ceases.

My knowing of my being that is the proof, there is no differentiation between
the proof and the provendum. àma[(pram;[a)
and àmey(prameya), pram;[a, proof, prameya,
provendum and àmat&(pram;t&) the prover. This
triangle.

A

C

Pram;[a proof, prameya provendum, that
B
which is to be proved and pram;t& the prover.
A - àma[(pram;[a): proof
In the ;tma j@;na, in the knowledge of ;tman,
B - àmey(prameya): provendum
in the knowledge of Self, the 3 become one.
I’m the prover, I’m if you think to be proved
C - àmat&(pram;t&): prover
and I’m the proof. In the world also, in the
Bindu : ;tma j@;na
ordinary world we see this, that when you
knowledge of self
wake up, the proof that you had of some
reality during dream that ceases, so when you
wake up to knowledge, what you were thinking of as a proof in this world ceases
to be a proof.
The one who knows Atman the Self, he no longer indulges in the external proof
and external rituals, yet he performs the acts because they ought to be
performed, but he does not become subject to the desires behind them, the claim
to doership, kt&RTvbui˜(kart&tva-buddhi), he does not become involved and
identified with the desire for those acts, he does not have kart&tva-buddhi the
claim to doership, and he does not have indulgence in the desire for the fruit,
that is what renouncing the actions means. (Swamiji explains in Hindi). This is
the renunciation of actions.
Hari om
We’ll read Madhuçsudana Sarasvati on the same verse tomorrow. Then we have
three verses left on this chapter. All right?
God bless.

2011-04-03 SVB-Bhagavad G$t; II-69- II-70
In your transcription, the day before yesterday I recited this translation of the
hymn to the night, we’ll need to put that in there. Whether you are doing or you
are doing in that section.
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Sa]kalpa, resolve that for next 2 minutes the mind remain centred, only feeling
the flow and touch of the breath in the nostrils with your mantra. No break
between the breaths. No break in the mantra smarana cycle. Do sa]kalpa. Begin
now.
Gently open your eyes. But let the flow continue.
We are still on verse 69 on ‘what is night? what is day?’
We read the translation of the hymn to the night from the ög veda. We read
Swami Rama’s commentary on this verse. We read ÿa]kara’s commentary. Now
we read Madhus~dana Sarasvati. It is still continuing the question of ik< ìjet(ki=
vrajeta), how does a person of stable wisdom walk, behave in the world?
Madhus~dana Sarasvati introduces the verse
You are from Turkey. Right? Can you check for me one of the recent prime
minister’s Turkish translation of the G$t;? I collect those translations. I don’t
know which one. Not the current one, I think the last one. Either the current one
or the last one.(F.Y.I. : In 1974, Bulent Ecevit) It’s bit in the last 10 – 15 years.
(She: I found a lot of translation. But which one is correct?) The one by the
prime minister of Turkey. I’m forgetting the name. Recent within the last 10-15
years, in Turkish.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
Madhus~dana Sarasvati introduces the %loka, introduces the verse.
Thus someone who is mumu](u mumuk^u), desirous of mae](mok^a), desirous of
liberation, should make an effort. With that effort one should establish control
over the senses for the purpose of stabilizing his wisdom. This has been said.

This is one who is walking on the path but one who is already established in
wisdom, his control of all the senses is taken for granted. When we speak of all
the senses, what do we mean by that? When we speak of svR #iNÔy(sarva
indriya), all the senses? Anyone knows the answer we’ve done that. Yes.
(Joanne: 5 karmendriyas, 5 j@;nendriyas and manas.) And? (Joanne: the mind)
And the mind. So when we speak of all the senses we need to include the mind.
Thank you, Joanne. (Hindi Speaking) In the case of sthita-praj@a, one whose
wisdom is already stabilized, the control over all the senses, Svt>is˜(svata+
siddha), is taken for granted. Then the verse.
The praj@;, the full and complete wisdom, what is that full and complete
wisdom? Arising as a realization from the teachings of Ved;nta, that I am.
Complete the sentence. (Student: aha= bram;smi |) I am Brahman. The full
wisdom that I am Brahman which is the realization developing from the
teachings of Ved;nta for other living beings or other people, it is like a night
because they have no light of this knowledge. So that knowledge of
äüiv*a(brahma vidy;) which for other beings is like a night because they have
no illumination of that. In that the sthita-pra@a, a person of steady wisdom still
awake because he has woken up from the sleep of ignorance, sleep of
A}an(aj@;na). And savxan(s;vadh;na), he is now alert mindful and therefore, he
is s<ymI(sa=yam$), one with control of the senses.
That Aiv*ainÔa(avidy; nidr;), sleep of ignorance which is the opposite of Ah<
äüaiSm,(aha= bram;smi |), which is the opposite of ‘I am Brahman’, which
consist of ÖEtdzRn(dvaita dar%ana), seeing duality. In that sleep, the living beings,
when they are in what they call ‘wakeful state’, they’re actually asleep. But their
wakefulness is like the wakefulness that we have in the dream. In the dream we
think we are awake. And all this wakefulness is like that dream in that sleep.
That night for someone who is sthita-praj@a, a person of steady wisdom, who
sees the ATmtÅv(;tma-tattva), reality of ;tman, reality of pure spiritual self,
Aprae]tya(aparok^atay;), right in front, not something behind one’s eyes, has a
direct experience. For such a one that night in which people are asleep, is no
illumination, he does not enter into that night.
A dream lasts only as long as one is lying in bed, sleeping. When he wakes up,
the confusion of the dream ceases, and one is awake and realizes that ‘oh, that
was no wakeful experience, that was a dream.’ The Yoga-V;si^!ha goes into

great detail on this, on the whole concept of cosmic dream. I wish you could
read that text in the original.
tÅv}ankale tu n æminimÄ> kií™vhar>, (tattva-j@;na-k;le tu na bhrama-nimitta+
ka%cid vyavah;ra+ |)
At the time at which we have tattva-j@;na, direct personal knowledge of true
reality, then no conduct is caused by this kind of confusion.
Madhus~dana Sarasvati coats some commentary. I cannot find that commentary.
In 2 verses.
So long as they’re remains in you, the concept.
Does it say? (Jagat jee : Ah, he says that, yah, he’s got the) Oh, V&had;ra[yaka
v;rtika, Sure%var;c;rya. Oh, wonderful. All right. That’s good. Sure%var;c;rya
was one of the first 4 ÿa]kar;c;rya’s home, the Adi ÿa]kar;c;rya, the first
ÿa]kar;c;rya has pointed on the 4 seats. Sure%vara was one of those, long story
about that.
So long as they’re remains in us the
cognitive behaviour of concepts like doer,
action, instruments and processes of action,
until that time, so long as this triangulation
remains, the pure reality cannot be seen. And
when the pure reality is established, then this
triangulation of doer, doing and being done
work object of experience, that ceases.

Doer

Action

Instrument and process of action

So for the ignorant on one hand and the one who knows ;tman, this
s<sar(sa=s;ra), this world of transmigrations is like the night of a crow and an
owl. What is night to the crow is the day to the owl. And what is night to the owl
is day to the crow. This is the example given here. So you can figure out, who is
the owl and who is the crow.
One who is seeing opposite of reality is not seeing reality and when one has seen
reality, then he was not seeing the unreal. So when one is awake to the supreme
truth, one does not see the world. When my master initiated me and I was 3 days
and 3 nights not aware of the identification with the body. And then he, in
between that time, every now and then, he would bring me out, force me to
come out. And a, it.. such a.. world of ananda at light, and now he opens my
physical eyes and I see this, ‘what is this?’ He says, ‘what?’ ‘What are you
talking about?’ When the realization occurs, you, at present you have doubt
about God. But God-realized one has doubt about this world. This I can tell you.
The unrealized have doubt about God. “Must be... there may be... there probably

is... we don’t know... we cannot figure out...” But the one who has Godrealization, the world may be.... This is the reality.
So when one has seen the reality, then the opposites, unreality becomes invisible.
Because unreality is then refuted, blocked by the real. That is why we read in the
upani^ad, let me know that commentary, B&had;ra[yaka Upani^ad.
B&had;ra[yaka Upani^ad, the upani^ad of the great forest.
yÇ va ANyidv SyaÄÇaNyae=NyTpZyet!, yÇ TvSy svRmaTmEva-UÄTken k< pZyet!.
(yatra v; anyad-iva sy;ttatr;nyo’nyatpa%yet | yatra tvasya sarvam-;tmaiv;bh~ttat-kena ka= pa%yet ||)
When there is as though there is some other than I, the Brahman, I, the ;tman,
when there is as though there is some other than ;tman or Brahman, then this
other sees the other. To me, you are the other. To you, I am the other. So other
sees the other. Which one is the other? It’s like a Jewish story. There a rabbi was
standing on the other side of the river. And the man wanted to cross, he was on
this side of the river. And he shout, so what was, ‘rabbi` how can I get over
there?’ He says, ‘you are over there.’ This man says you are over there. He says
you are over there. Which one is over there, which one is over here? So which
one is the other? To me, you are the other. To you, I am the other. The other
sees the other.
yÇ TvSy svRmaTmEva-Ut! (yatra tvasya sarvam-;tmaiv;bh~t), but when everything
becomes ;tman, then who will see whom as the other? This is the system of
iv*a(vidy;) and Aiv*a(avidy;), knowledge and ignorance. Repeat the same
analogy of the crow and the owl.
So far tÅvdizn!(tattva-dar%in), for someone who sees reality as it is. Now let me
explain the word, tÅv(tattva). We come across this word repeatedly.
tÅv}an(tattva-j@;na),

tÅvdzn(tattva-dar%ana),

tÅvdizn!(tattva-dar%in).

tÅv(tattva) which we normally translate as reality. But if you look at the Latin
background of the word, reality, it is wrong answer. It is a wrong translation.
The word, reality comes from Latin ‘res’ which means a ‘thing’. We are not
talking of things. Therefore the word reality is unreal. It’s not appropriate. The
exact translation of the word, tattva which is normally translated as reality, is
‘that-ness’ in abstract quality. The book-ness of the book is the reality. Tattva.
The ;tman-ness of ;tman is the reality. The word, tattva means ‘that-ness’ of that
something, anything.

So one who is tattva-dar%in, who has seen the reality, how can there be for him
the behaviour and conduct as though it is based on the triangulation of doer,
doing and what is being done which is based on avidy;. And when one has risen
above this triangulation, Svt> is˜ @v tSyeiNÔys<ym> (svata+ siddha eva
tasyendriya-sa=yama+), then his control of the senses is taken for granted.
Now we come to verse 70. It’s a beautiful verse. I wish I could sing it for you,
but I cannot. That is one thing I have not been granted. When God was teaching
singing, I was probably sleeping. When I was a married man, and had children,
and the children did not listen to me, I said, ‘You don’t listen to me, I’ll start
singing.’ They said, ‘no, no, no, don’t sing. I will do what you want me to do.’
So I wish I could sing it. (Joanne: Dr. Arya used to sing %lokas beautifully.) No,
no, no, no, no, that’s chanting, not singing. (Jagat jee: Swami jee, students will
sing it.) OK. Let’s sing ;p~ryam;[am.

Chapter 2 Verse 70

AapUyRma[mclàitó<
smuÔmap> àivziNt yÖt!,
tÖTkama y< àivziNt svRe
s zaiNtmaßaeit n kamkamI.70.
;p~ryam;[am acala-prati^!ha=
smudram ;pa+ pravi%anti yadvat |
tadvat k;m; ya= pravi%anti sarve
sa %;ntim ;pnoti na k;ma-k;m$ ||70||
As waters enter the ocean, which is totally full yet whose basin and boundaries
remain stable, he whom all the desires enter similarly attains peace, and not one
who desires the desires. (II-70)

(Students sing.) Oh, wonderful. Thank you. There is something in which the
students are far ahead of me. We have a saying in Sanskrit.
svRtae jymiNvCDet! puÇat! iz:yat! prajym!, (sarvato jayam anvicchet putr;t %i^y;t
par;jayam |)

One should try to be victorious in all fields except from one’s own son and one’s
own disciple. One should seek to be defeated.
So you’ve done well. Thank you.
ÿa]kara introduces the verse.
You should make a recording of this. If they are singing all the way the whole of
sthita-praj@a, we should call someone to be able to. (With instrument.) Pardon?
(with the instrument) Yeah, if you would do that, that will be just wonderful.
We can do the whole section of the chapter. We can put the CD along with the
booklet. All right.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
ÿa]kara introduces that the ivÖn!(vidvan), the knowing one who has abandoned
his @;[(e^a[as). (In Hindi, ask to Sw. Uttam jee what are the 3 e^a[;s.)(Uttam
jee: Putra e^an, vitta e^an, loka e^an) Very good. When they take the vows of
renunciation, sanny;sa, they raise their hand standing and announce to the world.
I renounce putra e^a[a, vitta e^a[a, loka e^a[a, the 3 e^a[as. 3 kinds of cravings
and desires. The desire for generation, sex, progeny. Vitta e^a[a, desire for
wealth and comfort. And loka e^a[a, desire for honour and fame. So someone
who is vidvan, who has the knowledge, who has abandoned the 3 desires, who is
sthita-praj@a, whose wisdom is stabilized, who is a yati, who is a controlled one,
he alone can achieve mok^a, spiritual liberation. Not someone who has not
become a sanny;sin, sanny;sin does not necessarily mean somebody wearing
saffron clothes. One who has renounced.
One who has not renounced and still desires the objects of desires, kamkamI
(k;ma-k;m$), still desires the desires, such a one cannot achieve mok^a.
This is explained by an analogy, by a †òaNt(d&^!;nta).
;p~ryam;[am acala-prati^!ha= smudram ;pa+ pravi%anti yadvat |
tadvat k;m; ya= pravi%anti sarve sa %;ntim ;pnoti na k;ma-k;m$ ||
This is a longer verse than the other usual verses.
The ocean which is completely filled, there is no part of the ocean that is empty.
Otherwise it’ll not be called an ocean. This part of the ocean is empty. You can’t
say that. So AapUyRma[m!(;p~ryam;[am], it is filled all over. Aclàitó (acalaprati^!ha=), and remains, more or less except in the case of tsunami, but it is a

general quality that is counted, which remains stabilized in its boundaries. The
way the waters of the rivers from all directions enter that ocean and are
absorbed. And they do not disturb the ocean no matter how many they were
flowing into the ocean, the ocean remains where the ocean is, it absorbs them all.
Similarly, a person who is AaTmSw(;tma-stha), dwelling in the self, dwelling in
the spiritual self, Aivi³ymevsNtm!(avikriyam eva santam), in whom no
corruption, no transmutations, no constant alterations and modulations occur.
That even in the presence of the objects of the attraction coming from all
directions, sailing him from all directions, those experiences of those objects just
enter him, but they do not corrupt him, do not bring a reaction from him, do not
alter his state of consciousness. They just come in and they get absorbed in
;tman, the self.
n SvaTmvz< kuvRiNt,(na sv;tma-va%a= kurvanti |), they do not make him come
under the control of those objects of desires.
s zaiNtm! mae]m! AaPnaeit,(sa %;ntim mok^am ;pnoti |), the verse says, he attains
peace. ÿa]kara defines the word, peace as mok^a, as liberation, spiritual
liberation. Not a state between 2 balls. %;ntim mok^am ;pnoti. He attains peace,
quietude, quietness, calmness which is the true quietness, is which? That is
mok^am.
n #tr>(na itara+), the other one who is k;ma-k;m$, desirous of desires, he cannot
attain that kind of peace.
If you ever attain peace by pursuing desires, let me know. I’ll start pursuing
desires.
If anyone says, I found peace in pursuing desires, and my mind went to peace,
I’ll start pursuing desires. I’ll leave all the G$t; and yoga-s~tras aside.
Madhus~dana Sarasvati.
I’m not well today. I am...... I have to close. I can’t go on. Tomorrow, we’ll
continue.

2011-04-04 SVB-Bhagavad Gita II-70- II-71
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Quiet mind. Pull the senses to yourself. Do sa]kalpa. Resolve that next 2
minutes the mind will not wander to any other place. Only to feel the slow,
gentle, smooth breath in the nostrils, touching and flowing in the nostrils with
your mantra. Begin.
Continue with the stream and gently open your eyes. But continue.
Om Hari Om Tat Sat.
Where are we? How far did we go?
(Jagat jee: We are starting Madhus~dana 2-70)
We read and sang the %loka 70, ;p~ryam;[am acala-prati^!ha=, according to
ÿa]kara. We read the commentary.
Now Madhus~dana Sarasvati.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary.
It’s a beautiful verse. Someone who has achieved the state of sthita-praj@a,
whose wisdom becomes steady and stabilized. All his iv]ep(vik^epa)s come to
zaiNt(%;nti). [In Hindi : Manoj, what is this vik^epa? (Sandeep: v&tti of the
mind.) And what? Niranjan? Uttamananda? (Manoj : vy;dhi, sty;na, sa=%aya,
pram;da.. .. ..) Very good. I am happy a little.] Happy. There are 5 states of the
mind-field, k^iptam. [In Hindi: What is coming after k^iptam?] (Sw.
Vacanananda: m~#ha is coming.) i]Ptm! mUFm! ivi]Ptm! @ka¢m! iné˜m! (K^iptam,
m~#ham, vik^iptam, ek;gram, niruddham). So of the 5 states, 3rd state is vik^ipta,
disturbed by the vik^epas. And vik^epas are explained in? Yoga-sutra?
VyaixSTyans<zyàmadalSyaivritæaiNtdzRnalBx-UimkTvanviSwtTvain
icÄiv]epSte=Ntraya>,

1£30,(vy;dhi-

sty;na-

sa=%aya-

pram;d;lasy;virati-

bhr;ntidar%an;labdhabh~mikatv;navasthitatv;ni citta-vik^epaste’ntar;y;+ | I-30|)

Illness, mental idleness doubt, negligence, sloth, non-abstention, confusion of philosophies,
failure to gain a ground and instability are the distractions of the mind-filed; they are the
impediments. (Y.S. I-30)

How many? (Students: 9) 9. The 9 distractions of the mind from the path of
meditation, also called ANtray(antar;ya)s. Sutra number? 30th. Those are the
vik^epas. So all the vik^epas come to %;nti, come to peace. The word, %;nti has
been explained differently. We have read that explanation. It’s nothing less than
mok^a itself, sam;dhi itself. So sthita-praj@a attains the %;nti of all the vik^epas,
all the 9 distractions from the path of sam;dhi. It is AwRis˜(artha-siddha),
accomplished as the goal is implied, it is implied in his being the sthita-praj@a,
being a man of stable wisdom.
s†òaNtmah(sa-d&^!;ntam ;ha), then there is a d&^!;nta, there is an analogy, there is
an example.
While the ocean is being filled by all the rivers, at the same time huge rains fall
in the ocean, and yet that ocean remains within its boundaries. Or the other
meaning of it is that huge mountains like mEnak(main;ka), these are old very
ancient geographical terms used in the pur;[as, the huge mountains like
main;ka, main;ka can fit into the ocean. For example, in the modern
terminology, the deepest part of the ocean is Mariana Trench near the
Philippines which is 36,000 feet. So if you take Mount Everest and put it there,
the peak of the Mount Everest will be 6,000 feet below the surface. So acalaprati^!ha=, the place in which the ocean in which the mountains can stay there
underneath without making the ocean overflow. This shows his depth, depth of a
man of sthita-praj@a. So just as the ocean is not corrupted, not altered, not
modified by this constant inflow of rivers and waters and, even if you throw
mountains in it. Similarly, a sthita-praj@a remains inivRkar(nirvik;ra), without any
corruption of the mind, without anything changing his mind, affecting his mind.
The k;mas, the objects of desires which are desired by the ignorant worldly
people. All the objects of desires, all kinds of attractive sounds and so forth, they
would enter his mind. It is not that he’s blocked this sounds, it is not that he
cannot smell. He can hear more than us. He can smell more than us. His senses
become acute.
Big conference’s going on in Chicago and we think master is not present. All the
lectures are going on. He sitting outside, outside the lecture hall, all the doors are
closed. I can’t hear anything. And he tells me what I spoke about. He is hearing.
So it’s not his senses become dull. By the practice of meditation, your senses
become more acute. Yet they do not disturb and corrupt the mind. They are

happening because of the force of the pr;rabdha karmas. He has to exhaust those
karmas. And so he has to remain in the body and use the senses expertly. Yet
while taking in the information, taking in the information, may been given by
the senses, his mind is not affected by that information. He is like a great ocean.
He has attained %;nti.
svRlaEikkalaEikkkmRiv]epinv&iÄ<(sarva-laukik;laukika-karma-vik^epa-niv&tti=), he
has turned off the vik^epas that arise out of worldly actions or ritualistic actions.
For those who are Christian background, the word karma is used in the traditions
and in the language, in the same sense in which Christian theology uses the word
‘acts’, ‘acts of prayer’, ‘acts of ritual’ on one hand and the ‘acts of general life’.
Both are included in the word ‘acts’. Same way the word, karma denotes both.
So he has turned off the vik^epas, the distractions arising out of these karmas, all
of the secular or religious acts.
He also obtains, achieves the turning off, baixtanuvÄ
& aiv*akayRinv&iÄm! caPnaeit
(b;dhit;nuv&tt;vidy;-k;rya-niv&ttim c;pnoti). There is a very technical Ny;ya
logic word here, baixtanuvÄ
& (b;dhit;nuv&tta). I’m not sure exactly how to
translate into English, I will explain it to you.
Baixt b;dhita
fallacies
illogical statement
hetu£Aa-as (hetu;bhasa)

+

Anuv&Ä anuv&tta
follow upon,
repeated, carried
on

=

baixtanuv&Ä (b;dhit;nuv&tta)
Illogical statements, illogical
thinking which are carried on and
repeated by themselves

The word, b;dhita is a technical term in the Ny;ya dar%ana, in the philosophy of
logic and refers to fallacies, illogical statement called het£A
u a-as(hetu-;bh;sa).
When you are dealing with logic, you are presenting a het(hetu), cause. The
white things are easily stainable. This sheet is white. So it is easily stainable. That
is a hetu, that is an example of giving a cause of something. But hetu-;bh;sa,
appearance of a logical argument which is not logical is called, one of those kind
of, many different kinds of hetu-;bh;sas, one of those is b;dhita. Let me
remember what was the example we learned of a b;dhita, hetu-;bh;sa. Fire is
not hot. Fire is cool. Because some objects are cool. And fire is an object. That’s
a hetu-;bh;sa. That’s a fallacious statement. There is no logic. And we are
operating in our life with this kind of b;dhita, hetu-;bh;sas, this kind of fallacies
which are contradicted by our experiences. Yet the AnuvÄ
& (anuv&tta), it is
technical term arises from grammar, but I will not go into it. Those fallacies of
our life, our experiences, our way of thinking. They carry on, they repeat

themselves. John was a man, he hurts me badly. Andrew is a man, therefore he
will hurt me. Marry was a woman, she hurts me badly. All women are hurtful.
Therefore, Susan will also hurt me. These are b;dhit;nuv&tta. There are words
for this kind of logic or illogical thinking that we all indulge in by our emotional
associations.
So this is very detailed subject in psychology, here it is expressed only by this
technical term, b;dhit;nuv&tta, which is avidy;, which is ignorance, which is
absence of knowledge and its effects. So the sthita-praj@a has obtained the ability
and has, therefore, turned off this kind of the effects of ignorance. How has it
turned it off? }anblen(j@;na-balena), by the force and power of his knowledge.
nkamkamI(na k;ma-k;m$), but one who is by nature inclined to desiring the
objects of desires, such an ignorance person does not obtain the %;nti, the
pacification, the peace that we have defined earlier that’s sam;dhi. Such a
person, however, svRda laEikkalaEikkkmR iv]epe[ mhit Kleza[Rve mGnae –vtIit
vaKyawR>,(sarvad; laukik;laukika-karma-vik^epe[a mahati kle%;r[ave magno
bhavat$ti v;ky;rtha+ |). Such a person, because of the vik^epas, distractions from
the worldly as well as a religious acts drowns himself in the great ocean of
kle%as. [In Hindi : Uttamanan jee, how many kle%as? (Uttam : 5 kle%as) which,
which one? (avidy;, asmit;, r;ga, dve^a, abhinive%a) If you study, you don’t
need to think.] So he enters, he drowns himself in the ocean of, great ocean of
kle%as, 5 afflictions. These 5 afflictions are defined in the first part of the chapter
II of the yoga-sutras. We don’t need to go into them now.
@ten }ainn @v )l-Utae ivÖt! s<Nyas> (etena j@;nina eva phala-bh~to vidvat
sa=ny;sa+), therefore it is to be concluded that only the }anI(j@;n$), only one
who has obtained this knowledge, this wisdom, then natural fruit for him is ivÖt!
s<Nyas(vidvat sa=ny;sa), the renunciation of someone who has come to know.
There are 2 kinds of sa=ny;sa in our tradition, nowadays nobody distinguishes
between the two. One is called ivivid;a s<Nyas(vividi^; sa=ny;sa) and other is
called ivÖt! s<Nyas(vidvat sa=ny;sa). ivivid;a s<Nyas(vividi^; sa=ny;sa) and
ivÖt! s<Nyas(vidvat sa=ny;sa). ivivid;a s<Nyas(vividi^; sa=ny;sa), you renounce
with the desire and hope to get to know to receive the knowledge. All of you
swamis here are in the state of vividi^; sa=ny;sa. Sa=ny;sa with desire to know,

the divinity, but you have not obtained the divinity. Then you have to stay under
the guru and you have to receive the guidance so that you may later on become a
ivÖan!(vidv;n), someone who actually knows. The ivÖt! s<Nyas(vidvat sa=ny;sa)
is when one has come to know, the truth, realization is occurred, yad ahareva
virajet, tad ahareva pravrajet. Then whichever they, he becomes free of the dust
and stain, attains vair;gya, let him walk off. Such a vidvat sa=ny;sa does not
even require another swami, senior swami to give the vows. One can just go,
take immersion in the Ga]g;, throw up all his clothes and walk off. That is
vidvat sa=ny;sa. So these swamis, ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana Sarasvati, they
were in the vidvat sa=ny;sa category. They don’t talk of anything, any lesser
stations. They don’t talk of any lesser stations. They talk of vidvat sa=ny;sa.
And that is what, where they are speaking from.
So someone who has attained the j@;na, his fruition is in this vidvat sa=ny;sa
and there comes for him the state of jIvNmui-(j$van-mukti), j$van-mukti, the state
of j$van-mukti. J$van-mukti. There is 2 kinds of mukti. Mok^a that you achieve
the liberation and you leave the body. J$van-mukti is you achieve the liberation,
but you remain in the body for 2 reasons either because some pr;rabdha is yet to
be fulfilled or because you wish to serve the world. There is a text by great
Vidy;ra[ya Muni, J$van-mukti–viveka. Every Sa=ny;sin should study it
someday, I will do a class, well, I don’t know. In 2018. After I come out of my
silence, I may teach that text and I will like many, many swamis from all
ashrams to attend that class. J$van-mukti–viveka. The analysis of what j$vanmukti is. Remind me in 2018. 2019, maybe. And that explains the state of j$vanmukti, living liberated.
And what is that? dEvaxIniv;y-aege=ip inivRkart(daiv;dh$na-vi^aya-bhoge’pi
nirvik;rata), even if because of his previously gathered fortune of karmas, he has
to remain in the world of the objects of senses. Yet he remains nirvik;ra, he
remains incorruptible. Incorruptible means that no wrinkles can occur in his
mind. Somebody shouts curses, he sees shouting. I’m not shouting. So why do I
have to be affected by it? Somebody throws mud at me. He throws the mud. I
didn’t throw the mud. So what’s the problem? Somebody spoke harshly. Well,
he was disturbed. I should do something to reduce the disturbance. Not become
disturbed by it myself. That is called nirvik;rata.
ySmadev< tSmat!(yasm;d eva= tasm;t), and because it is so, therefore, Verse 71.

Chapter 2 Verse 71

ivhay kamaNy> svaRNpuma<írit inSp&h>,
inmRmae inrh<kar> s zaiNtmixgCDit.71.
vih;ya k;m;n ya+ sarv;n pum;=% carati ni+sp&ha+ |
nirmamo niraha=k;ra+ sa %;ntim adhigacchati ||71||
The person who wanders free of attachment, having abandoned all desire,
devoid of ego and of the concept of ‘mine,’ he attains peace. (II-71)

Many places, Madhus~dana Sarasvati who was immersed both in the knowledge
of Ved;nta and was a great bhakti yogi about which Dr. Jagat jee can tell you
more. And, I’m going to make an illogical statement, very illogical, he said to
me ‘I’m the one who has introduced bhakti in Ved;nta in the form of
Madhus~dana Sarasvati.’So he introduce bhakti in Vet;nta. So Madhus~danan
Sarasvati often repeats the phrases exactly from ÿa]kara like ySmadev<
tSmat!(yasm;d eva= tasm;t). Exact phrase in Madhus~dana and in ÿa]kara
because it is so, therefore.
ÿa]kara’s commentary.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
The sa=ny;sin, sa=ny;sin here as I said does not mean only someone who wears
saffron, who has renounced, having abandoned all the desires Aze;t>(a%e^ata+),
in their entirely completely. jIvNmaÇceòaze;>(j$van-m;tra-ce^!;%e^a+), all his
movement, all his action of the body is simply for the continuity of the body.
But in>Sp&h>(ni+sp&ha+), having no attachment to that. So that zrIrjIvnmaÇe=ip
ingRta Sp&ha ySy s> in>Sp&h>(%ar$ra-j$vana-m;tre’pi nirgat; sp&h; yasya sa+
ni+sp&ha+), one who has abandoned all attachment to even staying in the body. It
is his duty to stay in the body for the sake of paying off any past karmas and for
the sake of the benefit of others. But he has no particular attachment to staying in
this body. ‘Oh, I’ll die.’ ‘Oh, I’ll cease to be.’ ‘May I not die.’ And since he has
attained this state of being ni+sp&ha, he becomes inmRm(nirmama).

There are 2 words for use, Ahm!(aham) and mm(mama), I and mine. So one who
has abandoned the mama, mine, that is all claims to anything that we claim as
mine. My clothes, my good name, my reputation, my fame, my property, my
house, my child, my family, my this, my that. When there is no more mama,
concept of mine, in Latin meum, ego and meum, I and mine. You can write ego
and meum, aham and mama.
So who has abandoned this in spite of the fact that he has to keep a grasp, keep a
hold on what has been thrown in his way, by way of the body and continuity of
life, yet he has abandoned the Ai-invez(abhinive%a) that this is mine. Abhinive%a
here is obsession. This word abhinive%a is used in many different senses in the
texts. There can be good abhinive%a, and there can be bad abhinive%a. Earlier we
have read of AaTm}anai-invez(;tma-j@;na-abhinive%a). I’d explained to you.
There abhinive%a, something that settles down in your personality, in your being.
Your abhinive%a of the knowledge of your ;tman, yourself. And here, he says,
abhinive%a, undesirable abhinive%a that is mine. He has abandoned this
abhinive%a, inrh<kar>(niraha=k;ra+), he has abandoned all aham, all I and all
pride. So that he does not mistake that he’s having informational knowledge
makes him a great soul. Some people brag about their knowledge. He has
become humble. He has abandoned the pride even of knowledge. Leave alone,
wealth and comfort and property and all that. The pride of knowledge is more
dangerous than the pride of wealth and fame and property. And so he has
abandoned this pride.
Such a sthita-praj@a, such a person of steady wisdom, äüivt!(brahmavit), who
has become the knower of Brahman, zaiNt<(%;nti=), attains %;nti, attains
pacification which is defined here again, svRs<sardu>oaeprml][a< invaR[aOyam!
AixgCDit àaPnaeit äü-Utae -vit #TywR>, (sarva-sa=s;ra-du+khoparama-lak^a[;=
nirv;[;khy;m adhigacchati pr;pnoti brahma-bh~to bhavati ity-artha+ |). He
attains that %;nti which is called invaR[(nirv;[a), blowing off of the candle of
worldly experience and worldly being. The mark of which is this turning off of
all the pains and sorrows and sufferings that arise through our involvement in
this world of transmigration. Which means äü-Utae -vit (brahma-bh~to bhavati),
he becomes one with Brahman.
Madhus~dana Sarasvati.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
ySmadev< tSmat!(yasm;d eva= tasm;t), and because it is so as we have explained
before, therefore.
àaPtanip svaRNbaýaNg&h]eÇadInaNtraNmnaeraJyêpaNvasnamaÇêpa<í paiw
gCD<St&[SpzRêpaNkama<iôivxaiNvhayaepeúy zrIrjIvnmaÇe=ip inSp&h> sn!,
(pr;pt;n-api sarv;n-b;hy;n-g&ha-k^etr;d$n;ntar;n-manor;jya-r~p;n-v;san;m;tra-r~p;=%-ca pathi gaccha=s-t&[a-spar%a-r~p;n-k;m;=s-trividh;nvih;yopek^ya %ar$ra-j$vana-m;tre’pi nisp&ha+ san |)
That even though these identities come in his way. What identity is? I’m adding
the word ‘identity’ from myself, it is not in the original. The desires. What are
the 3 kinds of identities arising from desire? The lowest kind, the external one.
g&h]eÇadIn!(g&ha-k^etr;d$n), my house, my rice filed, my garden, my jewellery,
my velvet and silk clothing. And for someone who walks about wearing only
one kaup$na, the attachment to that kaup$na, the attachment to that loincloth.
Even if you take off all your clothes, there is still attachment.
Swami Rama writes the story in his Living with Himalayan Masters. Does he
write in there or he was telling a story? He was walking in the mountains. There
were these 2 naked sadhus who were living in a cave. All they head was some
straw, heaps of straw to cover themselves in the cold of the night, nothing else,
no clothing. And they were in silence. They were keeping silence. So he’s
walking by and hear the sound, ham, um-, ummmm-, um. So it peeks him. These
2 sadhus are fighting over which portion of the straw belongs to whom. So some
people think if they leave the house, they are great swamis. And they take off all
their clothes, they are great swamis. He says none of that.
So baýaNg&h]eÇadIn! (b;hy;n-g&ha-k^etr;d$n), the external object such as house and
field.
AaNtraNmnaeraJyêpan!(;ntar;n-manor;jya-r~p;n), the internal objects of desire. He
uses a beautiful phrase, mnaeraJy (manor;jya), the kingdoms of the mind. You
know we all carry our kingdoms of the mind with which identify ourselves. And
we have 2 phrases in Sanskrit, mnaeraJy(mano-r;jya) and mnaerw(mano-ratha). In
the kingdoms of the mind, you walk about, you travel around on mano-ratha, on
the chariots of the mind. And what do you eat? mnaemaedk(mano-modaka), (in
Hindi : laddu(sweet) of the mind). I can’t translate into English. Mental cakes,

mental pastries. Modaka is laddu, a kind of pastries. So ruling over the kingdom
of the mind, touring that kingdom on the mind chariots and eating the modaka,
the pastries of the mind. So this mano-r;jya.
And vasnamaÇêpan!(v;san;-m;tra-r~p;n), where these are not yet manifest, but
the past proclivities, past inclinations in the form of deepest impressions which
give us our inclinations. Inclinations arising out of our past samsk;ras.
These 3 kinds come in the way of someone who is walking on the path of peace
but they are, it’s common phrase again I give here, paiw gCD<St&[SpzRêpan!(pathi
gaccha=s-t&[a-spar%a-r~p;n). This idiom occurs in many philosophical text,
something that happens incidentally. That one is traveling, walking from one
village to another, along the way his feet happen to touch the grass. So it’s
incidental. He did not go out to touch the grass with his feet. So for the yogi, for
the sthita-praj@a, all these 3 are incidental, along the way. But he himself is
inSp&h> (nisp&ha+), not attracted even to the idea of the continuity of the body and
this life. Because he has become inrh<kar>(niraha=k;ra+), free of ego. What is
defined as ego? zrIreiNÔyada £vymhimTyi-manzUNy>(%ar$rendriy;d;v-ayam-ahamity-abhim;na-%~nya+), free of abhim;na, free of identification with the body and
senses that I am this. This word, Ai-man(abhim;na) occurs both in s;=khya and
ved;nta about the concept of identification. That with which we identify
ourselves is called abhim;na. I am this, I am man, I am woman, I am body, I am
beautiful, I am ugly, all these abhim;na. I am human, I’m an Indian, I’m
Chinese, I’m American, all these abhim;na, false identifications. So one is free
of all of these identifications.
iv*avÅvaidinimÄaTmsM-avnariht>,(vidy;vattv;di-nimitt;tma-sambh;van;-rahita+
|)
He is now free of the possibility of considering himself to be a great learned man
well-informed and being proud of that. He’s free of that. At> inmRm>(ata+
nirmama+), therefore he has no concept of mm(mama) because he’s niraha=k;ra,
therefore he’s nirmama. Because he’s free of ego, because he’s free of false
identifications, same way he’s free of mama, it is mine, this is mine. Free of this
abhim;na.
The person, such a person experiences the objects of senses that are presented to
him as -aeg (bhoga)s, karmic experiences. The word, bhoga may be defined as

karmic experiences. He goes through those because of the force of the past
karmas. As they come, but he himself wanders free.
s @v<-Ut> iSwtà}> zaiNt< svRs<sardu>oaeprml][amiv*atTkayRinv&iÄmixgCDit
}anblen àaPnaeit,
(sa eva=-bh~ta+ sthita-praj@a+ %;nti= sarva-sa=s;ra-du+khoparama-lak^a[;mavidy;-tat-k;rya-niv&ttim-adhigacchati j@;na-balena pr;pnoti |)
Ah, just about exact quotation from the ÿa]kara commentary.(coughing.. .. .. )
I’ll continue just now. Such a sthita-praj@a, such a person of stabilized wisdom
obtain %;nti, peace that is the turning off of the effects of ignorance as well as
ignorance itself. Turning off the effects of the ignorance as well as ignorance
itself which is marked as the termination of all the pains, suffering and sorrow
arising from the involvement in the worldly transmigrations. He attains that
through the force of j@;na, through the force of knowledge.
tdetdI†z< ìjn< iSwtà}Sy(tad-etad-$d&%a= vrajana= sthita-praj@asya), such is the
walking, behaving, conducting of oneself of a sthita-praj@a, of a man of stable
wisdom. So in these 8 verses, the 4th question is answered.
pirsmaPtm!(parisam;ptam), brough to complete conclusion and perfect answer.
One verse remains. I was hoping to finish today, but I cannot. So tomorrow we’ll
complete this course. 72, verse 72.
After that I will teach 3 times a week. I’ll announce the dates. And I’ll teach
until 21st of April 3 times a week. And I’ll tell you which days. And then, I have
to leave, I have to go out. Then I’ll teach from 2nd or 3rd May to 12th of May.
Then I’m leaving.
The next part of this course will be Sapta-%loki G$t;, the G$t; of 7 verses. I hope
you have memorized those verses. No. 1, between now and tomorrow look up
where in the G$ta, those 7 verses occur and what you can understand of them that
I’ll teach. Alright.
Hari Om.
If you all can arrange the recording of recitation with the help of Sri Chatterji,
Pierre, but rehearse them because the last recording that they did of the prayers,
the voices are not.. the way should be in a chorus. They start well, then the one
was going this way, one was going that way. So you and Mr. Chatterji need to
first train them and do a rehearsal before we do final recording. OK.
Thank you.

2011-04-05 SVB-Bhagavad G$t; II-72, VIII-13
Akha[#a-ma[#al;k;ra= chanting.
Mind gathered to yourself. Senses dissolved into that mind. Sa]kalpa, resolve for
next 2 minutes, no outside thoughts, only feel the flow and the touch of your
breath in your nostrils. Breathing slowly, gently, smoothly, no break between the
breaths, no break in the mantra cycle of thought. With the sa]kalpa, begin now.
Without breaking the flow of consciousness, gently open your eyes.
Hari Om. God bless you.
When you are doing the transcription of courses, take the verses and the
translation from here(Swami Rama’s Perennial Psychology of the Bhagavad
G$t;). Translations here are mine. The commentary, Swami Rama’s. There is a
quite a story about .those translations too. The entire translation of the G$t; was
done in 24 hours. I used to get this commands from the master. I get the
command on Thursday. Kamal calls me, ‘Swamiji is in Manali, he’s dictating a
book on the G$t;, he wants the whole translation of the G$t; by Monday.’ I was
suffering from malaria and I was shivering. And the shiver, on Friday I was
performing a wedding in the meditation centre. And then driving to retreat
centre because we had our annual weekend retreat. Retreat was going on, my
secretary, Mary Gail, she was such a hard working secretary, 24 hours she used
to work. 24 hours she used to work. And go and give a lecture, 3 lectures a day,
come back. She had a typewriter. I sit there dictate, 24 hours done. Monday,
sent. This translation was done, so it’s a, it’s written here, in the
acknowledgement, Pandit Usharbudh Arya provided the translation of the
Sanskrit text. So we can use that.
So today is the last session of the sthita-praj@a adhy;ya, the chapter on the person
of steady and stabilized wisdom. And you understand the meaning of the word,
praj@;.
The last verse.
Chapter 2 Verse 72

@;a äaüI iSwit> pawR nEna< àaPy ivmuýit,
iSwTvaSyamNtkale=ip äüinvaR[m&CDit.72.
e^; br;hm$ sthiti+ partha nain;= pr;pya vimuhyati |
sthitv;sy;m-anta-k;le’pi brahmanirv;[am &cchati ||72||
This is the Godly state, O Son of Pritha; attaining this, one is no longer
confused. Remaining in it even at the final hour, one finds absorption into
Brahman. (II-72)

So we got the answers to the 4 questions raised in verse number 54.
iSwtà}Sy ka -a;a smaixSwSy(sthita-praj@asya k; bh;^; sam;dhi-sthasya),
question 1.
iSwtxI> ik< à-a;et(sthita-dh$+ ki= prabh;^eta), question 2.
ikmasIt(kim ;s$ta), question 3.
ìjet ikm(vrajeta kim), question 4.
And the last question took 8 verses and that is completed. It was 71.
And the conclusion.

ÿa]kar;c;rya’s Commentary
sa @;a }aninóa StUyte(sa+ e^; j@;na-ni^!h; st~yate), says ÿa]kar;c;rya, that firm
establishment in knowledge is now being praised.
This that we have defined and described in these verses. This is äaüI
iSwit>(br;hm$ sthiti+), a state of being in Brahman, the state of being in
Brahman. That is sv¡ kmR sÛySy(sarva= karma sannyasya), after renouncing all
acts. This word, acts, we have explained before. After renouncing all acts,

remaining only as Brahman, I am Brahman. äüêpe[ @v AvSwanm! #it
@tt!(brahma-r~pe[a eva avasth;nam iti etat). This is it.
Oh, Son of Pritha, n @na< iSwit< àaPy lBXva ivmuýit maeh< n àaßaeit,(na en;= sthiti=
pr;pya labdhv; vimuhyati moha= na pr;pnoti |) A person who has attained that
state never becomes confused again.
iSwTva ASya< iSwtaE äü(a< ywae-ayam! ANtkale Aip Ante vyis Aip äüinvaR[<
äüinv&RiÄ< mae]< \CDit gCDit,(sthitv; asy;= sthitau brahmy;= yathokt;y;m
antak;le api ante vayasi api brahma-nirv;[a= brahma-nirv&tti= mok^a= &cchati
gacchati |) And one stays in that Br;hm$ sthiti, in that, dwelling in Brahman state
as we have explained. Then such a one, even at the end, at the last moment of his
life, he achieves Brahma nirv;[a, blowing off the small candle into the great fire
of Brahman. He attains mok^am, the liberation, the spiritual liberation.
ikmuv-Vy<(kim-uvaktavya=), what more to say as I told you that the great ;c;ryas
like ÿa]kara and Madhus~dana Sarasvati, they were brahmacaryas who took
sannyasa state from brahmacarya. There are those who go through the 4
Aaïm(;%rama)s, äücyR(brahmacarya), i¢hSw(grihastha), vnàSw(vanaprastha),
and then do sÛys(sannyasa). There are those who go only through 3 ;%ramas,
brahmacarya, grihastha and vanaprastha. They are those only go through 2
;%ramas, brahmacarya and grihastha. And nowadays there is no brahmacarya. So
there is only grihastha. eka ;%rama dharma. There is no concept of brahmacarya.
So the option give in the Upani^ad is that the highest, most blessed state is that
you become a sannyasin straight from brahmacarya. And because ÿa]kara and
Madhus~dana were of that category, they never went through grihastha through
household experience, so they praised that state. But it is not for everyone.
What more to say, says ÿa]kara. One who goes into sannyasa direct from
brahmacarya and throughout his life remains in Brahman, he attains the
invaR[(nirv;[a) in Brahman.
The one comment here, the word, nirv;[a is normally associated with Buddhist
teaching. In Buddhist teaching, nirv;[a means total extinction of selfhood, selfness. Because there is a doctrine of what we call in Pali language, anata or in
Sanskrit an;tman, non-self. There is no such thing as self. In the Vedic tradition,
we use the word, äüinvaR[ (brahma nirv;[a), mergence into Brahma.
Alright` So this is the verse 72.

#it ïImha-arte ztsahö(a< s<ihtaya< vEyaisKya< -I:mpvRi[ ïImÑgvÌItasUpin;Tsu
äüiv*aya< yaegzaSÇe ïIk&:[ajuRns<vade saf!Oyyaegae nam iÖtIyae=Xyay> .2.
iti %r$mah;bh;rate %atas;hasry;= sa=hit;yl= vaiy;siky;= bh$^maparva[i ^r$madbhagavad-g$t;s~pani^atsu brahmavidy;y;= yoga%;stre %r$k&^[;rjunasa=v;de
s;]khyayogo n;ma dvit$yo’dhy;ya+ ||2||
This in Mah;bh;rata which is a sa=hita, a text collection of 100,000 verses,
composed by Vy;sa, in the Bh$^ma section, in the account on Bh$^ma, you can
read my book on Bh$^ma, in the upani^ads, song by the blessed Lord. Because
remember: The name of the text is Bhagavad G$t; Upani^ad. In the Upani^ads,
song by the blessed Lord, in the Brahma vidy;, in the science of Brahman, yoga%;stre, in the text on the science of yoga, %r$k&^[;rjunasa=v;de, in the dialogue
between K&^[a and Arjuna. This title s;]khya-yoga, yoga of the wisdom of
discrimination between self and non-self, dvit$yo’dhy;ya+, ends the second
chapter.
That is how we recite the end of the chapter.
And now, Madhus~dana on that verse.

Madhus~dana Sarasvati’s Commentary
By the pretext of answering the 4 questions.
All the marks of a sthita-praj@a, of a person stabilized wisdom have been
explained as the duties to be undertaken by someone who is mumuk^u, desirous
of mok^a.
Now, %ps<hrit(upasa=harati), he brings all together, briefly states by way of the
fruit, by way of the result that is obtained by way of the result,
sa<Oyinóa(s;=khyani^!h;), the fully faithful establishment in s;=khya, we are not
talking of the text of s;=khya, we are talking of the discriminatory knowledge,
knowledge that discriminates between self and non-self., which s;=khyani^!h;,
which establishment in the s;=khya is the result of karma yoga. Karma yoga as I
had defined in 7 different ways earlier in our study.
Do you remember 7 different ways? Who remember the 7 different breaks up
the word of karma yoga? Do you have? let me see, Italy and Korea and Holland,
the 7 breakups of the word, karma yoga? It’s little bit complex for those who do
not know Sanskrit grammar. (Pierre: 7 vibhaktis) OK. Good. Alright. Canada is
the cricket champion of today. The last 2-3 days they were in this.. great crazy in

India about India wining the cricket world cup, whatever that is. I don’t know
what that is. (Hindi speaking) Excuse my language. (Hindi) To gain something,
you have to renounce something.
So I will not go into that. Oh, maybe Pierre, can you explain what vibhaktis are
and what happens in the word, karma yoga? Come, come, come, try here. We’ll
record it.
(Swami jee reciting the declension of the word, karman.)
(And Pierre explains the 7 vibhaktis, cases and the translation of 7 karmas. It’s
explained in the lecture of March 22 with table. : so leave this out.)
Let me explain this 7 vibhaktis, 7 cases. He explained with a nominative case,
objective case, instrumental case, dative case, ablative case, genitive case,
locative case, same as in Latin and Greek. You have that in Turkish? Same way?
The word changes? It’s easier for you. (Hindi explanation) Nominative,
objective, instrumental, instrumental of accompaniment, and instrumental of
instrument, instrumental case has 2 purposes. Instrumental of accompaniment
and instrument. Dative case, ablative case, genitive case, locative case. Vocative
does not apply in this case.
So he explains the s;=khyani^!h;+, being established in s;=khya which comes
to being as the result of karma yoga in all these senses of the world.
@;a iSwtà}l][Vyajen kiwta, @;a te=i-ihta sa<Oye bui˜>,
(e^; sthita-praj@a-lak^a[a-vy;jena kathit;, e^; te’bhihit; s;=khye buddhi+ |)
Previously there was a verse, verse 39. I have explained to you this buddhi,
about s;=khya. And now listen to it with regard to yoga. And so this refers back
to that %loka, that verse.
That buddhi by the pretext of explaining the qualities, the attributes, the marks
of sthita-praj@a, that buddhi has been explained, which is inóa(ni^!h;), firm
establishment, firm and faithful establishment consisting of brahma-vi^aya,
where only Brahman is the object, Brahman is the only real, marked by the
knowledge of supreme self, preceded by sannyasa, by the renunciation of all
acts. All means laukika and ;laukika acts, the acts, worldly acts whose results we
expect in this world and the religious acts whose results we expect in the next
world. †ò(d&^!a) and Anuïaivk(anu%r;vika), in the s~tra 15 of yoga-s~tras.
he pawR(Oh, Son of Pritha), one who has attained the state, no one who has attained
the state, no one who has attained this state, ever again becomes confused,

because the ignorance that has been refuted, eliminated through j@;na, through
knowledge. It is not possible for it to come back again because it cannot be born.
It was there forever, but it has been blocked. In this state, one who stays even at
the end the last minute in the last breath, such a person attains Brahma nirv;[a.
äüi[

invaR[<

inv&RiÄ<

äüêp<

invaR[imit

va(brahma[I nirv;[a= nirv&tti=

brahmar~pa= nirv;[am-iti v;), nirv;[a blowing off the candle of one’s ego self,
blowing of the candle flame of one’s ego self into Brahman, or moving on to the
state of becoming the very form of Brahman. He attains this. A-eden(abhedena),
through non-distinction between the self and Brahman.
Madhus~dana paraphrases or quotes the same that ÿa]kara has said. ikmu
v-Vy<(kimu vaktavya=), what more is there to say one who has renounced, who
has become a sannyasin right from brahmacarya, and remains in that state
through life. One who renounces from brahmacarya itself, and remains in that
state forever throughout his life, he attains Brahma nirv;[a as we have defined.
Madhus~dana Sarasvati composes a verse, summarizing the chapter.
}an< tTsaxn< kmR sÅvzui˜í tT)lm!,
tT)l< }aninóEveTyXyaye=iSmNàkIitRtm!.
j@;na= tat-s;dhana= karma sattva-%uddhi%-ca tat-phalam |
tat-phala= j@;na-ni^!ha-ivetyadhy;ye’smin-prak$rtitam ||
Knowledge, the instrument of that knowledge, knowledge, the instrument and
the means of that knowledge, that is karma, action. The result of that action,
sattva-%uddhi, that was saumyatva, saumanasya and all those qualities becoming
saumya, becoming moonlike, becoming flowerlike, that is the result of that. And
the result of that again, j@;na ni^!ha, becoming established in knowledge. That
fruit is been explained in this chapter, 2nd chapter.
Remember that we have not done verse 1 to 53. We have only done sthita-praj@a
chapter. This chapter should become your companion. Alright.
#it ïImÑgvÌItasUpin;Tsu äüiv*aya< yaegzaSÇe ïIk&:[ajuRns<vade saf!Oyyaegae nam
iÖtIyae=Xyay> .2.
iti ^r$mad-bhagavad-g$t;s~pani^atsu brahmavidy;y;= yoga%;stre
%r$k&^[;rjunasa=v;de s;]khyayogo n;ma dvit$yo’dhy;ya+ ||2||
Om Tat Sat Brahmar Panamastu. Om sham.

May this be a surrendered offering, surrendered worshipful offering to Brahman.
Now very interestingly, where we end in verse 72 taking about the last moment
of one’s life, that is where the 7 verse G$t; begins, and continues.

